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On the cover painting of Parliamentary Library, by Ivan Pylypenko,
lecturer at the National Academy of Fine Arts.

Senator  David Tkachuk with 2012 Interns in Senate Chamber.

History of CUPP

On July 16, 1990, the Ukrainian Parlia-
ment adopted the Declaration of Sov-
ereignty which declared that Parliament
recognized  the need to build the
Ukrainian state based on the Rule of
Law. On August 24,1991, the Ukrainian
Parliament  adopted the Declaration of
Independence, which the citizens of
Ukraine endorsed in the referendum of
December 1,1991. Also in 1991, Cana-
dians celebrated  the Centennial of
Ukrainian group immigration to
Canada. To mark the Centennial, or-
ganizations planned programs and
projects to celebrate this milestone in
Canada’s history.

The Chair of Ukrainian Studies
Foundation of Toronto decided to
mark the Centennial by establishing
the Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary
Program for university students from
Ukraine. The Canada-Ukraine Parlia-
mentary Program  gives Ukrainian
students an opportunity to work and
study in the Canadian Parliament,
and gain experience from which gen-

erations of Canadian, American, and
West European students have bene-
fited. On the basis of academic ex-
cellence, knowledge of the English or
French and Ukrainian languages,
and or interest in the parliamentary
system of government, university stu-
dents from Ukraine can apply for a
CUPP scholarship. It is hoped that
CUPP will contribute to the education
of future leaders of Ukraine.

In 2013, students from universities
in Austria, China, Georgia, Germany,
Italy, Russia and Ukraine arrived in
Ottawa for the two month Internship
with Members of Parliament and Sen-
ators. In the course of the 2013 CUPP
Program the Interns met with Bohdan
Hawrylyshyn, Member of the Club of
Rome, Stephen Poloz, Governor of
the Bank of Canada, Ambassador An-
drew Bennett of the Office of Religious
Freedom, Senator Raynell Andrey-
chuk, the Hon.Jason Kenney, the. Hon
Julian Fantino and a host of other po-
litical and community leaders.
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It is appropriate that this Fourth MODEL
UKRAINE Conference is taking place in
Kyiv, the city in which, during the reign
of Grand Prince Yaroslav the Wise
(1019 to 1054), the journey on the road
to the rule of law based state began. 

During his reign, Yaroslav em-
barked on the beautification of the city
with the construction of the Golden
Gate entrance to Kyiv, and the
churches of the Annunciation, St.
George and St. Irene, and the Cathe-
dral of St. Sophia. He cultivated diplo-
matic ties with the Royal Houses of
Europe through the marriages of his
daughters to the monarchs of Hun-
gary, Norway and France.  He fought
to consolidate and unify the lands of
Kyivan Rus and embarked on the com-
pilation of the history of Kyivan Rus, by
historians and scholars. 

And, important to our topic today, he
commissioned the preparation of Ruska
Pravda which began the process of the
consolidation of a code of laws.  For his
efforts, Historian Paul R. Magocsi de-
scribes Yaroslav as follows, “Because of
his diplomatic skills, cultural interests, and
codification of the first written law code in
any Slavic land, Yaroslav came to be
known in Rus’ history as “the Wise”.

Ruska Pravda in its several tomes
became the foundation documents for
the Rule of Law on the lands of present
day Ukraine.

In 1938 Winston Churchill wrote on
page 98 of the Book on Civilization,
“Where there is an absence of the rule
of law there is corruption and abuse”.

To understand why there is an ab-
sence of the rule of law in Ukraine it is
important to review the recent history
of Ukraine. It came into the 21st cen-
tury as a colony of the Soviet and be-
fore that, Russian empires. Colonial
powers leave footprints and scars on
the colonies which they ruled. For ex-
ample, the British colonial power built
institutions and infrastructure which
were intended to last into the future.
The Dutch and Spanish colonial pow-
ers cared little for educating their
colonists and concentrated on extract-
ing wealth from their colonies.  They
left behind little upon which a demo-
cratic society in the case of South
American countries, could be built.  It
could be argued that most South
American countries are still in a state
of transition to the rule of law.

Niall Ferguson in his book "Civiliza-
tion, the West and the Rest", writes, “it
was an idea about the way people
should govern themselves. Some peo-
ple make the mistake of calling that
idea 'democracy' and imagining that
any country can adopt it merely by
holding elections.  In reality, democracy
was the capstone of an edifice that has
as its foundation the rule of law - to be
precise, the sanctity of individual free-
dom and the security of private prop-
erty rights, ensured by representative,
constitutional government”. 

Why is this term 'the rule of law’ for
some, hard to understand? The Hague
Institute for the Internationalization of
Law in July 2012 held a conference
at Tilburg University in order to de-
velop a method of teaching of the rule
of law to children and involved citi-
zens. The Centre for teaching 'the
rule of law' is a global project whose
purpose is to change fundamentally
the way the rule of law is understood.
It aims to provide educators around
the world with the resources needed
to teach the rule of law as the foun-
dation of freedom, individual and col-

Magna Carta or The Great Charter
of the Liberties of England was intro-
duced in 1215 and was imposed upon
the King of England by his subjects
and feudal barons in an attempt to limit
the King's powers by law and protect
the subject’s rights.

Is this the missing link in the arrival
or entrenchment of the Rule of Law in
Ukraine?  In Ukraine the monarch
propounded the foundation docu-
ments for the rule of law, whereas in
England the people demanded the
foundation documents and thus im-
posed their will upon the ruler.

And after almost eight centuries
England, then Great Britain, with its
Westminster system of government
and parliamentary democracy, the rule
of law became entrenched in the
hearts and minds of the people.

In Ukraine the rule of law is not ob-
served by government and much of the
population. But, if it took near cata-
clysmic events and abuses by the mon-
archs and rulers of England to force the
people to act to bring about the rule of
law, then Ukraine is getting closer to the
end of its journey. In other words there is
a short-cut to the rule of law, in Ukraine.

The illustration on the cover of the
MODEL UKRAINE Conference Pro-
gram depicts in 8 captions the stages
on the road to the rule of law of Eng-
land and Ukraine and captures the
present day reality in both countries. 

In England the final scene or chapter
is the picture of Parliament where all
power rests and all laws are formulated.
In Ukraine the current but not final
scene depicts helmeted police con-
fronting ordinary people. There is rule
by force and the rule of law is absent.

Why is the ongoing discussion
about the rule of law important for
countries such as Canada and the
EU? An appreciation of playing by
the rules and the acceptance that no
one is above the law are essential
in any discussion about the rule of
law. They stand at the complete op-
posite to a society, which is ruled by
corruption, abuse of power and law-
lessness.

Short-cut to the Rule of Law

Ihor BARDYN
Director, Canada-Ukraine
Parliamentary Program
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lective liberty and peace in order to
build nations and make the world bet-
ter and safer.

The project has developed a defini-
tion of the rule of law for use by teach-
ers and students, it is: 

1. Governments are subject to the
law, not above it; 

2. Citizens are actively engaged in
making laws that govern them (partic-
ipating directly or by con sent); 

3. These laws are to be fairly and
equally applied to everyone; and

4. All citizens agree they will obey
the law.

Sounds simple enough, but there
are a number of other definitions,
conceptions, standards and interpre-
tations of the rule of law.  Some ju-
rists state that the rule of law is a
term of art and is not self-defining.
The Canadian Superior Courts Judges
Association has stated that by the
rule of law it is meant that our laws
embody the basic moral values of our
society.  They impose limits on the
conduct of individuals in order to pro-
mote the greater good and make our
communities safe places to live.  It is
against the law to steal, to injure an-
other person, to drive recklessly or to
pollute the environment, to name just
a few of the countless ways the law
is designed to protect us. We are
said to be ruled by law, not by those
who enforce the law or wield the gov-
ernment power. No one in Canada is
above the law. Everyone, no matter
how wealthy or how powerful they
are, must obey the law or face the
consequences.

In the reports of the Canadian Bar
Association there is an interesting sen-
tence which reads "although the
phrase rule of law has many different
conceptions, at its most basic, it con-
cerns the fundamental relationships
between the law and government”.

Yet another proviso to the meaning
of the rule of law states that, laws
should apply prospectively and not ret-
rospectively.  A person should never
be made to suffer in law (criminal or
civil) for an act which was not unlawful
when he or she committed to it.  Ret-
rospective legislation destroys the cer-
tainty of law, is arbitrary and is vindictive,

Canada itself as a colony of Great
Britain did not suffer from abuse of
power, rule by force or intimidation, or
degradation.  Canada's independence
evolved over a period of time.  Because
the country was settled by British and
French colonists, and these colonists
understood that in order to have peace,
order and good government they
should conduct themselves in an or-
derly fashion and abide by the rules of
the land. The phrase, playing by the
rules is a very British concept which
most if not all Canadians understand.
Even the immigrants who come to
Canada from dictatorships, quickly
begin to realize that they are living in a
country which is governed and which
lives by rules and standards of the land
and to advance, especially for their chil-
dren to advance in life in their careers
and professions, they must adapt the
rules or standards in place.  It sounds
so simple and yet there are those who
believe that you need to codify the rule
of law and create first-class legislation
to establish a rule of law country or
democracy. Experience shows us that
creating the best Constitution or the
best legislation is only not enough but
it is not necessary. The constitution of
the former Soviet Union was consid-
ered by some to be the best document
of its kind. The fact is that despite the
perfect or best constitution of the Soviet
Union, the empire was a place of disre-
spect of laws; abuse of laws, and after
its demise, the Empire left a cultural
and civilizational sinkhole.

On July 16, 1990 the Supreme So-
viet of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic adopted a declaration on the
state sovereignty of the Ukraine. In this
declaration, in the preamble it is stated
as follows: the supreme Soviet of the
Ukrainian SSR, expressing the will of
the people of the people of Ukraine,
desiring to create a democratic society,
motivated by the requirements of the
universal guarantee of human rights
and freedoms, respecting the national
rights of all peoples, concerned to se-
cure the comprehensive political, eco-
nomic, social and spiritual development
of the people of the Ukraine, recogniz-
ing the need to build a state based on
the rule of law, desiring to consolidate

(being invariably directed against iden-
tifiable persons or groups).  Such laws
undermine many characteristics of the
rule of law.

Yet another definition proposed by
the Hon. Samuel L. Buford in 2007
states, "The rule of law is the bedrock
for building a structure of ordered lib-
erty and progress in civil society.  It
provides the foundation for economic
development, the protection of
human rights, the provision of self-
government, the prevention of crime
and corruption, the promotion of
basic dignity, and the achievement of
economic and social rights”.

How does Ukraine, its government
and society measure the existence of
the rule of law and its conceptions and
interpretations?  The answer for many
is quite simple.  There is little that can
be considered or called the rule of law
in Ukraine, as defined by Western ju-
rists, parliamentarians and citizens.

Why is this so? Again, we must look
at the footprints and scars left behind by
the Empire from which Ukraine exited
recently.  The Soviet empire left little by
way of infrastructure and little which can
be termed to be conducive to the exis-
tence of a civilized society, governed not
ruled and living in harmony. The Soviet
empire like the Dutch and Spanish Em-
pires extracted what it could through
slavery, slave labour for opening up
Russia's northern lands, imposition of its
own culture and language, systemic use
of ethnic cleansing by moving large
groups of citizens around the vast lands
of the Empire, with the goal of producing
a Soviet mannequin. The colonial power
made no contribution to the civilized
conduct of affairs of state or local gov-
ernment.  The Russian and Soviet way
was to rule by force and intimidation and
to hold the empire together for the ben-
efit of those in power in Moscow. 

With these considerations in mind,
is there today a shortcut to the estab-
lishment of the rule of law. Clearly
Ukraine does not need eight centuries
of turmoil, abuse of power and corrup-
tion in order to arrive at the stage
where rule of law is the law of the land,
whether codified or not.  So, if there is
a shortcut, is Canada on model or ex-
ample of a shortcut? 
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the sovereignty and self-government
of the people of Ukraine, proclaims
the state sovereignty of the Ukraine
as being the supremacy, Independ-
ence, fullness and indivisible indivis-
ibility of the power of the republic
within the bounds of its territory and
its independence and equal status in
external relations.

These legislators understood the
need to return to the road to a rule of
law country. To date they have failed.

Benita Ferrero Waldner, the former
Commissioner for Trade and Euro-
pean Neighbourhood Policy stated
that, “these EU are painful negotia-
tions. They are difficult because
Ukraine needs to change not only their
whole legislation, all different items, but
they also have to change their imple-
mentation of it, and their spirit and this
takes time.  I am also of the opinion
that because I think I am a realist that
this is a societal change that we want
to help them bring about.  Again, it is
for them to change, and our task is to
help them change. Societal change
just like democracy, takes time to
achieve or mature”. 

Vitaly Portnikov recently wrote that,
“The only way to break out of this vi-
cious circle is not to overtake Russia
but just to start to live differently”.

The short cut to a rule of law
country is to abandon the Soviet cir-
cle (in which there is an absence of
the rule of law).

The only way to break out of the be-
witched Soviet mind-set is to start living
differently, without resorting to the cor-
rupting practices of the Soviet past. 

If Ukrainians as free and conscien-
tious citizens of their country wish to
live by the rule of law, then start culti-
vating that tradition by conducting
everyday life by fair and honourable
practices on the local level, without
waiting for the government to do so.

Take the short cut to the rule of
law, by starting with yourself. One
day at a time.

Kyiv based journalist Zenon Zawada
has stated that the primary movers in
Ukraine are the mass media and the
educators. Beginning with these two,
they must begin to disseminate among
the general population the concept of
the rule of law and the simplicity of the
rule of law namely that it is all about
playing by the rules which are fair, equal
and apply to everyone. If the churches
and individual citizens, university stu-
dents and labourers, businessmen and
military men begin to follow the rules
and begin to expect the same of their
government, it will happen.

Adopt the rule of law in your daily
lives and demand that the Parliament
and government do the same. Through
a Rule of Law Day, rule of law activities
and rule of law illustrations, demon-
strate the choice, the simplicity and the
benefits of a society conducting its
everyday business of life according to
the rule of law. The shortcut is that
eventually the Government will follow.
Or, enough like-minded members who
will by example and dedication to the
commonweal of the nation change
Ukraine into a rule of law state.

Meeting with Senator Raynell Andreychuk.



ropean landscape garden design that has been pre-
served to the present time. The park was also included
in the list of 7 wonders of Ukraine.

BRYN Andriy
Born in: Mykolayiv, Lvivska oblast, 
Ukraine 
The University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy (est. in 1303),
Faculty of Economy, Department of Methods and Models
for Economics, Territory and Finance (MEMOTEF), PhD
School in Management, Finance, Environment, Institutions
in the Global Economy
Motto of University: Studium Urbis, Motto: Il futuro è� pas-
sato qui; The future has passed through here; !"#$%&'(
)*$%+",* &%&.
Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic (est. 1348),
Faculty of Social Sciences, Institute of Political Studies,
Master’s degree in International Economic and Political
Studies
Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Ukraine
(est. 1661), Faculty of International Relations, Bachelor’s
degree in International Relations and World Politics
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Czech, Italian,
French
Intern to Hon. Jason Kenney, MP for Calgary South-
east, Alberta 2013 Vasyl Kereliuk Scholarship recipient
Last book read: James Wesley Scott “EU Enlarge-
ment, Region Building and Shifting Borders of Inclusion
and Exclusion”
Favourite quote by foreign author: “Failure is not reaching
your goal, but in having no goal to reach”. (Bemjamin Mays)
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “-%."(/* 0"1&2
)* .3"4'"5, 1&*,i&&25, " +*'* 1.3i67 i 6"+89: 6 '"/:; 2.
3:$" + +*9i, &". i /: % '7*/%, i +*'* $i,2 '"1 ;%."( '"1
1"/:5. <=/" #*>* 'i9= +i9 &*>*, 0* +*'* 1.3i67. ?*'*
15*8= 9* 1*'2@'*>* 12#+" – +i95:,: ,:;= +5i9 % 9%;%
1+*A”. (B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9")
Favourite musical recording: Ennio Morricone – Chi Mai
Outstanding landmark of architecture or architecture
in Ukraine: Sofiyivsky park is located in Uman (Cherkasy
region). The park of almost 180 hectares was founded
in 1796.
It is one of the world famous garden-park art creations.
There are many scenic areas including waterfalls, foun-
tains, ponds and a stone garden. It is one of the most
famous examples of late 17th or early 18th century Eu-
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2013 CUPP Interns

DEKHTIAROVA Oksana
Born in: Luhansk, Ukraine
University of Flensburg was established in 1946. Interna-
tional Institute of Management and Economic Education.
University of Luhansk (Luhansk Taras Shevchenko
National University was established in 1921). Faculty of
Foreign Languages.
Motto of University: E*1&C#':# %1)C5, 3%5 %)=3=9, 9:-
'"/C." # 3*6+:&*.! – Constant success, moving forward,
dynamics and development!  
Foreign languages: English, Russian, German, Polish,
Chinese.
Intern to Gerald Keddy, MP for South Shore – St. Mar-
garet’s 
Taras Fecycz Scholarship recipient
Last book read: Eshkol Nevo “Wir haben noch das
ganze Leben”
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: 
F9:':#, 5&* '= +&*/,A(&712, – @"1. GC'" H*1&='.*
<=/" &"/ 9*$3", 9= '=/" )3"+9:. E"'&=,=#/*' H%,C;
Favourite quote by foreign author: 
“I'm a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work,
the more I have of it”. Thomas Jefferson
“Wir leben alle unter dem gleichen Himmel, aber wir haben
nicht alle den gleichen Horizont”. Konrad Adenauer 
Favorite musical recording: Wise Guys “Nur fu

..
r dich”

Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
St. Volodymyr Cathedral in Luhansk is one of the most
famous cathedrals in Luhansk. The first brick was laid by
the Former President of Ukraine Leonid Kuchma and this
year the Cathedral celebrates an anniversary of 20 years.
Today St. Volodymyr Cathedral is the largest and the
most beautiful cathedral in Luhansk region. 



GUSYAKOVA Maryna
Born in: Khmelnytsky, Ukraine
Hometown: Khmelnytsky
Khmelnytsky National University was established in
1962. Faculty of Foreign Affairs.
University of Saarland was founded in 1948. Faculty of
European Law. 
Motto of University: Overcoming boundaries, whether
they are boundaries between cultures, barriers between
disciplines or traditional divisions between science, in-
dustry and culture.
Foreign languages: English, German, Russian.
Intern to Linda Duncan, MP for Edmonton-Strath-
cona, Alberta
2013 Olena Harasymiv CUPP 2001 (University of Lviv)
and Jared Grubb 2013 Scholarship recipient 
Last book read: Human Rights and a changing media
landscape, Council of Europe
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: "<"#)3=.3"1'C;C C
+*9'*@"1 '"#0"1,:+C;C ,A9: &C, 5&* )3*8:+ 1+*( 8:&&2,
)C.,%A@:17 )3* 0"1&2 C';:5". ?"1:,7 D%5*/,:'17.:#.
“The best and yet the happiest people are those who have
spent their lives taking care of the happiness of others”,
Vasyl Suhomlynskyj.
Favourite quote by foreign author: “A journey of a
thousand miles begins with a single step”, Lao-Tzu
Favourite musical recording: H+:&." IC1:. (Kvitka
Cisyk) – J )i9% + 9",=.i >*3:; Garou – Sous Le Vent
(duet with Celine Dion)
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Kamyanets-Podilsky fortress – “a stone flower”. The
city of Kamyanets-Podilsky is one of the most beautiful
cities in the western Ukraine and one of Top-10 cities to
visit. It has become famous because of its ancient
fortress. The fortress sits on the pedestal of the rocky is-
land in a tight loop of the River Smotrych which runs
through a scenic canyon. It is known that the fortress was
founded in the twelfth century and then grew over the
centuries into an impregnable stronghold, with new fortifi-
cations added and old ones strengthened at each new
stage in the development of the art of fortification. Eventu-
ally, it has become an architectural marvel, so fittingly de-
scribed by Lesya Ukrayinka as a stone flower.
The castle and its surrounding complex is one of the
Seven Wonders of Ukraine. Today, along with the Old

Town, the castle is listed as part of the National Histori-
cal-Architectural Sanctuary "Kamyanets", created to pro-
tect its architecture and cultural heritage, and the National
Environmental Park "Podilski Tovtry". It is also a candi-
date UNESCO World Heritage Site, nominated in 1989 by
the Ukrainian representatives
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HAWRYLOW Nina
Born in: Salzburg, Austria
Hometown: Vienna, Austria
University of Vienna was established in 1365. Faculty of
Philology, Institute of German Philology
Motto of University: �“Die Wissenschaft und ihre Lehre ist
frei”. (Freedom of research and research-based education)
Foreign languages: German (native), Ukrainian, English
(advanced), Polish, Russian, Italian (basic)
Intern to Hon. Stephen Woodworth, MP for Kitchener,
Ontario
2013  William & Antonina Bazylewych Scholarship
recipient  
Last Ukrainian author read:!"3C2 !"&C*1 “D*,*9." K"3%12”
Last foreign author read: Robert Musil “Der Mann ohne
Eigenschaften” (The Man Without Qualities)
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “<=6'"A@:
C';:5 /*+, &: 'C.*,: '= 3*6%/C(; /*+@"''2 C'*6=/-
LC+”. (Stanislav Lec; Polish poet from Lviv) (If you do not
know foreign languages, you will never understand a for-
eigner’s silence.)
Favourite quote by foreign author: “It is a very sad
thing that nowadays there is so little useless information”.
(Oscar Wilde)
Favourite musical recording: James Blake – The Wil-
hem Scream
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Andriyivskyy uzviz (Descent)
This steep cobblestone street is the oldest one in Kyiv. It
connects the Upper Town with the historically commer-
cial part of the city – Podil. It’s my favourite place in Kyiv,
where I could spend one whole day. The street is full of
art galleries, caf�s (lately also Lvivska maysternya shoko-
ladu), museums (e.g. Bulgakov’s house, One Street Mu-
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seum) and little stands where crafts, art, books and sou-
veniers are sold. The atmosphere on Andriyivskyy uzviz
is very unique, you meet very interesting people. There is
for example a man, whom you tell one word that comes
to your mind and he recites a poem for you; or someone,
who is playing old shellacs on a gramophone right in
front of a small archway, which makes the sound louder.
When you walk down the descent, on your left you’ll find
the “Fashion Park” with contemporary art pieces. Once
reached the end of the street, you can either walk through
Podil and see the Dnipro or drive back up the hill with
the funicular.

HUMENIUK Artem
Born in: Liubashivka, Odes’ka oblast
Hometown: Kyiv
Kyiv National Linguistic University was established in
1948, Faculty of Translators (English and German languages)
Motto of University: “Education is the essence of time”
Foreign languages: English, German, Russian
Intern to Ed KOMARNICKI, MP for Souris-Moose
Mountain, Saskatchewan 2013 Alexander SABA-
DOSH, CUPP 2001, (Kyiv-Mohyla University) Schol-
arship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: D=3>C# M"9"' "?*>'=)",7'C C
'*8=+C", “Sward cuts and gun wounds”  by Serhiy Zhadan
Last foreign author read: Outliers: The Story of Suc-
cess by Malcolm Gladwell
Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author: K=5&* +/:3"(,
&". C '= '"3*9:+;:17. /E"+,* N">3=$=,7':#/
Someone dies, without even having born. /Pavlo Zahrebelny/
Favorite quote by foreign author: Out on the edge you
see all kinds of things you can’t see from the center.
/Kurt Vonnegut/
In sum, we are an army of dreamers, and therefore invin-
cible. /Subcomandante Marcos/
Favourite musical recording: Edward Sharpe & The
Magnetic Zeros – Home
Passion Pit – It’s Not My Fault, I’m Happy
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Serpent's Wall (N/C(+C +",:, Zmiyevi valy) is an ancient

system of fortifications that stretch across all of Ukraine,
from the town of Zmiiv in the east to Podolia in the west.
It’s another piece of architecture that proves the rich and
vivid history of the land.  They seem to be similar in pur-
pose and character to Trajan's Wall situated immediately
to the west. The remaining ancient walls have a total
length of 1,000 km.

IANOVA Hanna
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” was
established in 1615. Law School.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia  sem-
piterna (Lat). – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." "."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains eternal.
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Spanish. 
Intern to Hon. Julian FANTINO, MP for Vaughan, Ontario.    
2013  Eugene Palenka CUPP – 1995, (University of
Kharkiv) Scholarship recipient 
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: “Maty vse” by Liuko Dashvar.
Last foreign author read: “Shantaram” by Gregory
David Roberts. 
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: It's terrible to lie
in chains, / To rot in dungeon deep, / But it's still worse,
when you are free / To sleep and sleep and sleep (The
Days Go By, Taras Shevchenko).
D&3";'* +)"1&: % ."#9"':. / P/:3"&7 + '=+*,C, / Q 0=
>C3;= – 1)"&:, 1)"&:, /  1)"&: '" +*,C («!:'"A&7 9'C,
/:'"A&7 '*@C…»R"3"1 -=+@='.*).     
Favourite quote by foreign author: First they ignore
you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you
win ( Mahatma Gandhi).
Favourite musical recording: The Scorpions – The Best
Is Yet To Come. 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
House of Chimaeras or Horodetsky House. It was
designed by the prominent  architect  Vladislav Horodet-



Zaur Bolkvadze – ‘Magla tsashi avfrindebi’ (I will fly up to
the sky), Sergei Rachmaninoff – Musical Moment No 4,
?,"9:/:3 ?S1*L.:# – J '= ,A$,A, Vladimir Visocki –
I don`t love
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Georgia:
The Katskhi pillar is an imposing limestone monolith,
40 meters tall, located in the village of Katskhi in west-
ern Georgian region of Imereti, about 10 kilometers from
the mining town of Chiatura. In pagan times, before the ad-
vent of Christianity, the towering Katskhi Pillar was thought
to represent a local god of fertility. With the arrival of Chris-
tianity in Georgia in the 4th century, the rock came to rep-
resent seclusion. The locals call it the Pillar of Life.
At the summit of the Katskhi pillar, are the remains of a
small church built between the 6th and 8th centuries. The
church was probably built by the Stylites, who were early
Christian ascetics who stood on top of pillars and preach-
ing and praying. The only written record of the Katskhi pil-
lar occur in the text of an 18th-century Georgian scholar,
who noted the church for its inaccessibility. There is how-
ever, a number of local legends surrounding the pillar,
one of which says that the top of the rock was connected
by a long iron chain to the dome of the Katskhi church, lo-
cated at a distance of around 1.5 km from the pillar.
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INAISHVILI Sulkhan
Born in: Batumi, Adjara, Georgia
Hometown: Tbilisi
Ilia State University was established in 2006 as a merger
of six different institutions, each having a long history and
diverse institutional profile. Faculty of Arts &Sciences,
Master Program in Political Science
Motto of University: ‘LIGAMUS’ – We Unite
Foreign languages: English, Russian, French, Turkish
Intern to Alexandrine Latendresse, MP for Louis-Saint-Laurent
2013 East West Management Institute Scholarship
recipient
Last book read: “The Man Without Qualities” by Robert
Musil.
Favorite quote by Georgian author:

What will the good backgammon player do, if he does not
throw the six in time (Ilia Chavchavadze)
Favorite quote by foreign author: The State, in choosing
men to serve it, takes no notice of their opinions. If they be
willing faithfully to serve it, that satisfies. (Oliver Cromwell) 
Genuine tragedies in the world are not conflicts between
right and wrong. They are conflicts between two rights.
(George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel)
Favorite musical recording:

KUTNYAK Iryna
Born in: Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Hometown: Kharkiv.
University of Kharkiv (Vasyl Karazin National Univer-
sity of Kharkiv) was established in 1804, Faculty of
Philology, Department of Applied Linguistics
Motto of University: «COGNOSCERE. DOCERE.
ERUDIRE» – «EN<Q?QRT. <Q?OQRT. EUVD?-
WQRT» – «TO COGNIZE. TO TEACH. TO EDUCATE» 
Foreign languages: Russian, English, German, Polish.
Intern to Corneliu CHISU, MP for Pickering-Scarbor-
ough East, Ontario
2013 Andriy OLENYUK, CUPP 2007, University of Lviv
Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa 

sky in 1901–1902 in the Art Nouveau style. Horodetsky
was also known as the Antoni Gaudí of Kiev. The build-
ing derives its name from the extraordinary decorations
on the exterior walls, such as mermaids, rhinos, dol-
phins, frogs on the roof of the building. Cement was used
as a building material, which was not popular at that
time.  As the result, House of Chimaeras was an adver-
tisement for it. This building has a lot of legends. Ac-
cording to one of them Horodetsky made a bet with the
architect Alexander Skobelev, who did not believe that it
was possible  to build a house on the swamp. But Horodet-
sky won the bet and now Kyiv has unique  building full of
legends and myths.                                                                                                                                            



/: )3">'=/* 9* &*>*, @*>* '=/"(, C '=5&%(/* &:/, 0*
(, &". 'C$: /:'%,= 6/*8= +=3'%&:17 '"6"9, "$* '"-
)=+'* /%1:&7 69C#1':&:12 1)*9C+"'=». 
Favorite quote by foreign author: Aristotle: «Education
is the best provision for the journey to old age». 
Favourite musical recording: V.="' X,76:, Y%/$*.1,
Shade, Vivaldi
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Complex of the Svyatohorsk Monastery and Lavra.
On the right side of the Svyatohorsk monastery, an an-
cient complex of caves extends for over 800 meters in
length. It is historically considered as the most valuable
attribute to the Svyatohorsk monastery. Unfortunately
there exist no archeology records nor is there any clarity
as to the era when this rock formations of the magnificent
complex of caves were formed. Estimations indicate
these caves originated between the late XI and early of
the XII century.  Archives and ancient writings that ap-
peared on the tombs found in a cave chapel at the
monastery lead us to believe that this chapel must have
served as a storage place for the destitute monks. Such
storage places were known as “VNUTRISKALNYE CELL”
or “KELARNY”. The archives point to the existence of an
underground church and referred to it being called “the
church of St. Nicholas”. Modern day archeology indicates
the extent of these cave structures to date as far back to
the XI and XII century, same as that of the monastery.
Legend has it that Cretaceous Holy St. John the Hermit,
resided in these caves, tending to the underground
church of Nicholas for over 17 years. The “Cave complex
of Svyatohorsk monastery” clearly holds secrets of great
interest and huge historical significance. Sadly many
great signs with historical value have been spoiled and
destroyed by the public.

Last book read: Margaret Thatcher «Statecraft».
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “My future is in
my past and my past is my present. I must now make the
present my future”. Vladimir Horowitz
Favourite quote by foreign author: “My favorite things
in life don't cost any money. It's really clear that the most
precious resource we all have is time”. Steve Jobs
Favourite musical recording: Nina Simone Ain't Got
No – I Got Life
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Annunciation Cathedral is the main Orthodox
church of Kharkiv, Ukraine. The pentacupolar Neo-
Byzantine structure with a distinctive 80-meter-tall bell
tower was completed on October 2, 1888, from de-
signs by a local architect, Mikhail Lovtsov. The church
was consecrated in 1901, and the earlier Annunciation
church was then pulled down. Since 1946 the cathedral
is the seat of the Kharkiv and Bohodukhiv eparchy of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow Patriarchate), while
the bishop residense has stayed in the Saint-Pokrov
Monastery (Kharkiv). 
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LATYSH Kateryna
Born in: Kharkiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kharkiv, Ukraine
National University «Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy
of Ukraine» was established in 1804: Master of Law with
honors (2011); PhD student (second year), Criminalistics
Department (2011–2014).
Motto of University: “Vivat Lex!”
University of Kharkiv (Vasyl Karazin National University
of Kharkiv, Ukraine) was established in 1804. Faculty of
Economics, Department of International Economics: Spe-
cialist of International Economics (2012).  
Foreign languages: English, French (basic), Russian.
Intern to Isabelle MORIN, MP for Notre-Dame-de-Grace-
Lachine, Quebec
2013 Olexiy SOSHENKO CUPP-1995, Kyiv (Yaroslav
the Wise National Law Academy of Ukraine) Scholar-
ship recipient
Last book read: «Z%96:.» I3=' U*69*$%97.*
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: B3:>*3C# D.*+*-
3*9": «!"#$%&'C/ /: /"3:/*, " 1%@"1':/ >*39%(/*: Soccer game.



LEHKYY Oleh
Born in: Ternopil, Ukraine
Hometown: Ternopil
University of Ternopil (Ternopil National Economic Uni-
versity) was established in 1966. Ukrainian-Dutch Faculty
of Economics and Management, Department of interna-
tional management and marketing. 
University of Gdansk was established in 1970. Faculty of
Economic, Department of International Economic Relations.
Motto of University: “In mari via tua” – “Your path led
through the sea” 
Foreign languages: English, Russian, German (basic),
Polish (basic).
Intern to Joe DANIEL, MP for Don Valley East, Ontario
2013 – Paul YUZYK Scholarship recipient 
2013 MODEL UKRAINE White Paper Committee par-
ticipant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: “Zalyshenec’. Chornyy
Voron” by V. Shklyar 
Last foreign author read: “Fahrenheit 451” by Ray
Bradbury.
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: Books are depth of
the seas / He who dives to the bottom, / which, however
is a lot of work, / will gather wonderful pearls of wisdom
(by Ivan  Franko)
H':>: – /*317." >,:$:'". / [&* + ':5 )C3'= "8 9* 9'",
/ R*#, 5*@ C &3%9% /"+ 9*1:&7, / K:+'C4 )=3,: +:'*1:&7
(. \3"'.*). 
Favorite quote by foreign author: "Winds of Change
will Winds of Fortune bring" (Eric Adams)
Favorite musical recording: Stratovarius – “Dreamweaver” 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Ternopil Castle (Ukrainian: R=3'*)C,717.:# 6"/*.)
was originally the residence of Jan Tarnowski  (in 1540)
on the left bank of the river Seret, in the tract Sopilche, to
protect the southeastern borders of the Rzecz Pospolita
against attacks of Crimean Tatars. 
From the north, the Castle was protected by the river,
from the south – there was and still remains a large
lake. From the city, the  castle was separated by a  dry
ditch and surrounded by an earthen rampart of oak
fence and with the masonry inside; On the four perime-
ters  there were rectangular stone towers. Entrance to
the castle was  only possible from the east via a  draw-
bridge over the mout.

The main chateau building was a residential palace: in
addition to 3 main floors, which were visible from the city,
there were 2 underground levels  which were visible  in
the  steep bank of the pond.
The castle came under seige  in 1575, 1589 and 1672. All
three attacks on the castle were unsuccessful. In 1675
Ibrahim-Pasha burned the castle, destroyed the fortifica-
tions, and blew up the two towers.
Today only the palace remains but reconstruction of
the entire castle grounds is under consideration as well
as the possibility of using it as the meeting hall during
handling foreign delegations by local authorities. 
Ternopil Castle is the symbol of Ternopil. As the main
heraldic figure it is shown on the new (1992) Coat of
Arms of Ternopil. This is also the oldest building in
the city. 
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LITVINOVA Nataliia
Born in: Severodonetsk, Ukraine
Hometown: Severodonetsk
Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National University was
established in 1921. Faculty of Foreign Languages, De-
partment of Translation Studies.
Motto of University: E*1&C#':# %1)C5, 3%5 %)=3=9, 9:-
'"/C." # 3*6+:&*.! – Constant success, moving forward,
dynamics and development!
Zhejiang Normal University (China).  International Ed-
ucation Institute. Zhejiang Normal University was es-
tablished in 1956. 
Foreign languages: Russian (second native), English,
Chinese.
Intern to Hon. Joyce MURRAY, MP for Vancouver
Quadra, British Columbia
2013 Vadym Samoilenko, CUPP 1993, Scholarship
recipient
2013 Model Ukraine-White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: «1984» by George Orwell
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:
“K+*( 9:+,2&712 +':6. V9:' $"@:&7 .",A8%, 93%>:# -
6*3C. W* .*/%”, V,=.1"'93 K*+8='.* (“Two are looking



Favourite quote by foreign author: “In the End, we will
remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence
of our friends.” Martin Luther King
Favourite musical recording: Myroslav Skoryk – Melody
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Lutsk High Castle, also known as Lubart's Castle, is
the most prominent landmark of Lutsk, Volyn. The castle
was renovated in the 1340’s, at the time of the reign of
Prince Lubart, Grand Duke of Lithuania. But construc-
tion was only completed in 1542. It was there that the
Lutsk Conference of 1429 took place, attended by Em-
peror Sigismund, Vasily II of Moscow, Jogaila, Vytautas
the Great.

down: one sees a puddle, other sees stars; to each his
own”, Oleksandr Dovzhenko).
Favourite quote by foreign author: “The best way to
predict the future is to invent it.” - Alan Kay
My favourite musical recording: Lindsey Stirling, Lu-
dovico Einaudi, Michael Buble - I'm Feeling Good   
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Sofiyivka Park. Sofia Pototsky was a legendary beauty,
and Uman’s stunning Sofiyivka Park is her husband
Count Felix’ monument to her physical perfection. Having
bought Sofia for two million zloty from her former hus-
band (she had been sold into slavery at an early age by
her parents), the Polish count set to landscaping this 150-
hectare site with grottoes, lakes, waterfalls, fountains,
pavilions and 500 species of tree. The result, completed
in 1802, was Ukraine’s answer to Versailles. The park is
such a superlative piece of landscape architecture that
you do not need to be a park lover to appreciate it. (Park
review from the Ukrainian guide by Lonely Planet).
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MELNYK Lyudmyla
Born in: Shoska, Ukraine
Hometown: Lutsk, Ukraine
Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz was estab-
lished in 1477 Faculty of Translation Studies, Linguistics
and Cultural Studies M.A. in Conference Interpreting 
Motto of University: Ut omnes unum sint (Lat). – That
they all may be one
Foreign languages: German, English, French
Intern to Hon. Nycole Turmel, MP of Hull-Aylmer, Quebec
2013  Eugene Palenka CUPP -1995, (University of
Kharkiv) Scholarship recipient 
Last Ukrainian author read: “Solodka Darusia” by Maria
Matios
Last foreign author read: “Politics as a Vocation” by
Max Weber
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “!"#$%&'i/ /:
/"3:/*, " 1%@"1':/ >*39%(/*: )3">'=/* &*>*, @*>*
'=/"(, i '=5&%(/* &=, 0* (, &". 'i$: /:'%,= 6/*8=
+=3'%&:17 '"6"9 "$* '")=+'* /%1:&7 69i#1':&:12
1)*9i+"'=.” B. D.*+*3*9"

MELYKH Kateryna
Born in: Ternopil, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv, Ukraine
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy estab-
lished in 1615, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Department
of Ecology
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." "."9=/C2
+C@'". – Time passes. Academy remains eternal.
Georg-August-Universita

..
t Go

..
ttingen�ttingen estab-

lished in 1734/37, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences 
Motto of University: In publica commoda – Zum whole
aller – For the good of all
Foreign languages: English, German, Polish, Russian.
INTERN to Linda DUNCAN, MP for Edmonton—Strath-
cona in Alberta
2013 Andriy OLENYUK (CUPP 2006/2007, Lviv) Schol-
arship recipient 
Last book read: Alex Frishberg “The Steel Barons”
Favorite quote by foreign author: "Be brave. Take risks.
Nothing can substitute experience." Paulo Coelho
Favourite musical recording: The Scorpions “The best
is yet to come”, Volodymyr Ivasyuk “Invite me into your
dreams” (“N")3*1: /='= % 1':”)
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Dzhuryn waterfall is the largest plane waterfall in Ukraine
with the height of 16 meters. It is situated on Dzhuryn
river of Zalishchyky district in Ternopil region. According
to the legend, the waterfall was artificially formed by the



Turkish-Tatar troops, who in 1620 tried to occupy the Cher-
vonograd fortress by changing the direction of the river.
Dzhuryn River was once very overflowing and makes a
loop pouring its waters to surrounding settlements. Cher-
vonograd is a town that cannot be found on the maps,
name of which is derived from the colour of the ground
(sandstones makes it of red tincture). Town disappeared but
soil is still red.

happily share them with you. In the four corners, there
are sculptures representing four Greek mythological figures:
Neptune, Diana, Amphitrite and Adonis. Filled with cozy
cafeterias and enlightening museums, this place is both
charming and astonishing.
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MUKHINA Kseniia
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” was es-
tablished in 1615. Faculty of Economics. Department of Fi-
nance.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, Q."9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes,
Academy remains eternal.
Foreign languages: English (fluent), Italian (intermedi-
ate), Deutsch (basic).
Intern to Peggy NASH, MP for Parkdale–High Park,
Toronto, Ontario
2013 Oksana LESKIV  CUPP 2007, (University of Lviv)
Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: ”Perverzion” by Yuri Andrukhovych
Last foreign author read: “The Great Gatsby” by F. Scott
Fitzgerald
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “? 1+*4# 5"&C 1+*2
# )3"+9", I�1:,", C +*,2.” – R"3"1 -=+@='.*
Favourite quote by foreign author: “In preparing for bat-
tle I have always found that plans are useless, but planning
is indispensable.” Dwight D. Eisenhower
Favourite musical recording: “Enjoy the Silence” by De-
peche Mode
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Rynok Square in Lviv. All the stone buildings around
the square are different and unique and represent several
architectural styles, from Renaissance to Modernism.
Each house has it's own history and friendly dwellers

MUZYCHENKO Olha
Born in: city of Zaporizhzhya, Ukraine
Hometown: Zaporizhzhya
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv was
founded in 1834. Institute of International Relations, Inter-
national Information faculty.
Motto of University: Utilitas Honour et Gloria. – H*3:1&7,
@=1&7 &" 1,"+". – Utility, Honour and Glory. 
Foreign languages: Russian, Ukrainian, English, French,
German
Intern to Mylene FREEMAN, MP for Argenteuil-Pap-
ineau-Mirabel, Quebec.
2013 Yaroslav Gregirchak Scholarship recipient
Last book read: Oles’ Zozulya “Women in Ukrainian history”
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “...1+C& L=# 6"'"9&*
$3%&",7':#, "$: /*8'" $%,* #*>* 6/C':&: '" .3"0= 6"
9*)*/*>*A 1,C+, ",= # 6"'"9&* 'C8':#, "$: 0*17 %
'7*/% 6/C':&: 6" 9*)*/*>*A .%,7. R*$&* '"+)".:. <%,
+: 1"/C 3*6%/C(&=.” (“…this world is too brutal to change it
for better with the help of words and too weak to change
anything with the help of bullets. I mean on the contrary.
Well, you understand me.”) J.Andruhovich
«H*,: % '"LC4 '=/" +*89C+, +*89C 44 )*=&:.» (‘When the na-
tion doesn’t have leaders, the poets replace them.”) E. Malanuk
Favourite quote by foreign author: “Life is the mes-
sage” Mahatma Gandhi, “A person with great imagination
lives 100 lives at one time” Alexandra Kolontaj
Favourite musical recording: Guns`n`roses “Knocking
on the heaven’s door”, Pink Floyed “Wish you were here”,
all songs of Okean El’zi
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Khortitza island is the biggest island in Ukraine
which stands on the Dnieper river. Khortitza is the most
important and significant landmark of Zaporizhzhya city.
Because of its unique location this island became a home



Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian)
GA9:'" 'C$:&* '= ,C&"(...  / Man allegedly does not fly... 
Q .3:," /"(. Q .3:," /"(! / A wing has. A wing has!
(GC'" H*1&='.*)                   / (Lina Kostenko) 
Favorite quote by foreign author: To a child I shall give
wings, but I shall let him learn to fly on his own. I would
teach the old that death does not come with old age, but
with forgetting. (Gabriel Garcia Marquez)
Favorite musical recording: Queen – The Show Must Go On.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
St. George's Cathedral in Lviv is a great example of ro-
coco architecture on a hill overlooking Lviv, it is adorned by
sculptures of Johann Pinzel, who is often called Ukraine’s
Michelangelo. But the cathedral is most famous for its bell,
the oldest one in Ukraine and one that dates back to 1341.
The Cathedral of St. George is a sacred symbol for
Ukraine – a bridge uniting the great achievements of the
Christian culture and the spirituality of two branches of
the Church: the Byzantine East and the Latin West.

for Ukrainian Cossacks of sixteenth century. This lead to
creating a huge powerful military station called “Zaporiz’ka
Sich”. The unapproachable island Khortitza became one
of the centers of Cossacks army, a formidable force in the
struggle of the Ukrainia people for freedom. Zaporizhzhya
became the cradle of Ukrainian democracy, because  Za-
porizhzhya Cossacks were the first in the territory of Ukraine
to create a political formation with all the attributes of a re-
public. Nowadays on the northern part of the island there
is a famous stud museum with lots of interesting exhibits
connected with the time, there are also wonderful beaches
on the south and amazing pin forests on the west and east.
As I grew up in Zaporizhzya this island is closely connected
with my childhood.  I have been always proud to be able
to spend time on this sacred Ukrainian piece of land with
tremendously rich history. 
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MYKHAYLYUK Marianna
Born in: Ternopil, UKRAINE
Hometown: Lviv, UKRAINE
University of Lviv (Ivan Franko National University of
Lviv), Lviv, Ukraine, established in 1661: 
• Foreign Languages Department (German Studies): 

Master Program
• Jounalism Department  (International Journalism): 

Bachelor Program
Motto of University: U"tri"e d=1*ri 1Cvibus =duc"ndis

Educated citizens - glory of the Motherland
K,2 *.3"1: Y"&7.C+0:': # +:5*+"''2 >3*/"92'

Troy University Troy, Al, USA, established in 1887
• International Relations Major with Minor in Leadership 

(with honors)
Motto of University: "Educate the mind to think, the
heart to feel, and the body to act."
Foreign languages: English, German, Russian, Norwegian
INTERN to Wladyslaw LIZON, MP for Mississauga East-
Cooksville, Ontario
2013 Tetiana Mackiw Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: Maria Matios «D*,*9." K"3%12»
Last foreign author read: Three Cups of Tea by Greg
Mortenson and David Oliver Relin

MYKYTEI Natalia
Born in: Yuzhnoukrainsk, Mykolaivska oblast, Ukraine
Hometown: Mykolaiv, Ukraine
Petro Mohyla Black Sea State University was estab-
lished in 1996. Faculty of Philology. Department of The-
ory and Practice of Translation.
Motto of University: Unfortunately, there is no one. 
Foreign languages: English, Spanish, German, Russian
Intern to Raymond COTE, MP for Beauport - Limoilou,
Qu�bec.
2013 Scholarship recipient: Tamara NEFEDOVA, CUPP
2001, Odesa State (now National) Economic University,
University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, France, the Swiss Fi-
nance Institute (University of Lugano), Switzerland.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: “Toreadory z Vasiukivky"
by Vsevolod Nestaiko.
Last foreign author read: "Fahrenheit 451” by Ray
Bradbury.



Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: 
R: 6'"(;, 0* &: – ,A9:'"./ R: 6'"(; )3* L= @: 'C?/ P1/C-
;." &+*2 – (9:'", / !%." &+*2 – (9:'", /V@C &+*4 – *9'C.
YC,7;= &=$= '= $%9=./ N"+&3" '" LC# 6=/,C / I';C 5*9:&:-
/%&7 ,A9:,/ I';C .*5"&:/%&7 ,A9: – / K*$3C, ,"1."+C # 6,C.
D7*>*9'C %1= 9,2 &=$= – / V6=3", >"4, 1&=):./ I 8:&: 1)C-
;:&: &3=$", / H*5"&: 1)C;:&: &3=$" – / B,29: 8 '= )3*1):!
Y* &: '" 6=/,C – ,A9:'", /�I 5*@=; &*>* @: 'C – / P1/C-
;." &+*2 – (9:'", / !%." &+*2 – (9:'",/ V@C &+*4 – *9'C. 
(?"1:,7 D:/*'='.*) 
Favourite quote by foreign author:
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, / Or walk
with Kings – nor lose the common touch, / If neither foes
nor loving friends can hurt you,/ If all men count with you,
but none too much: / If you can fill the unforgiving minute/
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run, / Yours is the
Earth and everything that's in it, / And – which is more –
you'll be a Man, my son! (Rudyard Kipling)                                                                                                                                       
“Peculiar travel suggestions are dancing lessons from
God”. (Kurt Vonnegut)
Favourite musical recording: �stor Piazzolla – Libertango,
Queen – Bohemian Rhapsody. 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Chersonesus Taurica is an ancient Greek colony
founded approximately 2,500 years ago in the south-
western part of Crimea, known then as Taurica. The
colony was established in the 6th century BC by settlers
from Heraclea Pontica. The ancient city is located on
the shore of the Black Sea at the outskirts of Sev-
astopol on the Crimean Peninsula of Ukraine, where it
is referred to as Khersones. It has been nicknamed the
“Ukrainian Pompeii” and “Russian Troy”.

Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, Q."9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes,
Academy remains eternal.
Foreign languages: English, German, Spanish, Dutch,
Russian, Catalan
Intern to Mike Wallace, MP for Burlington, Ontario 
2013 Zvenislava OPEYDA (CUPP 1997/1998) Scholar-
ship recipient 
Last book read: “Atlas Shrugged” by Ayn Rand 
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

-%."#&= L='6*3" + 1*$C.
?C' &"/ 8:+=, 93C/%@:#, $=6 >*,C''2.
?C' &"/ 1:9:&7, 2. @*3&:. % &3%$C,
! &:5* +:,%@"( +"/ 1%/,C''2.
GC'" H*1&='.*

Favourite quote by foreign author: It is the cruelty that
gets me, not the realism. Saul Bellow
Favourite musical recording: The Pixies – Where is my mind
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Olesky Castle is one of the most interesting and outstand-
ing pieces of architecture in Western Ukraine. The first
mention of the Castle dates back to the year 1327 when it
served as a strategic fortification being situated on a high
hill. During the centuries the Olesky Castle was a witness
of endless struggles between the empires, Poland, Lithua-
nia, Hungary, that were fighting for expansion of their influ-
ence on the contemporary Ukrainian territories. The Castle
itself served as a demarcation line and a geostrategic key
to Volyn and Halychyna regions. 
It survived long periods of decays and devastations. Now
the fortress functions as a museum with its quite big exhibi-
tions of the 10th through 18th century paintings, sculptures
and historical relicts. Although it is tremendously underfi-
nanced and remains in abysmal conditions, it does possess
a very strong energy. This is a very tranquil place with
amazing endless horizon view from its top, where different
historical destinies of Ukraine intersect. 
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NOVOSAD Hanna
Born in: Ladyzhyn, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
Maastricht University was established in 1976. Re-
search Master in Analyzing Europe. 
Motto of University: “Leading in Learning”
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” was
established in 1615. BA in Political Science. Andrei Zavialov and his MP Peggy Nash.



institution was named in his honor. Today the university is
one of the leading universities in the country. In 2003 it
was awarded the highest level of accreditation by the Min-
istry of Education and Science of Ukraine.

POLYULYUK Marichka
Born in: Dubno, Ukraine. 
Hometown: Lviv, Ukraine. 
University of North Dakota, US 
was established in 1883. College of Business and Public
Administration. 
Motto of University: Lux et Lex. – Light and Law.
Ivan Franko National University in Lviv, Ukraine 
was established in 1661. Translation Studies Department. 
Motto of University: Patriae decori civibus educandis. –
K,2 *1+C&: >3*/"92', '" 1,"+% Y"&7.C+0:'C. – Educated
citizens – glory of the Motherland.
Foreign Languages: English, German, Turkish, Russian,
Polish.   
Intern to Hon. Steven Fletcher, Minister of State (Trans-
port), MP for Charleswood — St. James — Assiniboia.
2013 Solomia Borshosh, CUPP 2010,  (University of
Lviv) Scholarship recipient.
Last book read: “The Five Secrets You Must Discover
Before You Die” by John B. Izzo. 
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: “Y* )"/'2&"#&=, 0*
'" LC# ),"'=&C, ?C9.*,: 1*&+*3:+ 44 )"' Y*>, W= '= $%,*
=)*5: 9,2 )*=&C+, Q,= $%,: )*=&: 9,2 =)*5”. - G. H*1&='.*;
“RC'7 2$,%'C '= 6"+"8"(”. - B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9".
Favourite quote by foreign author: "The world as we
have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be
changed without changing our thinking." - Albert Einstein;
"The Best Time To Plant A Tree Was Always 20 Years
Ago. The Second Best Time Is Always Today." - Old Chi-
nese Saying. 
Favourite musical recording: Yiruma – Kiss The Rain;
XayberOptix - Moons Mythology Romance v5.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Ivan Franko National University of Lviv is one of the
oldest universities in Ukraine and Eastern Europe dating
back to 1661. Despite numerous attempts to deter the uni-
versity's operations, it managed to maintain the Colleges
of Philosophy and Theology. In the middle of the eigh-
teenth century the university was home to 700 students.
Now it is home to roughly 12,000. In 1744 the Observa-
tory and the Department of Mathematics were opened;
courses in German, French, and Polish were added to
the curriculum. In the1870s, Ivan Franko studied at the
Department of Philosophy. Franko was philosopher,
writer, translator, scientist, and social activist. In 1940 the
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PUSHCHYK Iryna
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
University of Kyiv (Karpenko-Karyy National University
of theatre, cinema and television) was established in
1904. Faculty of Arts. Department of Art Management.
Motto of University: “!:1&=L&+* +C9.3:&= 9,2 .*8-
'*>*”. – “Art is open for everyone”.
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Spanish (basic),
French (basic)
Intern to Peter JULIAN, MP for Burnaby-New Westmin-
ster, British Columbia
2013 Vasyl MYROSHNYCHENKO, CUPP 2001 (Kyiv Na-
tional Taras Shevchenko University) Scholarship Recipient 
Last book read: “Emma” by Jane Austin
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

P +12.*>* 1+*2 9*,2 C 1+C# ;,25 ;:3*.:#. 
(R.B. -=+@='.*)
? %1C5 '"%."5 C /:1&=L&+"5 ),*9*/ ( +C3'" )3".&:.". 
(B.D.D.*+*3*9")

Favourite quote by foreign author: We are what we re-
peatedly do; excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.
Aristotle
My favourite musical recording: Epica “Memory” 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
St. Volodymyr's Cathedral is one of the city's major land-
marks and the mother cathedral of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church - Kyiv Patriarchy, one of two major Ukrainian Ortho-
dox Churches.
In 1852, Metropolitan Philaret of Moscow suggested a large
cathedral should be built in Kyiv to commemorate the 900th
anniversary of the baptism of Kyivan Rus' by prince
Volodymyr the Great of Kyiv (St. Volodymyr). People from
all over the Russian Empire started donating to this cause,
so that by 1859 the cathedral fund had amassed a huge
sum of 100,000 rubles.



Cathedral's colorful interior really strikes the eye. Mosaics
were executed by masters from Venice. Frescoes were
created under the guidance of Professor A. Prakhov by a
group of famous painters: S. Kostenko, V. Kotarbinsky,
Mikhail Nesterov, M. Pymonenko, P. Swedomsky, Viktor
Vasnetsov, Mikhail Vrubel, V. Zamyraylo, and others. The
painting of the Holy Mother of God by Vasnetsov in the
altar apse of the cathedral impresses by its austere beauty. 
The entrance door is adorned with relief bronze sculptures
of St. Olha (Princess Olha of Kyiv) by sculptor R. Bakh and
St. Vladimir (sculptor H. Zaieman) against a blue background.
The iconostasis is carved from the white marble brought
from Carrara. 
The cathedral was completed in 1882, however, the paint-
ings were fully completed only in 1896.

Favourite musical recording: “Candle in the Wind”
(Elton John) 
Outstanding landmark of architecture in Ukraine:
The Odesa National Academic Theater of Opera and
Ballet was the first in Ukraine at its time of construction, in
meaning and popularity. The modern building was con-
structed by Viennese architects F.Fellner and H.Helmer in
neo-baroque style. "Odesa theatre is the best in the world" –
said F. Fellner, who arrived at the theatre opening Octo-
ber 1, 1887. The style of the auditorium can be described
as Rococo. Except architectural values, Odesa Opera
House is also famous for its exciting creative biography,
which reflects the history of Eastern European art. The pop-
ular magazine "Forbes" included the Odesa Opera House
into a list of the most important sights in Eastern Europe.
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RABINOVYCH Maryna
Born in: Odesa, Ukraine
Hometown: Odesa, Ukraine 
I.I.Mechnikov Odesa National University was established
in 1865. Faculty of Law and Economics, Law Department 
Foreign languages: English, German, Russian, Polish
(basic) 
Intern to Dr.Carolyn Bennett, MP, St’Paul’s, Ontario 
2013 Mazurenko Family Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “In Search of Lost Time” by Marcel
Proust 
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

«R=3):, &=3): — &=3)=L7 &=$= ;,C]%(, 
1&",:&7 &+C# 9%5 — &*8 C &=3):, &=3):. 
<C5&* &=$= 6 '=9*,C '= +32&%(, 
'C5&* '= 6C$'( 6 +,"1'*4 &3*):» 
(?"1:,7 D&%1)

Favourite quote by foreign author:
“What is not started today is never finished tomorrow.” 
(Johann Goethe)
“Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in think-
ing creates profundity. Kindness in giving creates love.”
(Lao-Tse) 

REVA Anatolii
Born in: Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National Technical University of Ukraine “Kyiv Poly-
technic Institute” was established in 1895. Faculty of
Machinery
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Deutsch, Bulgarian
Intern to Ted OPITZ, MP for Etobicoke Centre, Ontario.
2013 Humeniuk Family Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “Sobor” by Oles Honchar.
Last foreign author read: “The Dark Tower” by Stephen King.  
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: «!: — L= '=
$=6,C@ 1&"'9"3&':5 «2», " $=6,C@ +1=1+C&C+ 3C6':5.»
?"1:,7 D:/*'='.*
Favourite quote by foreign author: “I don't know half of
you half as well as I should like; and I like less than half of
you half as well as you deserve.” J.R.R. Tolkien
Favourite musical recording: Depeche Mode — In Your
Room
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Mountain Dovha (Carpathian Mountains, Ivano-
Frankivsk region)
The Carpathian Mountains, also called the Green Pearl of
Ukraine, are the most beautiful place I’ve ever seen. With
soft climate, this nature area is attractive in each season.



SHABO Khrystyna
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv, Ukraine 
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv was es-
tablished in 1834. Institute of International Relations.Fac-
ulty of International Law, department of  EU Law.
Motto of University: «H*3:1'C1&7, O=1&7 &"  D,"+"». –
«Utility, Honour and Glory» – "Utilitas Honour et Gloria"
Foreign languages: English, Russian, German, French                             
Intern to Pierre LEMIEUX, MP for Glengarry-Prescott-
Russell, Ontario. 
2013 Yuri, Antin, Maryan Kushnir Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “Miracle” by Pavlo Zahrebelyi
Last foreign author read: “The Monk Who Sold His Fer-
rari” by Robin S. Sharma
Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian): 

«<= $C#12 )3"+9:, 5*@ 2." >C3.", 
'= $C#12 1/%&.C+, 5*@ +*': 2. 3C.:. 
GA9:'C $C#12 9%;% *;%."&7, 
$* + L7*/% 15:$:; – &* %8= '"+C.:»
GC'" H*1&='.*

“Fear not truth, however it may hurt
Fear not sorrow, through it may come at every turn
What you should fear is betrayal of a human soul 
If you do that – then there is no return”
Lina Kostenko

Favourite quote by foreign author: “A creative man is
motivated by the desire to achieve, not by the desire to
beat others”. Ayn Rand  
Favourite musical recording: Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons”.
Outstanding piece which seems to cover all emotions a
person is capable of.
Gotye’s “Somebody I Used to Know”.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Armenian Church in Lviv, the oldest church in
this incredibly beautiful city. This is the place where I re-
ally feel that there is more to life than science and daily
struggles. 

In the summer these green mountains with their forests,
meadows, rivers and cold streams are perfect for a hik-
ing. In the winter it’s one of the best places for skiing and
snowboarding. 
Mountain Dovha is 1372 meters height with a great view
from the top, where you can see the highest mountain in
Ukraine, Hoverla.
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SAMARSKY Artem
Born in: Taganrog, Russian Federation
Hometown: Saint Petersburg
Saint Petersburg State University was established in
1724. Faculty of Philology; English Department, Theory of
translation and interlingual communication
Motto of University: Hic tuta perennat. – Here we stay in
safety.
Foreign languages: English, Spanish.
Intern to Megan LESLIE, MP for Halifax, Nova Scotia.
2013 John & Myroslava Yaremko Scholarship recipient.
Last Russian author read: “Day of the Oprichnik” by
Vladimir Sorokin.
Last foreign author read: "Thinking, Fast and Slow" by
Daniel Kahneman.
Favourite quote by Russian author: “The true courage is
to love life knowing all the truth about it” – Sergei Dovlatov.
Favourite quote by foreign author: “I never let my
schooling get into the way of my education” – Mark Twain.
Favourite music recording: Queen – Show must go on.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Russia: 
The thing that astonishes me the most in Saint Peters-
burg is not a single building or statue, but the whole ar-
chitectural ensemble of the city. The city centre is
almost left intact since the beginning of the XX century
and you can hardly find a modern building there. This
creates a unique atmosphere, the marvellous spirit of
the city which always fascinates me when I walk the
streets. The whole city center is on the UNESCO's list
of World Heritage Sites. The photo depicts the famous
Palace draw-bridge over the Neva river with the Her-
mitage behind it. This is one of the most well-known at-
tractions in the city.



SHEVCHENKO Maryna
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy was es-
tablished in 1615. Faculty of informatics
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna (Lat). – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." "."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains  eternal.
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Franch (basic).
Intern to Stephen WOODWORTH, MP for Kitchener
Centre.
2013 Natalka Ostash - 2005, (Taras Shevchenko Na-
tional University of Kyiv) Scholarship recipient.  
Last Ukrainian author read: “Zalyshenets” by Shklyar.
Last foreign author read: “The Sirens of Titan” by Kurt
Vonnegut.  
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “<"1&"'= @"1, C
)C9= +1= + "35C+. P,"/.: 9*,C +:'=1= '" 1%;%. !"##$ –
%&'()#* +, %-'./ 012/2-, 8:&&2  – L= *$$:3"''2 6 3=)'25C+,
0* )"6%32/: %)'2,:12 + 9%;%”. GC'" H*1&='.*
Favourite quote by foreign author: Every saint has a
past and every sinner has a future. Oscar Wilde 
Favourite musical recording: Okean Elzy – Susy.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
History Vidubets monastery begins with the 11th cen-
tury, when the Prince of Kiev Vsevolod was constructed
church of St. Michael, which today adorns the architec-
tural ensemble of the monastery.  In 1116 the abbot of
the monastery Sylvester created one of the editors of
"The Tale of Bygone Years", however, is conducted Kyiv
Chronicle. Staying a long time the only stone building of
the monastery, the church of St. Michael stood the Mon-
gol invasion and dominance of the Soviet regime.  More-
over, Vydubytsky Michael monastery found eternal rest
many famous people. With numerous graves preserved
tombstones on the graves K.Ushynskoho teacher (1824-
1871), professor at the University Sv.Vo-lodymyra
Ye.Afanasyeva (1837-1897) and V.Betsa (1834-1894),
hydraulic engineer M. Lelyavskoho (1853 -1905) (mau-
soleum over his tomb built by architect Gorodetsky).

SHKRUM Alona
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Kyiv Institute of International Relations, T.Shevchenko
National University of Kyiv, established in 1834. Inter-
national Law Faculty.
University of Cambridge, established in 1209. Law fac-
ulty, LL.M. In International law.
Motto of University: Hinc lucem et pocula sacra. – ?C9
L7*>* /C1L2 /: '"$%+"(/* )3*1+C&% &" 9*3*>*LC''=
6'"''2. – From this place, we gain enlightenment and
precious knowledge.
Foreign languages: English, French, Russian and Spanish
INTERN to Hon. Scott BRISON, MP for Kings--Hants,
Nova Scotia 
2013 Mr.Justice John SOPINKA Scholarship Recipient
2013 Model Ukraine-White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “Justice for hedgehogs” by Ronald Dworkin
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

Q # )3"+9", .3:,"&:/ ^3%'&% '= &3=$".
N=/,C '=/"(, &* $%9= '=$*.

<=/"( )*,2, &* $%9= +*,2.
<=/"( )"3:, &* $%9%&7 5/"3:.
? L7*/%, '")=+'*, )3"+9" )&";:'"...
Q 2. 8= ,A9:'"? Q 0* 8 ,A9:'"?
M:+= '" 6=/,C. D"/" '= ,C&"(.
Q .3:," /"(. Q .3:," /"(!
?*':, &C .3:,", '= 6 )%5%-)C3’2,
Q 6 )3"+9:, @=1'*&: C 9*+C3’2.

M:+= '" 6=/,C. D"/" '= ,C&"(.
Q .3:," /"(. Q .3:," /"(!
?*':, &C .3:,", '= 6 )%5%-)C3’2,
Q 6 )3"+9:, @=1'*&: C 9*+C3’2.
(GC'" H*1&='.*) 

Favourite quote by foreign author: “…Art washes away
from the soul the dust of everyday life…” (P. Picasso)
Favourite musical recording: Okean Elzy “Coco
Chanel”, “Drug”
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The Rynok Square in Lviv (English: Market Square;
Ukrainian: E,*0" U:'*.), which is a UNESCO recog-
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sculpted by Italian architect Emilio Sala. The building is
considered one of the most fascinating and mysterious
architectural creations in Kyiv. Since May 2005, the
building has been an official presidential residence,
used for official and diplomatic ceremonies.

nized world heritage site and a central square of the city
of Lviv. It was planned in the second half of the 14th cen-
tury, following granting city rights by Polish king Casimir
III. 44 tenement houses around the square represent sev-
eral architectural styles, from Renaissance to Modernism.
It is truly the place were you feel the great past of the city
and the Western part of Ukraine meet the present. 
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SMOLNYTSKA Nadiia    
Born in: Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine
Hometown: Ivano-Frankivsk
University of Kyiv (Taras Shevchenko National Univer-
sity of Kyiv) established in 1834. Institute of International
Relations. International Law Department.
Motto of University: «H*3:1'C1&7, O=1&7 C D,"+"» –
Utility Honor and Glory – “Utilitas Honor et Gloria”
Foreign languages: English, Russian, French.
Intern to Robert Goguen, MP for
Moncton–Riverview–Dieppe, New Brunswick
2013 Denis Pisarevsky CUPP 1996, (University of
Donetsk) Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “Ave, Europe” by Oksana
Pachlovska
Last foreign author read: “Atlas shrugged” by Ayn Rand
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

“J.0* /='= +: # 6C>'=&= + 9%>%,
R* L2 9%>", '")=+'*, $%9= +*,7&*+"”
GC'" H*1&='.*

Favorite quote by foreign author: “Success is not final,
failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that
counts”- Winston Churchill
Favourite musical recording: Astor Piazzolla – Medi-
tango, Oblivion
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Horodetskyi Building (./012"# 3 41'&%,'1). One of
the most interesting buildings in Kyiv is located in a very
quiet and peaceful part of the downtown. A well-known
architect Horodetskyi built the house as a private resi-
dence in 1902-1903. The walls and the roof of the
structure are decorated with intricate sculptural orna-
ments of mythological and hunting themes which were

SOROKHAN Andrii
Born in: Kitsman, Chernivtsi oblast, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
Kyiv School of Economics was established in 1996 by
Indiana University Economics faculty members at the Na-
tional University Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Kyiv.
Yurii Fedkovych National University of Chernivtsi was
established in 1875 by Emperor Franz Josef and in 1989
named after the famous Ukrainian writer Yuriy Fed'kovych
College of Economics Science, Department of economic
and mathematical modeling 
Foreign languages: English, Russian.
Motto of University: Vivat Academia! – ["# 8:+= %'C-
+=31:&=&! – Long live the university!
INTERN to Peter GOLDRING, MP for the Alberta riding
of Edmonton Centre-East
2013 Oleksandr Pankiv CUPP 2008 (Ivan Franko Na-
tional University of Lviv) Scholarship recipient 
Last book read: “Cloud Atlas” by David Mitchell
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author (in both Eng-
lish and Ukrainian): “D+C&,* +C9.3:+"( '"/ &=, )3*
0* /: % &=/32+C ,:;= 69*>"9%+",:12”. (B3:>*3C#
D.*+*3*9")
“The light reveals us to what we were trying to guess in
the dark”. (Hryhorii Skovoroda)
Favorite quotes by foreign authors: Learn from yester-
day, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important
thing is to not stop questioning. (Albert Einstein).
To dream anything that you want to dream. That’s the
beauty of the human mind; to do anything that you want
to do. That is the strength of the human will; to trust your-
self to test your limits. That is the courage to succeed.
(Bernard Edmonds).
Favorite musical recording: Bob Dylan & Johnny Cash –
Girl from the North Country 



Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Central Square (Chernivtsi) is the heart of one the most
beautiful city in Eastern Europe and Bukovina Region –
Chernivtsi.  Ancient twisting streets broken by tight turns
stretch to the mountains from the river Prut. On gentle ter-
races they form a dense street net which is cut by wide
roads heading for the Central square of Chernivtsi. Cen-
tral Square was founded on the initiative of Austrian Em-
peror Joseph II, who had been to Chernivtsi before and
gave an order to local authorities to construct a proper
square for market and fair organization.

Favorite Musical Recording: Marvin Gaye and Tammi
Terrell: “Ain’t No Mountain High Enough”
Hamlet Gonashvili: “Tu ase turfa iyavi”
Outstanding Landmark of Architecture in Georgia 
Gergeti Trinity Church (Georgian:
Tsminda Sameba) is a popular name for Holy Trinity
Church near the village of Gergeti in Georgia. The church
is situated on the right bank of the river Chkheri (the left
tributary of the river Terek), at an elevation of 2170 meters,
under Mount Kazbegi.
The Gergeti Trinity Church was built in the 14th century, and
is the only cross-cupola church in Khevi province. The sepa-
rate belltower dates from the same period as the church it-
self. Its isolated location on top of a steep mountain
surrounded by the vastness of nature has made it a symbol
for Georgia. The 18th century Georgian author Vakhushti
Batonishvili wrote that in times of danger, precious relics
from Mtskheta, including Saint Nino's Cross were brought
here for safekeeping. During the Soviet era, all religious
services were prohibited, but the church remained a popular
tourist destination. The church is now an active establish-
ment of the Georgian Orthodox and Apostolic Church
The church is a popular waypoint for trekkers in the area,
and can be reached by a steep 3 hour climb up the moun-
tain, or around 30 minutes by jeep up a rough mountain trail.
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TIKANASHVILI Ketevan
Born in: Tbilisi, Georgia
Hometown: Tbilisi, Georgia 
Georgian Institute of Public Affairs was established in
1994; School of Government (Public Administration)
Motto of the University: “In Hoc Signo Vinces” standing
for “In This Sign You Will Conquer” 
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University was estab-
lished in 1918; Faculty of Social and Political Sciences. 
Motto of the University: TSU – Walk with us
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Spanish 
Intern to Nicole Turmel, MP for Hull–Aylmer, Quebec
2013 East West Management Institute Scholarship
recipient
Last book read: “Anna Karenina” by Lev Tolstoy 
Favorite quote by Georgian author: 

“Only Dead Fish Follow the flow” (Zviad Gamsakhurdia)

“You are a man, if you daily ask yourself: “What did you
do that day to favor others”
Favorite quote by foreign author: 
A fool doth think he is wise, but the wise man knows him-
self to be a fool” (William Shakespeare)
“It is the lives we encounter that make life worth living”
(Guy de Maupassant)

TYCHKIVSKYY Roman
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine 
Hometown: Rohatyn
Kyiv-Mohyla University (National University of Kyiv-Mo-
hyla Academy) was established in 1615. Faculty of Eco-
nomics, Department of Economic Theory.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna (Lat.) – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." Q."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains eternal.
Barcelona Graduate School of Economics (Barcelona
GSE) was founded in July 2006. Economics of Science
and Innovation Program.
Foreign languages: English, Spanish, Russian, Polish



YAROSHENKO Serhiy
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv Insti-
tute of International Relations, established in 1834. Fac-
ulty of International Law, chair of Private International Law.
Motto of University: Utilitas Honour et Gloria. –
K*3:1'C1&7, @=1&7 &" 1,"+". – Utility, Honour and Glory.
Foreign Languages: English, German, Arabic, Russian
Intern to James Bezan, MP for Selkirk-Interlake, Manitoba
2013 Ulyana Khromyak CUPP 2001, (University of Lviv)
Scholarship recipient
Last book read: Bohdan Hawrylyshyn “I Remain a Ukrainian”
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian): “Think globally, act locally!” “!:1,: >,*-
$",7'*, 9C# ,*.",7'*!”
Favourite quote by foreign author: “Your time is lim-
ited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t
be trapped by dogma – which is living with the results
of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of others’
opinions drown out your own inner voice. And most im-
portantly, have the courage to follow your heart and in-
tuition. They somehow already know what you truly
want to become. Everything else is secondary.”
Favourite musical recording: “Empire State of Mind” by
Jay-Z feat Alicia Keys
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Bohdana Khmelnytskoho Street that comprises the
Kyiv Great downtown area tops my list of the town’s
most beloved venues. It is one of the most vibrant and si-
multaneously – deeply imbued with history streets. Lo-
cated in the very heart of my hometown, with its express
cobbled “character”, it uniquely reflects the spirit of the
19th century combined with the hustle and bustle of the
modern world of business. Starting your journey at Kyiv
Central Mall, strolling upwards to the Lesya Ukrayinka
Theatre (formerly known as Bergoni� Theatre), and then
visiting the National Museum of Natural History would be
an unforgettable experience! Yet it is the crossroad of
Khmelnytskoho and Volodymyrska streets with the empire-
styled National Opera House being located on the one
side, and an imposing Leonardo business centre – where
the nation’s top law firms and financial companies liter-
ally reach stars for their clients – on the other, makes
this part of Kyiv so magical.

2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee par-
ticipant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: Tango smerti by Yurii Vyn-
nychuk, _3C# ?:'':@%. «R"'>* 1/=3&C»
Last foreign author read: Demand by Adrian J. Slywotzky
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: «GA917." 9%;" C 93%>,
$=61%/'C+'*, Li''i;C 6" +1= C';=.» (B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9")
Favorite quote by foreign author: “If once can do it, I
can do it. If no one can do it, I must do it.” (Japanese folk)
Favorite musical recordings: 
“Na nebi” by Okean Elzy 
“Don’t worry, be Happy” by Bobby McFerrin
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The village of Chesnyky officially was founded in 1368.
According to other sources Chesnyky is the village of
early Middle Ages.
On the raise that dominates the landscape of the village
stands the ancient church of Ascension (Voznesinnia). It
is an ancient and revered place of power with a clear pos-
itive energy.
This landmark reminds churches that were built in the first
century after the Mongol invasion of the 13th century.
Powerful buttresses, built out of rough stones supporting
a massive squat cube, whose walls were built on the basis
of defensive functions. Archaeologists also suggest that
the Christian Church of the Ascension was built, as often
happened back in those days, on top of the ancient pagan
sanctuary foundation.
According to the legend, Cossacks of Hetman Bohdan
Khmelnytskyi were present at the liturgy in autumn of 1648.
As we know from history during the national liberation war
of the Ukrainian people from Polish domination Hetman sent
fifteen thousandth of Cossacks led by Colonel Ivan Tovpyha
to freehold Opillia lands.
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Kateryna Gryshchenko's birthday party.



It is especially lovely from the Khreschatyk standpoint in
summer at dusk – when the city gradually reveals its night
charm and grace (as you may notice from the brilliantly
taken photo below).

2013 Oleksandra Ratushnyak, CUPP 2004 (University
of Lviv) Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “The Moscoviad” by Yuri
Andrukhovych
Last foreign author read: “The Great Gatsby” by Fran-
cis Scott Fitzgerald
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian): “?:6'"@"# 1/". '= )* ;."3",%)C, " )*
293%”. B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9".
“Identify the taste by kernel, not by the shell” Hryhorii
Skovoroda
Favorite quote by foreign author: “Whenever you feel
like criticizing anyone, just remember that all the people in
this world haven’t had the advantages that you’ve had”.
F. S. Fitzgerald
Favorite musical recording: Elton John – “Candle in the
wind”.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The St. Nicholas Roman Catholic Cathedral is the sec-
ond Roman Catholic cathedral built in Kyiv. It was built in
a Gothic style with two 60 m towers, by Kyiv architect
V. Horodetsky. In 1909, the cathedral was consecrated in
the name of Saint Nicholas. Nowadays it’s not only the
church, it’s also the National House of Organ and Cham-
ber Music of Ukraine. This beautiful building with stained
glass windows is located in the city centre where thou-
sands of people have a possibility to oversee this magnif-
icent building.
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ZHYMAN Valeriia
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
Kyiv National Linguistic University established in 1948.
Faculty of French Philology. Department of Romance
Philology.
Foreign languages: English, French, Russian.
Intern to Joyce BATEMAN, MP for Winnipeg South
Centre, Manitoba.

At Lesia Marushak's house.
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BRYN Andriy DEKHTIAROVA Oksana

Front view of the St. Volodymyr Cathedral in Luhansk.

GUSYAKOVA Maryna

Kamyanets-Podilsky fortress. 

HAWRYLOW Nina

Andriyivskyy uzviz.

HUMENIUK Artem

Chervonohorodskii Castle Towers, Ternopil.

INAISHVILI Sulkhan

Katskhi pillar. 

Sofiyivsky park. 
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IANOVA Hanna

House of Chimaeras or Horodetsky House. 

KUTNYAK Iryna

Cathedral Square, view of the Annunciation Cathedral.
(Kharkiv, Ukraine)

LATYSH Kateryna

Complex of the Svyatohorsk Monastery and Lavra. 

LITVINOVA Nataliia

Pink Pavilion on Island of Anti-Circe.
(park "Sofiyivka", Uman)

MELNYK Lyudmyla

Lutsk High Castle, also known as Lubart's Castle.
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St. George's Cathedral, Lviv.

MYKHAYLYUK Marianna

PUSHCHYK Iryna

St. Volodymyr's Cathedral. 

Dzhuryn waterfall. Chervonograd fortress.

MELYKH Kateryna

NOVOSAD Hanna

Olesky Castle. 
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MUKHINA Kseniia

Rynok Square in Lviv. 

The Ternopil Castle 
(Ukrainian: R=3'*)C,717.:# 6"/*.). 

POLYULYUK Marichka

Ivan Franko National University in Lviv.

LEHKYY Oleh

MUZYCHENKO Olha

MYKYTEI Natalia

Chersonesus Taurica. 

The Odesa National Academic Theater
of Opera and Ballet.

RABINOVYCH Maryna

Khortitza island. 
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SHABO Khrystyna

The Armenian Church in Lviv. 

REVA Anatolii

Mountain Dovha 
(Carpathian Mountains, Ivano-Frankivsk region)

SOROKHAN Andrii

Central Square (Chernivtsi) 
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SMOLNYTSKA Nadiia   

Y%9:'*. 6 5:/=3"/: (Horodetskyi Building).

Vidubets monastery.

YAROSHENKO Serhiy

Bohdana Khmelnytskoho Street.

SHEVCHENKO Maryna

SHKRUM Alona

SAMARSKY Artem

Palace draw-bridge over the Neva. St. Nicholas Roman Catholic Cathedral.

ZHYMAN Valeriia

The Rynok Square in Lviv. 
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TYCHKIVSKYY Roman

The village of Chesnyky.

TIKANASHVILI Ketevan

Gergeti Trinity Church. 



The decision of learning Mandarin
Chinese as my fourth language at
Taras Shevchenko Luhansk National
University was made with the great
help of my father. We still laugh when
we recall the times sitting at the
kitchen in the late hours of the
evening, and our talks about the fu-
ture. At that moment China didn’t even
seem like a country one hears about
in the news frequently, nor a place any
of my friends would go to for studies
or to visit. It was more of a country

come back to find dozens of new high-
rise buildings. This is something that
will always impress me about China.

One of my most difficult challenges
during my time in this ancient country
was the two years at Taras
Shevchenko Luhansk National Univer-
sity studying Chinese for two days out
of the week, where I struggled to find
my confidence in speaking the lan-
guage. And I realized that Chinese is
a beautiful language that is full of deep
culture, and philosophy that leaves no
chances to learn it fully. After a few
months of staying in China I felt ready
to travel without a dictionary. Then
after a few years, I started to feel my-
self growing into a fluent Mandarin
speaker and integrating myself into
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from my geography class at school,
news, and “Made in China” marks.
Now, I am immensely grateful to my
dad for this choice I’ve made. 

It has been five years since my first
trip to China. Since then this is now my
fourth time returning to China and this
one is panning out to be a long-term
stay. It seems every time I return, the
changes in the country are more than
simply noticeable. They are enor-
mous. It seems every time I even
leave for just a summer vacation, I

The Journey to Mainland of China

Nataliia LITVINOVA 
Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National University
Zhejiang Normal University (China)
Intern to Hon. Joyce MURRAY, MP for Vancouver Quadra, British Columbia
2013 Vadym Samoilenko, CUPP 1993, scholarship recipient

A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not
intent on arriving, – Lao Tzu (ChineseTaoist,

Philosopher, founder of Taoism)

Chinese farmer with
his cow, walking past
Mao Zedong's ances-
tral home, Quzhou,
Zhejiang.

Narrow street in the vil-
lage near Mao Zedong's
ancestral home, Quzhou,
Zhejiang.

Fruit cart, Shantung Old
Street, Suzhou.
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China’s eccentric society. During Chi-
nese New Year I spent my holiday
break with my Chinese friend’s family,
staying at their home in Hangzhou
(Zhejiang province) and enjoying daily
life in a Chinese home. As we cele-
brated the New Year together, I could
feel the difference in the Chinese cul-
ture, and that of my native Ukraine’s. I
watched fireworks being lit on the first
day of the new year to make din in
order to scare away evil spirits, had
big family meals together, and con-
versed with my friend’s elderly grand-
parents who mainly spoke the local
dialect, and didn’t bother to switch to
the national language of Mandarin, be-
cause they weren’t used to needing to
use it in their community. 

As China has a great variety of di-
alects, people feel absolutely comfort-
able with basically having two mother

Luhansk National University in partic-
ular. A long history of cooperation and
friendship of these universities re-
sulted in the May 2010 founding of the
first center of Ukrainian Studies here
in China (Jinhua, Zhejiang province).
Last year our University took part in
the meeting, dedicated to the 20th an-
niversary of the establishment of diplo-
matic relations between China and
Ukraine. It was an honor for my Uni-
versity to receive the guests. At the re-
ception there was a concert given by
Chinese, Korean, American, and
Ukrainian students, who had spent
few weeks of rehearsing together
Ukrainian national dances, and songs
like Shchedryk. Apparently choosing
this university as a starting point of de-
veloping Ukrainian culture in China
was a good idea that is to be crowned
with success. At the moment it is plan-
ning to open the first museum of
Ukraine at the Zhejiang Normal Uni-
versity.

The Ukraine will always stay with
me on the top of the list, even when
there are new places to be added to
this list of mine.

tongues, especially since the reform of
adopting one Standard Chinese lan-
guage in the mid 20th century. Now
young people move around the coun-
try for work, education, travel, etc; they
talk to strangers in Mandarin, but use
their dialect when they go home.  

With the quick growth and rise
China’s economic stability, China’s
demographics are constantly chang-
ing. In 2008 when 30 of us pioneers
from all over the world came to China
for study, our friends and family at
home remained puzzled with the
choice we had made; now, in just half
a decade there are more than 700 for-
eign students, and nobody asks why
China anymore.

My University here is unique in its
ability to maintain good relationships
with foreign Universities, Ukrainian
Universities, and Taras Shevchenko

International Stu-
dents Talent Show,
Hangzhou, Zhejiang.

March wind, the Bund,
Shanghai.Last day (also the peak) 

of the Spring Festival – the
Lantern Festival, Yiwu, Zhejiang .



DLUGOSH Taras
Born in: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Hometown: Winnipeg, Manitoba
University of Manitoba – BA Hons. in Political Studies
Languages: Ukrainian, English
Intern to Peter Goldring, MP for for Edmonton East
2013 Edward Schreyer Scholarship recipient
Favourite Quote: “Measure your strengths in terms of
what you want them to be and not what they are! Strive
for the greatest!”- Yaroslav Stetsko
Brief Biography: Currently enrolled in my second year
of Political Studies Honours program. I am planning to
graduate in 2015, and pursue a career in public adminis-
tration.  This spring I had the opportunity to study
Ukrainian language, culture, and mythology at the Kyiv-
Mohyla Academy in Ukraine. Observing Ukraine’s peo-
ple, culture and way of life, sparked my interest in
Ukraine’s political development as it morphs from only
22 years of new independence from the Soviet Union.
Outstanding Landmark/Architecture in Canada:
Pier 21, Canada's National Museum of Immigration in
Halifax, Nova Scotia. Similar to Ellis Island. Pier 21oper-
ated from 1928 to 1971as an immigration shed that wel-
comed new immigrants to Canada, a land promising
freedom from economic, cultural, religious and political
oppression.
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2013 Macdonald-Laurier Program Interns

FEDAY Oleh
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Toronto, Canada
York University, Faculty of Arts
Languages: Ukrainian, Russian, English
Intern to Hon. Tim Uppal, MP for Edmonton Sherwood Park
2013 Martha Bielish Scholarship recipient
2011 Ukrainian Credit Union Scholarship Recipient
Outstanding Landmark or Architecture: The Swallow’s
Nest in Yalta, Ukraine, is one of the most magnificent build-
ings that I have seen in my life. It was built between 1911
and 1912 on a cliff that is 40m high. It overlooks the Black
Sea and Crimean Mountains. It was designed by Russian
architect Leonid Sherwood. The building is truly breathtak-
ing, the view is amazing, and it is one of the most visited
landmarks in Crimea. The building itself is small, 20m long
and 10m wide, nonetheless beautiful. At one point the build-
ing survived a serious earthquake, a 7 on a Richter scale,
only small damages occurred. Throughout its history it
changed its purpose, going from restaurants to book clubs,
but now it serves only as a tourist attraction.
Last Ukrainian author read: GC'" H*1&='.* – N$C3." E*=6C#
Last foreign author read: Salman Rushdie Midnights
Children
Favourite Quote: You miss 100% of the shots you don't
take. Wayne Gretzky

CUPP-2012 singing at the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Ottawa.
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KOLYADA Khrystyna
Born in: Mykolaiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Rohatyn
York University, Honor of Psychology
Languages: English, Russian
Intern to Mark Adler, MP for York Centre, ON
2013 Raynell Andreychuk Scholarship recipient 
Last Ukrainian author read: “Mariya”  Ylas Samchyk
Last book read: “Inferno” by Dan Brown
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: “M"5 '= + &*/%,
0* 0*17 6/C':&712, – 8"5 + &*/%, 0* +1= /*8= 6",:-
;:&:12 &". 1"/*”. GC'" H*1&='.*
Favorite quote by English author: “Twenty years form
now you will be more disappointed by the things that you
didn’t do than by the once you do. So throw off the bow-
lines. Sail away from safe harbor. Catch the trade winds
in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover”.  Mark Twain 
My favourite musical recordings: Moulin Rouge – El
Tango De Roxanne
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Odesa Opera and Ballet Theater was built in 1820,
based on the design of Francesco Frapolli. In 1873 got
theater got destroyed by fire and was reconstructed to
the design of Venice architects Ferdinand Falner and
Herman Helmer. The interior of theater is decorated in
Rocco style, molded ornaments with the fine gilt in the
audience hall are not repeating itself. The ceiling has
three drawings by Lefler, which recreate scenes from the
works of Shakespeare "Hamlet", "A Dream in the Sum-
mer Night", "The Winter Fairytale" and "As You like It".
The unique acoustics in the audience hall allows to de-
liver even a whisper tone of voice from the stage to any
part of the room. The exterior of the Theater combines
Baroque and Renaissance styles. Odesa Opera and
Ballet Theater is in the list of Seven Wonders of Ukraine
and is one of the most beautiful theaters in the world.
Odesa’s Theater is not only famous by its architecture
but has also made a major influence on development of
Ukrainian culture. 

KRAWETZ Nicholas (Nick/Mykola)
Born in: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Hometown: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Queen’s University – MA in Political Studies (Interna-
tional Relations)
Languages: English, Ukrainian, limited French and Russian
Intern to Hon. Jason Kenney – Minister of Employ-
ment and Social Development, MP for Calgary
Southeast (Alberta)
2013 Antin Hlynka Scholarship recipient 
Favourite Ukrainian quote: “!"#" $%"&" – '()"*+$,("
-.)/"&"” – 0()"*+$,(. 1)2$%3&'4
Favourite English quote: “You must be the change you
want to see in the world” – Mahatma Gandhi
Brief Biography: Graduated in 2012 with a BA (Double
Advanced) degree in Economics and Political Studies
from the University of Manitoba. Currently, I am a grad-
uate student at Queen's University pursuing a MA in
Political Studies. With a specialization in international
relations, my research and coursework has been prima-
rily focused on international security matters and Cana-
dian foreign and defence policy issues. For purposes of
personal interest, I have also researched and followed
developments regarding Ukraine’s European integration
aspirations. Upon graduation (Oct. 2013), I intend to
begin and develop a career within the pubic service.
Outstanding Landmark/Architecture in Canada:
The Forks (Winnipeg, MB). For thousands of years,
The Forks has been a meeting place for various peo-
ple(s) as it is located at the juncture of the Red and
Assiniboine Rivers. First Nations Peoples, European
settlers, and subsequent waves of immigrants have all
contributed to its historical legacy and continuing rele-
vance as one of Winnipeg’s most important landmarks.
Today, The Forks is an integral part of downtown Win-
nipeg as people gather at this historical site for celebra-
tions, entertainment, shopping, and leisure. Currently,
the Canadian Museum for Human Rights (CMHR) is
under construction, signifying the first Canadian na-
tional museum to be built outside of Ottawa. 
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Montmorency.

KULYASA Khrystyna
Born in: Drohobych, Ukraine 
Hometown: Toronto, Ontario 
University of Toronto – Faculty of Arts and Science 
Languages: English, Ukrainian, Russian 
Intern: Vote Compass Canada 
Intern to James Berezan, MP for Selkirk-Interlake,
Manitoba
2013 Volodymyr Hrynyk Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “Q/%,=& E"1.",2” – �!3='
U*69*$%97.* 
Last foreign author read: “Love in the Time of Cholera” –
Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Favourite quote – Ukrainian: “P@C&=17, @:&"#&=, C @%-
8*/% '"%@"#&=17, C 1+*>* '= L%3"#&=17” – R. -=+@='.* 
Favourite quote – English: “The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their dreams.” – Eleanor Roosevelt 
Favourite Musical Recording: Because – The Beatles 
Outstanding Landmark or Architecture in Canada: 
Built between 1824 and 1829, the Notre-Dame Basilica in
Montreal is one of the most dramatic examples of Gothic
Revival architecture in the world. A designated National His-
toric Site of Canada, this Roman Catholic Church is located
in the Old Montreal District and was raised to its status of
Basilica by Pope John Paul II in 1982. Unusually for a
Church, the stain glass windows do not depict biblical sto-
ries, but rather the religious history of Montreal. Visitors will
also be surprised as to the interior of the Basilica, which
does not resemble its namesake in Paris, but bursts with vi-
brant lights and colours as modeled after a smaller church
in the South of France. The blue ceiling and vibrant altar as
well as the 100-year-old organ are beautiful additions to the
architectural and religious significance of the church and
are sure to enchant all visitors. 

LUCZKIW Wasyl
Born in: Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Hometown: Toronto, Ontario, Canada
University of Toronto – Physics and Psychology Major
Languages: English, Ukrainian, and a bit of French
Intern to Hon. Jason Kenney – Minister of Employ-
ment and Social Development, MP for Calgary
Southeast (Alberta)
2013 Alexandra & Eugene Sukniarsky Scholarship
recipient
Grand River Beekeeping – Head Beekeeper
Black belt in Karate
Canadian Ethnocultural Council (CEC)- Youth Forum
Chairperson
Last Ukrainian author read: “N*,*&:# E"+%@*.” – !+"'
!",.*+:@
Last foreign author read: “Inheritance” – Cristopher Paolini
Favorite quote – Ukrainian: “!*+:;: «<:'C C';C
+C#':». <%, &* C';% 6$3*A .%#, P/ >*1&3:, '"1&",A#
+*,A, G:; +*A#, " '= &*1.%#!” – !+"' \3"'.* 
Favorite quote – English: "Opportunity is missed by
most people because it comes dressed in overalls and
looks like work". – Thomas Edison
Favorite musical recording: 
(Ukrainian) Ron Cahute – “!: 9C&: 3*9% .*6"L7.*>*”
(English) Good Charlotte – “The River”
Outstanding Landmark or architecture in Canada:
The CN Tower. The CN Tower completed in 1976, be-
coming the world's tallest free-standing structure and
world's tallest tower at the time. It held both records for
34 years until the completion of Burj Khalifa and Canton
Tower in 2010. The CN Tower continues to remain the
largest free standing structure in the Western Hemisphere. 

Light the night walk-2012.



MYSYSHYN Andriy
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Lviv
Ryerson University was established in 1948. Depart-
ment of business management at Ted Rogers school of
management. 
Motto of University: With mind and Skill.
Foreign Languages: Ukrainian, French
Intern to Dean Allison, MP for Niagara West-Glen-
brook, ON
2013 Senator David Tkachuk Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: V3=1& D%$&=,7':#, Orest
Subtelyiniy
Last book read: Prosperity and Violence by Robert H. Bates.
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “O: '= 9:+:'",
0* *9:' % $">"&1&+C $C9':#, " C';:# % $C9'*1&C $">"-
&:#?” – B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9"
Favourite quote by foreign author: “If you want to
know what a man's like, take a good look at how he treats
his inferiors, not his equals.” J.K. Rowling
Favourite musical recording: Michael Jackson - Billie Jean
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The Ivan Franko statue in Lviv. Ivan Franko was a poet,
writer, social and literary critic, journalist, economist, polit-
ical activist, doctor of philosophy and one of the first peo-
ple to start writing poetry in Ukrainian Language. The
statue has many visitors and tourists. I have lived near it
as a child and have always thought of it as an outstand-
ing landmark in Ukraine. 

POGORELOVA Olesya
Born in: Odesa, Ukraine
Hometown: Toronto 
University of Toronto was established in 1827. Faculty
of Economics, and Department of Political Science.
Motto of University: Tantum Nobis Creditum  – As a tree
through the ages.
Intern to Gil Parm, MP for Brampton-Springdale, ON
2013 Senator Michael Wall Scholarship recipient
Foreign languages: Ukrainian, French.
Last Ukrainian author read:V1&"''C# E*1&3C,  - U*/"' H*,C1':. 
Last book read: “The Wealthy Barber Returns” – David Chilton
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: <= 6"+:9%# $"-
>"&*/%, Y">"&:# '= 6'"(. <C )3:26'C, 'C ,A$*+C – ?C'
+1= &= '"#/"(. (Do not be jealous of the rich one, the
rich one does not know. No goodness, no love- He only
hires this.) – Taras Shevchenko.
Favourite quote by foreign author: “The simple things
are also the most extraordinary things, and only the wise
can see them”. – Paulo Coelho
Favourite musical recording:”Another World”- One Direction   
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Hoverla Mountain is the highest mountain in Ukraine and
is part of the Carpathian Mountains. It is located in the
Eastern Beskides, in the Chornohoraregion. The mountain
is a great tourist attraction and since the 20th century has
been gaining popularity as an extreme sports site. As
someone who has climbed the mountain I can honestly
say it’s one of the most beautiful places in Ukraine. 
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After Soccer game.
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POSHELYUZHNYY Oleh
Born in: Ternopil, Ukraine.
Hometown: Winnipeg, Manitoba
University of Manitoba – Engineering
Intern to Merv Tweed, MP for Brandon-Souris, MB
2013 Jerry Humeniuk Scholarship recipient
Languages: Ukrainian, English, Russian
Last Ukrainian author read: “?"&3" 1.0” – _3C# !:-
5",7@:;:'
Last foreign author read: “Patriotism” – Yukio Mishima
Favourite quote (English): “The darkest places in hell
are reserved for those who maintain their neutrality in
times of moral crisis” – Dante Alighieri
Favourite quote (Ukrainian): “Y"&7.C+0:'" – '= &=3:-
&*3C2, " 1%/" )*9+:>C+”. – K/:&3* H*3@:'17.:#
Favourite musical recording: “Y%9= '"/ 6 &*$*A, 0*
6>"9"&:” – folk lyrics
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Canada:
Upper Fort Garry – Situated at the forks of the Red
and Assiniboine rivers in the heart of the Red River
Colony, was a Hudson's Bay Company post established
in 1822. Previous fur-trade posts had been located peri-
odically in the area. Severe flood damage in 1826
prompted the construction of a new post, Lower Fort
Garry, 32 km downriver. In 1836, however, in order to
facilitate the general administrative and supply needs of
the settlement, the HBC returned to the forks and Upper
Fort Garry was built. It began a 50-year reign as the
centre for trade, the site of significant historic events
and a true gateway to the West. The fort was seized by
Louis Riel during the Red River Rebellion of 1870. With
the decline of the fur trade and the growth of Winnipeg,
Fort Garry virtually disappeared.

POLISHCHUK, Denis Mykhaylovych
Born in: Khmil’nyk, Vinnytsia oblast, Ukraine
Hometown: Vancouver, British Columbia
Simon Fraser University – Faculty of Arts; French Lan-
guage and Political Science
Intern to Mike Sullivan, MP for York South-Weston, ON
2013 Michael Starr Scholarship recipient
Languages: Ukrainian, French, English, and Spanish
Last Ukrainian author read: “!*+" – H3"1" C D:,"” –
I3:'" \"3C*'
Last foreign author read: “The Good Soldier Svejk” –
Jaroslav Hasek
Favorite quote – English: "Imagination was given to
man to compensate him for what he is not; a sense of hu-
mour to console him for what he is". – Sir Francis Bacon
Favorite quote – Ukrainian: "N"1:) )3"+9% 5*@ 6*,*-
&*/, 6"&*)@: 44 $*,*&*/, " +*'" '"+=35 1),:'=". – <"-
3*9'" /%93C1&7
Favorite musical recording: V# % )*,C, + )*,C (+=-
1C,7'") – Q'1"/$,7 "<"9+=@C3’2" 1. J'C+ (I+"'C+) H",:-
'C+17.*>* 3-'% ?C'':L7.*4 *$,. 
Outstanding Landmark or architecture in Canada: 
The Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village. Located
thirty minutes east of Edmonton, The Ukrainian Cultural
Heritage Village is an award-winning, skansen (open-air
museum) that depicts the history of east central Alberta
by telling the story of Ukrainian immigrants who settled
in this region to 1930 (1892-1930). Over thirty historic
structures have been relocated to the museum, restored
and furnished to a pre-1930 period, then staffed by cos-
tumed role-players who re-enact the historic routines
and activities associated with that household, institution
or business.

Commoners Soccer Team.

‹

‹
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SHOUP Christina
Born in: Toronto, Ontario
Hometown: Toronto, Ontario
University of Toronto – Humanities
Intern to Nycole Turmel, MP for Hull-Aylmer QC
2013 Cathy Obal Scholarship recipient
Languages: English and Ukrainian
2012 University of Toronto Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: “Ukrainian Dumy” – Kobzari
Last foreign author read: “Merchant of Venice” – William
Shakespeare 
Favorite quote – English: “One day your life will flash be-
fore your eyes; make sure it’s worth watching”. – Unknown 
Favorite quote – Ukrainian: "<= &*# 9%3':#, 5&* '= 6'"(...
",= &*#, 5&* 6'"&: '= 5*@=". – B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9"
Favorite musical recording: Great Big Sea – Ordinary Day
Outstanding Landmark or architecture in Canada: 
The Niagara Falls are a series of waterfalls located on the
border of Ontario, Canada and New York, U.S.A.  There is a
Canadian and American side to the Falls, and the Canadian
Horseshoe Falls are the tallest at 670m.  Canadians can ex-
plore the Falls in the summer with a boat tour on the Maid of
the Mist that has run since 1846, where the boat comes as
close as 52m to the powerful waterfall. Standing behind the
sheets of water pouring down into the Niagara River is also
possible with Journey Behind the Falls; a series of tunnels
that leads to the back of Horseshoe Falls.  Every night, light
shows are done on the surface of the Falls, making it the
perfect sightseeing destination year-round.

CUPPers near the East Block of Parliament.

ROZANEC Alexander (Oles)
Born in: Mississauga, Ontario
Hometown: Mississauga, Ontario
University of Toronto – BA in English & Rhetoric, ex-
pected 2015
Intern to Hon. Jason Kenney – Minister of Employ-
ment and Social Development, MP for Calgary South-
east (Alberta)
2013 Anna Mazurenko Scholarship recipient
Languages: English & Ukrainian
Favourite English quote: “I believe that music is the
voice of God” – Brian Wilson
Favourite Ukrainian quote: “Y=6 Y*>", "'C 9* )*3*>"”
Brief Biography: For many years, I have been involved
in the Ukrainian-Canadian community. I frequently partici-
pate at my local parish, where I have coordinated events
for the youth and assist the cantors at divine liturgy. Cur-
rently enrolled in the University of Toronto’s English pro-
gram, I hold a strong interest in the craft and history of
literature. My coursework has been primarily focused on
rhetoric and effective writing, where I am hoping to create
news and press releases for the government. I am contin-
uing my studies at the University of Toronto in hopes of
becoming a speechwriter for any level of government in
Canada.
Outstanding Landmark/Architecture in Canada: 
Christ Church Cathedral (Montreal, QC). Located near
the downtown core, the Christ Church Cathedral has stood
as a religious presence and a municipal staple for the city of
Montreal. Since 1860, it has been an attraction for benign
neo-Gothic architecture, serving as the centre for the dio-
cese, and tranquil locale for peace and prayer. The cathe-
dral is surrounded by modern buildings, but it is an important
piece of history that will remain in the city centre of Montreal.

CUPPers at the Montmorency Falls.
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VOROTILENKO Aleksandra
Born in: Gomel, Belarus
Hometown: Edmonton, Alberta
University of Alberta – Faculty of Arts
Intern to Hon. Jason Kenney – Minister of Employ-
ment and Social Development, MP for Calgary South-
east (Alberta)
2013 Christina Bardyn Scholarship recipient
Languages: English, Ukrainian, Russian and French
Last Ukrainian author read: “Marusia” – Kvitka-Os-
nov’ianenko
Last foreign author read: “A Study in Scarlet” – Conan Doyle
Favorite quote  – English: “Risk taking is free” –
Christina Henry
Favorite quote – Ukrainian: “<C.*,: '= 6"$%+"#&= )3*
&:5, 5&* $%+ 6 &*$*A % 1.,"9'% 5+:,:'%: google, +C.C)=-
9C2 C )=3=.,"9"@”. – "+&*3 '=+C9*/:#
Favorite musical recording: Clint Mansell – Requiem for
a dream
Outstanding Landmark or architecture in Canada:
The Rocky Mountains are a series of mountains
stretching close to 4830 km in Western Canada. They
border both Alberta and British Columbia. During the
summer there are options of taking a day or several day
hike around the different mountains. In between the
mountains, there are often lakes and rivers carrying
fresh glacier water. During the winter, the mountains are
perfect for skiing and snowboarding.  Taking the gon-
dola to the top allows us to view the beautiful scenery
and everyone should have the opportunity to experi-
ence it.

VITKOVITSKY Anastassia
Born in: Yaroslavl, Russia 
Hometown: Toronto, Canada
York University, Faculty of Liberal Arts and Profes-
sional Studies
Languages: Ukrainian, Russian, English
Intern to Mike Wallace, MP for Burlington, ON
2013 Dr.Yuri & Dr.Oksana Fedyna Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: Ivan Franko – Zakhar Berkut
Last foreign author read: Paulo Coelho – Eleven Minutes 
Favourite Quote: 

Don't envy, friend, a wealthy man:
A rich man's life is spent
Without a friend or faithful love –
Those things he has to rent.
Don't envy, friend, a man of rank,
His power's based on force.
Don't envy, too, a famous man:
The man of note well knows
The crowd's acclaim is not for him,
But for that thorny fame
He wrought with labour and with tears
So they'd be entertained.
But then, when young folk gather 'round,
So fine they are and fair
You'd think it's heaven, – ah, but look:
See evil stirring there...

Don't envy anyone my friend,
For if you look you'll find
That there's no heaven on the earth,
No more than in the sky.

Taras Shevchenko

Outstanding Landmark or Architecture:
The city of Lviv, with its abundance of remarkable architec-
ture, is in itself an outstanding landmark of Ukraine. It entails
both Ukrainian and Italian sculptures and architectural styles
of design. In fact, the oldest park of Ukraine, Ivan Franko
Park, was laid out by Italians and much of the city was re-
fined by them after the Great Fire in 1527. Walking through
Lviv’s city streets is like walking through an ancient mosaic
maze – brick tiles paving the winding walls and walkways

into reality, piece by piece, step by step, as you walk
deeper into the city. Gargoyle kings, warriors, damsels and
lions adorn every corner resulting in an ambience of ancient
Rome. Libraries, theaters, cathedrals and magnificent foun-
tains stand at large like slumbering giants amongst the city
nightlife. Grave shadows crawl up their profiles from the
showcasing lights beaming up from below. Lviv’s inherent
beauty gives the city the individuality and prestige to portray
the spirit and history of Ukraine on a global scale. Laced
with the allure of its clash of modern and antique, Lviv hyp-
notises and mystifies both tourists and residents alike. 
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SHOUP Christina

Niagara Falls, Canada.

Banff National Park, Alberta
Valley of Ten Peaks and

Moraine Lake.

POSHELYUZHNYY Oleh

Upper Fort Garry. 

VOROTILENKO 
Aleksandra

POGORELOVA Olesya

VITKOVITSKY Anastassia

The city of Lviv.

The Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village – 
on the left: The Ukrainian Orthodox Church of 

St. Volodymyr, originally located in Vegreville, AB .

POLISHCHUK Denis

Whistler Mountains, British Columbia. 
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KULYASA Khrystyna

CN Tower, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada .

LUCZKIW Wasyl

KRAWETZ Nicholas

The Forks (Winnipeg, MB).

Interior, Notre-Dame Basilica. Montreal, QC, Canada. 

KOLYADA Khrystyna

Odessa Opera and Ballet Theater.Niagara Falls, Niagara.

MYSYSHYN Andriy

DLUGOSH Taras

Canada's National Museum.

FEDAY Oleh

Swallow’s Nest in Yalta.
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It was July 15, 2013 when we started
this year’s cycling tour in Vienna, Aus-
tria. Fifteen  people had gathered to
join us for the first day to Bratislava,
Slovakia. Some had bigger plans – to
cycle through Europe to Ankara,
Turkey. Eight weeks to go, eight weeks
of up- and downhill, eight weeks of per-
sonal ups and downs, flat tires, sore
bodies and sunburnt noses. Eight
weeks also of laughter, of sharing sto-
ries, tents, coffee cups and spoons, of
helping each other, talking about our
countries and traditions and of calling
up for the importance of mobility within
Europe to develop and strengthen a
shared European identity.

natures to reach 1 million signatures,
so as to enable to call directly on the
European Commission to support ex-
change programs, for example by
making more funds available to ex-
change and mobility programs. The in-
tegration efforts of the  European
Union should be focused on the indi-
vidual level of citizens and not only on
states. As the goals of this initiative
match our own, we decided to pro-
mote the Fraternité 2020 initiative dur-
ing our tour.

Whenever possible, we meet
politicians and representatives from
universities to talk to them and stress
the importance of mobility and ex-

Campus Europae, an organization
whose aim is to foster student mobility,
in cooperation with the Erasmus Stu-
dent Network, initiated the project
“Ride for your rights”. By cycling
across the continent it hopes to raise
awareness among the public. The
2013 tour was called “Citizen of 2020
Tour” and was named after the first Eu-
ropean Citizens’ Initiative “Fraternité
2020”. The goal of this initiative is to
enhance exchange programs “to con-
tribute to a united Europe based on
solidarity among citizens”, as it is ex-
plained on the initiative's website.
From October 31, 2012 to October 31,
2013 Fraternité 2020 is gathering sig-

We ride for our rights

Nina HAWRYLOW
MA in Ukrainian Philology
University of Vienna
2013 William & Antonina Bazylewych Scholarship recipient

After cycling 5.000 km from Novi Sad, Serbia to St. Pe-
tersburg, Russia in 2011 and a shorter tour from Luxem-

burg to Brussels, Belgium in 2012, we decided in 2013
to ride for our rights across the continent.

Othmar Karas, the Vice-President
of the European Parliament, 
signs the Bike of Honour
in Vienna.

Close to the 
Slovakian-Austrian border.
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change programs. Always with us is
the so-called “Bike of Honour”, an
electric bicycle that supporters of the
project get to sign to make their sup-
port visible. One of these supporters
is Othmar Karas, the Vice-President
of the European Parliament, who
signed the Bike of Honour on our
starting day in Vienna and offered to
us the possibility of holding an exhi-
bition in the European Parliament in
the fall 2013.

On our way to Ankara, we tried to
follow the route of the Iron Curtain
Trail, which was initiated by a Ger-
man member of the Greens in the
European Parliament, Michael
Cramer. This cycling trail as the
name suggests, follows the former
Iron Curtain that divided Europe for
so long. There are memorials along

by locals, who offer you a place to
sleep, a shower, food and after that
thank you for the pleasant evening,
you will offer the same hospitality to a
stranger, in the future.

For further information see:
www.rideforyourrights.org
www.fraternite2020.eu
www.helperasmus.eu

the way that bring the separation and
reunion back to mind. For example
the historical place on the Hungarian-
Austrian border, where the Pan Eu-
ropean Picnic took place in 1989. Yet
there are also some places, where
no memorial was built, for example
the place where the last refugee,
Kurt-Werner Schulz, was shot on Au-
gust 22, 1989 while trying to flee to
Austria with his wife and child.

To prevent history from repeating
itself, we believe, it is extremely impor-
tant to work on a mutual understand-
ing within Europe, so that all of us as
citizens of Europe, feel a friendship
and that we are welcoming and help-
ing each other. When you arrive
sweaty and tired in a foreign country
after cycling 100 kilometers and spon-
taneously are welcomed and hosted

Arrival in Maribor, Slovenia, the Capital of Youth 2013.



lashnyk, Ambassador of Canada to Ukraine / Allan Rock,
University of Ottawa / Neil Boyd, Simon Fraser University /
John Lucas, Oxford University / Hanne Severinsen, The
Danish Helsinki Committee of Human Rights / Bohdan
Vitvitsky, U.S. Prosecutor / Taras Kuzio, Johns Hopkins

On November 23–24, 2012, the Canada-Ukraine Parlia-
mentary Program jointly with  Kyiv-Mohyla University held
the International Conference MODEL UKRAINE: "Differ-
ent roads to the rule of law". Among the speakers were
Serhiy Kvit, President of Kyiv-Mohyla University / Troy Lu-
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Different Roads to the Rule of Law Conference, 
Kyiv-Mohyla University 2013



University / Bohdan Hawrylyshyn, Geneva / Mykhaylo
Kirsenko, Kyiv-Mohyla University / Yaroslav Kovalchuk,
University of Algarve / Olha Dmytrenko, the European
Court of Human Rights / Pavlo Shopin, Taras Shevchenko
University of Luhansk / Liliia Ibadova, Yaraslav the Wise
Law Academy  / Alona Shkrum, University of Cambridge /
Maryna Rabinovych, Mechnikov University of Odesa /
Stanislava Tsarkova, Kyiv-Mohyla University, Oleksii
Soshenko, Yaraslav the Wise Law Academy, Ulana

Khromyak Attorney at law Kyiv, Yuri Kushnir, Attorney at
Law Kyiv, and Ihor Bardyn, Chairman of the International
Conference and Director and Founder  of the Canada-
Ukraine Parliamentary Program since 1990.
Three previous conferences were held at George
Washington University, University of Ottawa and Ox-
ford University.
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Anna Mazurenko Scholarship recipient
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)3:@:'" )*,2>"," + .*']C>%3"LC4 +:-
$*3@*4 1:1&=/: )C9 @"1 «1&"3*>* 3=-
8:/%», 2." $"6%+","17, +,"1'=, '"
)3"+"5 1&"'%, " '= '" )3"+"5 C'9:+C-
9%%/". R*8 6"+89: +:>3"+"+ ",72'1
"3:1&*.3"&C4 &" 9%5*+='1&+", 0* &C;:-
,:12 )3:+C,=2/: (6*.3=/" '= ),"&:,:
)*9"&.C+), 1%)3*&: &3=&7*>* 1&"'%
)*)3: &=, 0* +C' '"1)3"+9C 3=)3=6='-
&%+"+ 98% ]3"'L%6C+! DC#=1, +C9*/:#
'"1"/)=3=9 2. "+&*3 &+*3% «?:-
6'"''2 C +:.,"9 )3"+ ,A9:': C >3*/"-
92':'"» (1789), 0* ,C> + *1'*+%
3=+*,ALC#'*4 «K=.,"3"LC4 )3"+ ,A-
9:': C >3*/"92':'"», '"):1"+ )"/-
],=& «W* &".= &3=&C# 1&"'?».
E3*1&:/: 1,*+"/: +C' *):1"+ 93"/%
$=6)3"+'*1&C: «W* &".= &3=&C# 1&"'?
?1=. W* +C' *6'"@"+ 9* LC(4 )*3: +
%329*+C# 1:1&=/C? <C@*>*. O*>* +C'
$"8"(? D&"&: @:/*17».

?C9)*+C97 '" 6"):&"''2, @*/% +:-
$%5'%," 3=+*,ALC2, 2." 6/C':,"
9*,A F+3*):: "$1*,A&'" $C,7;C1&7
>3*/"92', 5*@ C 3=)3=6='&%+","
]3"'L%67.= 1%1)C,71&+*, )3*&2>*/
1&*,C&7 '= /"," )3"+" 'C '" )*,C-
&:@'=, 'C '" A3:9:@'= C1'%+"''2. <"-

1&"," &:/ 1)3"+8'C/ )=3=+*3*&*/,
0* 3"9:.",7'* 6/C':+ 1&"&%1 >3*/"-
92':'". R*$&* 2.0* +1C >3*/"92':
/"A&7 *9'".*+C )3"+", L= &".*8
*6'"@"( )3"+* '" 3C+'% %@"1&7 % >3*-
/"917.*/% 8:&&C. Q *&8=, '" +C9/C'%
+C9 «1&"3*>* 3=8:/%», .*,: +12
+,"9" 6*1=3=98%+","17 % 3%."5 .*-
3*,2, "3:1&*.3"&C4 &" 9%5*+='1&+",
':'C .*8=', '=6",=8'* +C9 1&"'*-
+:5 1+*45 *6'"., /C> 1&"&: @"1&:-
'*A %329*+*4 &" 6".*'*9"+@*4
1:1&=/:. ?C9&=)=3 )3"+* '" '"):-
1"''2 6".*'*- )3*=.&C+ '",=8",*
+1C/ >3*/"92'"/ 2. ,=>C&:/':/
)3=91&"+':."/ '"LC4. N"+92.: LC#
9*.*3C''C# 6/C'C +:.*'"+@*4 &" 6"-
.*'*9"+@*4 1:1&=/ +1C )3:'L:): C
6".*':, +:3*$,='C L:/: 9+*/" >C,-
."/: +,"9:, 1&",: 3=",7':/ 1"/*-
+:3"8=''2/ >*,*1% '"3*9%.

K",C LC 9%/.: 3*6+:'%+ U%11*. \C-
,*1*] ++"8"+, 0* 6".*'*9"+@=
)3"+* '= '",=8:&7 *.3=/* +62&:/
>3*/"92'"/, '" +C9/C'% +C9 )3:3*9-
':5 )3"+, 6"):1"':5 % K=.,"3"LC4
1789 3*.%. <"&*/C1&7 >3*/"92':
/"A&7 )3"+* '" '"):1"''2 6".*'C+
,:;= 2. *9'= LC,=, 9= )*$"8"''2 '-
9:+C9%%/" 3*6@:'2(&712 + 6">",7-
'*/% )3">'=''C <"LC4. Q,=.1C1 9=
R*.+C,7 % 1+*(/% +C9*/*/% &+*3C
«K=/*.3"&C2 + Q/=3:LC» (1835–1840)
*):1%(, 6*.3=/", # '=>"&:+'C 3=6%,7-
&"&: 9=/*.3"&C4, 2.C +:':.,: 1"/= %

1&"+ @"1 L= 6/C':&:, )*@:'"A@: 6
+:$*3@*4 1:1&=/:. V17, +=,:.*A
/C3*A, 1)3"+8'C# )*@"&*. \3"'-
L%67.*4 3=+*,ALC4 – +62&&2 Y"1&:,C4
$%,* '"1)3"+9C ;+:9;= 1:/+*,C@-
':/ ".&*/. R". )*1&",: <"LC*'",7'C
%1&"'*+@C 6$*3:, + 2.C ++C#;,: )3=9-
1&"+':.: &3=&7*>* 1&"'% $=6 "3:1&*-
.3"&C4 &" 9%5*+='1&+", *$CL2A@: '=
3*6)%1."&: N$*3:, 9*.: '= $%9= '"-
):1"'" .*'1&:&%LC2 \3"'LC4 (+=3=-
1='7 1791 3.). D=3=9 *1'*+*)*,*8':5
)3:'L:)C+ LC(4 )=3;*4 .*'1&:&%LC4,
1&+*3='*4 )C9 +),:+*/ 9%5% Q/=3:-
."'17.*4 3=+*,ALC4, ]C>%3%+",*
1&+=398=''2 '=9*&*3."'':5 )3:-
3*9':5 )3"+ ,A9:':, 0* 3*$:&7
>3*/"92' 3C+':/: )=3=9 6".*'*/.

N+:@"#'*, .*'1&:&%LC2 '= )*6$"+-
,='" 1%)=3=@'*1&=#. <")3:.,"9, '=-
6+"8"A@: '" &=, 0* 9+" 3*.: )=3=9
&:/ $%," '"):1"'" «K=.,"3"LC2
)3"+ ,A9:': C >3*/"92':'"», 3"$-
1&+* % ]3"'L%67.:5 .*,*'C25 '= 1."-
1%+",:, C 8C'.: '= /*>,: 0= $3"&:
%@"1&C + >*,*1%+"''C. R= 8 1"/= $%,*
% K"+'C# B3=LC4, + Q]C'"5, 9= '"3*9:-
,"17 )=3;" /*9=,7 9=/*.3"&:@'*4
1:1&=/: + C1&*3C4 ,A91&+". R*8 )*&3C-
$=' 6"+89: .3:&:@':# )C95C9 9* =+*-
,ALC4 9=/*.3"&:@'*4 1:1&=/: '"
N"5*9C. Q,= 2.0* +C9/C'%1%+"&: .*-
,*'C",C6/ &" )3"+* >*,*1% 8C'*. –
"1)=.&:, 0* /"&:/%&7 1+*A *.3=/%
C1&*3CA, – \3"'L%67." 3=+*,ALC2

Meeting with Hon. Bal Gosal, Minister of State Sport.
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1%1)C,71&+C, 9= L=# &:) )*,C&:@'*4 1:-
1&=/: $%+ 3=",C6*+"':# % '"#3"9:-
.",7'C;C# ]*3/C, 9",=.C# +C9
.,"1:@'*4 /*9=,C D&"3*>* .*'&:-
'='&%. N *9'*>* $*.%, )32/" 9=/*-
.3"&C2 6/=';%( 1:,% 9%/.:
*.3=/*>* >3*/"92':'", 2.:# &".:/
@:'*/ *):'2(&712 % +,"9C «9%/.:
+=,:.*4 $C,7;*1&C». N 93%>*>* –
&".:# "$1*,A&':# .*'&3*,7 % 3%."5
$C,7;*1&C 1&*1*+'* )*,C&:@':5
1)3"+ /*8= 6%/*+:&: )3*>3=1:+'%
"&*/C6"LCA 1%1)C,71&+", )*1:,AA@:
+C9*/:# C'9:+C9%",C6/ +:1*.*3*6+:-
'='*>* .")C&",C1&:@'*>* N"5*9% &"
1)*.%1% +C9@%8=''2 +C9 )3*$,=/ .=-
3%+"''2 9=38"+*A. D,*+*/, )3*&:-
,=8'" 1:&%"LC2, )*3C+'AA@: 6
9=/*.3"&C(A "'&:@'*>* 1+C&%, 2."
5"3".&=3:6%+","12 1"/= ".&:+'*A C
)*1&C#'*A %@"1&A +1C5 >3*/"92' %
+:$*3"5: 9"+'C >3=.: ++"8",:
*$*+’26.*+:/ +:.*3:1&*+%+"&: 1+*(
)3"+* '" ]*3/%+"''2 &:5 6".*'C+,
0* 1&*1%A&712 45'7*>* 8:&&2. '-
;:/: 1,*+"/:, 9C",=.&:." )*$%-
9*+: 9=/*.3"&C4 – )3*L=1, 0*
)=3=$%+"( + )*1&C#'*/% 3*6+:&.%.

<"1)3"+9C .*'L=)LC2 >3*/"92-
':'" '",=8:&7 0= Q3C1&*&=,A, 2.:#
1."6"+, 0* >3*/"92':' – L= &*#, 5&*
/"( )3"+* $3"&: ".&:+'% %@"1&7 +
%)3"+,C''C 9=38"+*A &" + 1%9*@:'-
1&+C. I= &*#, 5&* /"( )3"+* *$:3"&:
C $%&: *$3"':/. R*9C 9",=.* '= +1C L=
1)3:#/",:: "98= L=# )3:'L:) '"9"-
+"+ 9=/*.3"&:@'C# 1:1&=/C + "'&:@-
'*/% 1+C&C 1"/= &*# 5"3".&=3

/C,*, $%+ *1*$:1&* 6"LC."+,=':# +
%@"1&C + )*,C&:@'*/% 8:&&C, 6*.3=/"
# 6"9,2 6"5:1&% 1+*(4 +,"1'*1&C. V1-
'*+'= 8 &=, 0* 6")*@"&.*- +%A&7
)3:'L:) 3*69C,=''2 &37*5 >C,*.
+,"9:, 0* #*>* -"3,7 !*'&=1.’(
1]*3/%,A+"+ % 1+*(/% +:9"&'*/%
&+*3C «K%5 6".*'C+» 0= 1748 3*.%:
+,"9" 6".*'*9"+@", +,"9" +:.*-
'"+@" C +,"9" 1%9*+" )*1&"A&7 2.
LC,.*+:&* '=6",=8'C L='&3: +,"9:,
0* +6"(/'* .*'&3*,AA&7 &" %3C+'*-
+"8%A&7 *9'" *9'%.

J. 9"+'* L= $%,* '"):1"'* –
$C,7;= 9+*51*& )’2&9=12&: 3*.C+
&*/%, " 2. ".&%",7'* 6+%@:&7 % 17*-
>*9'C;'C# P.3"4'C! K*6+*,:&: 6/C-
;"&: LC &3: >C,.: +,"9:, 6’(9'"+;:
45 % 3%."5 *9'C(4 *1*$: @: *9'*>* *3-
>"'%, *6'"@"( +$:&: /*8,:+C1&7 C1-
'%+"''2 )*,C&:@'*4 1+*$*9:. V17 LC
1,*+" !*'&=1.’( +"3&* $%,* $ )*+C-
1:&: '" ]"1"9C )3=6:9='&17.*>* )"-
,"L% + P.3"4'C – C $C,7;= '= 6'C/"&::
«<= $%9= 1+*$*9: [...], 2.0* 1%9*+"
+,"9" '= +C99C,='" +C9 +,"9: 6".*-
'*9"+@*4 &" +:.*'"+@*4. J.0* +*'"
1)*,%@='" 6 6".*'*9"+@*A +,"9*A,
&* 8:&&2 C 1+*$*9" >3*/"92' *):-
'2A&712 )C9 &:1.*/ 1+"+*,C, *1-
.C,7.: 1%992 )=3=&+*3A(&712 '"
6".*'*9"+L2. J.0* 1%9*+" +,"9"
1)*,%@='" 6 +:.*'"+@*A, &* 1%992
*&3:/%( /*8,:+C1&7 1&"&: >'*$:&=-
,=/». J.0* 8 )*(9'"&: /C8 1*$*A
+1C &3: >C,.: +,"9:, ++"8"( !*'-
&=1.’(, &*9C /: *&3:/%(/* "$1*-
,A&'% &:3"'CA... IC."+*, 2.:# $:
&=3/C' +C' +8:+, )*>,2'%+;: '" &=,
0* + ':'C;'C# P.3"4'C '"6:+"(&712
9=/*.3"&C(A?!

?"8,:+* 6>"9"&:, 0* $%,* 0=
9+C 1)3*$: '"):1"''2 .*'1&:&%LC4 –
1793 C 1795 3*.C+. E3:'L:): .*'1&:-
&%LC4 1793 3. +C9)*+C9",: '"#3"9:-
.",7'C;:/ C9=","/ 9=/*.3"&C4 C
6'"@'*A /C3*A *&3:/%+",: '"-
&5'=''2 +C9 9%/.: U%11*. <"LC*'",7-
':# H*'+='& +C9/C':+ /*'"35CA,
)3*>*,*1:+;: U=1)%$,C.%. B3*/"-
92': )*+:''C $%,: *&3:/"&: /*8,:-
+C1&7 $3"&: ".&:+'% %@"1&7 %
)*,C&:@'*/% 8:&&C 6" )3:'L:)*/ &".
6+"'*4 )32/*4 9=/*.3"&C4. H*'.3=&'*
L= +:2+,2,*12 + *$CL2'LC ++=1&:
+1=6">",7'= +:$*3@= )3"+* (1%-
)3*&: L='6*+*>* +:$*3@*>* )3"+"

'=1&"$C,7'*1&C, 2.:# '"1&*3*8%+"+
9=2.:5 ]C,*1*]C+, 0* +*,C,: 8:&: %
1)*.C#'*/% )*,C1C )C9 .=3C+':L&+*/
"3:1&*.3"&C4. Q,= +8= + 9*$% U='=-
1"'1%, '")3:.,"9, ],*3='&C(L7 !"-
.C"+=,,C $"@:+ =,=/='& «.*'],C.&%»
2. )3:3*9'% 1%&7 %1C5 ]='*/='C+, "
*1*$,:+* – )*,C&:.:, &*8 '"#>*,*+-
'C;=, ++"8"+ +C', L= +/C''2 K=3-
8"+L2 +/C,* .*3:1&%+"&:12 .*'],C-
.&"/: 6" )3:'L:)*/ >3=L7.*>* ."#-
3*1", &*$&* +&3%@"&:12 + 1,%;':#
/*/='&, %)*329.*+%A@: 5"*1 C +*9-
'*@"1 %&3:/%A@: 8:+% 9:'"/C.% .*'-
],C.&%, 0* '"9:5"( 9%;% )*,C&:.:.

E*+=3&"A@:17 9* \3"'L%67.*4
3=+*,ALC4, +"8,:+* 6>"9"&:, 0* '"-
9"''2 1%+=3='C&=&% '"3*9% + LC,*/%
&" '=+C9’(/':5 )3"+ *.3=/* .*8'*/%
>3*/"92':'% *6'"@",* &".*8 '"9"&:
'*+% ]%'.LCA 1"/C# 9=38"+C. ';:/:
1,*+"/:, 9=38"+", $%9%@: .*/),=.1-
'*A >3%)*A >3*/"92', /"( 1+*4/
*$*+’26.*/ *$=3C>"&: 45'C )3:3*9'C
'=9*&*3."''C )3"+", *1'*+'C 6 2.:5 –
3C+'C1&7, 1+*$*9", )3:+"&'" +,"1-
'C1&7, $=6)=." &" *)C3 )3*&: >'C&%.

H*'1&:&%LC2 1791 3*.% +)3*+"9-
8%( 3"9:.",7'C 3=]*3/:, 2.C 3*6-
&3*0%A&7 1&"3% ]=*9",7'% 1:1&=/%.
Y%,* ++=9='* *9'*)","&':# )"3,"-
/='& – *&8=, *1&"&*@'* 1."1*+%+"-
,:17 )3:+C,=4 "3:1&*.3"&C4. R".*8
6"1&*1*+%+",: )3:'L:) )3=91&"+-
':L&+" '" *1'*+C /"#'*+*>* L='6% –
)3"+* '" >*,*1%+"''2 '"9"+",*17
,:;= &:/, 5&* /"+ )3:+"&'% +,"1-
'C1&7 '" &=3:&*3C4 9=38"+: C, 63*6%-

Farewell dinner.
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)*)=3=9'7*4 .*'1&:&%LC4). N*.3=/",
L=# "1)=.& 1:>'",C6%+"+ )3* +"8-
,:+% 6/C'%: 9* 6"5:1&% 9=38"+'*>*
1%+=3='C&=&% 9*9"+"+12 6"5:1& 1%+=-
3='C&=&% '"3*9%, 2.:# 69*$%+"+12 '"
1+C# >*,*1 % /=8"5 1:1&=/: +1=6"-
>",7'*>* C )32/*>* +:$*3@*>* )3"+".
O=3=6 44 3"9:.",7'C1&7 LA .*'1&:&%-
LCA '= $%,* &*9C .*'.3=&'* +)3*+"9-
8='*. Q 9",C )*@","12 )"3"'*2
R=3*3%, C 1&3"5 )=3=9 =.1&3=/C6/*/
1)3:@:':+12 9* .*'1&:&%LC4 1795->*,
9= +8= )*@","17 C'+*,ALC2 )32/*4
9=/*.3"&C4...

Q + 1:'&=6C /*8'" $%,* $ 1."6"&:
&".: '= $%+"( '=63"98=':5 3=+*,A-
LC#. <= $%+"( 3"6 C '"6"+89: +1&"-
'*+,=':5 )3:'L:)C+ 9=/*.3"&C4. F
)3*L=1, ( 3%5, ( )*;%.. Q,= )3*L=1,
+ 2.*/% – 2. % «K=.,"3"LC4 )3"+ ,A-
9:': C >3*/"92':'"», 0* +C9 1789->*
/"( .*'1&:&%LC#'% 1:,%, – '=+C99C,7-
':/: +C9 )3"+ ,A9:': ( 44 >3*/"-
92'17.C *$*+’26.:. R*/% &=/'C
1&*3C'.: 3=+*,ALC4 6",:;:,:17 + C1-
&*3C4, " /*&&* Liberte, Egalite, Frater-
nite 1&",* 1:/+*,*/ 9=/*.3"&C4 '=
&C,7.: \3"'LC4, " # %1C(4 F+3*):.

I=>?;I5 5+ =@I!?*I=>A 
*:B.C>DA?E?

I=# +C91&%) '= ( ,=.LC(A 6 C1&*3C4. J
)3*1&* 5*&C," )*."6"&:, 0* 3=+*,A-
LC2 'C2. '= /*8= $%&: ",7&=3'"&:-
+*A +:$*3"/, $* ,A9: +/:3",: '"
$"3:."9"5 3=+*,ALC4 1"/= 6"9,2
&*>*, 0*$ *&3:/"&: )3"+* +:$*3-
@*>* >*,*1%. E*'2&&2 «3=+*,ALC2»
*6'"@"( )=3=+*3*& LC,*4 )*,C&:@'*4
1:1&=/: – C '"#@"1&C;= L= )3:6+*-
9:&7 9* )3*,:&&2 .3*+C. ?:$*3: – L=,
&". $: /*+:&:, /:3'" 3=+*,ALC2, L=
1)*.C#':# C ,=>C&:/':# 1)*1C$ 6/C':
+,"9: '" C';%, 2." +C9)*+C9"( $"-
8"''A '"3*9%. O=1'C, )3*6*3C +:-
$*3: 6/%;%A&7 )*,C&:.C+ )"/’2&"&:,
0* +*': *$3"'C '" )3:6'"@=':# '"-
3*9*/ @"1, 0*$: 6"$=6)=@:&:
L7*/% '"3*9*+C )3:#'2&'C )"3"-
/=&3: 0*9=''*>* 8:&&2 C )*6:&:+'%
)=31)=.&:+% '" /"#$%&'(. V17
1)3"+8'C# 9*&=)':# )3:.,"9 "+&='-
&:@'*>* 9=/*.3"&:@'*>* /:1,=''2,
)3* 2.:# /='C 3*6)*+C,: /*4 93%6C –
1&%9='&: 6 D*3$*':, 6 .%31% )*,C&:@-
'*4 ]C,*1*]C4. V9:' C6 )3=/’(3-/C'C-
1&3C+ \3"'LC4 '" 9+=325 1+*>*

.3"4'", 0* *&*&*8'A( 1+*A 9=/*-

.3"&:@'% C9='&:@'C1&7 C6 \3"'L%67-

.*A 3=+*,ALC(A &" 6 C'&=,=.&%-
",7':/ +'=1.*/ +:9"&':5 /:1,:&=-
,C+ &*>* @"1%, 1=3=9 2.:5 $%,: C &*#
8= U%11*, C !*'&=1.’(, C ?*,7&=3, C
$">"&* C';:5. Q,= L= '= 1+C9*/C1&7
&C,7.: C1&*3C4: L= '"1"/)=3=9 1+C9*-
/C1&7 &=)=3C;'7*>* C /"#$%&'7*>*.
E*,C&:6*+"'" 1+C9*/C1&7 % \3"'LC4
6";.",A(: .*8=' >3*/"92':' '=#-
/*+C3'* ".&:+'* +C91&=8%( )*,C-
&:@'% 1:&%"LCA. !*8'" )*$"@:&:
)3*]=1*3", 2.:# .%)%( '" +C9.3:-
&*/% $"6"3@:.% *+*@C # %8= 9:1.%-
&%( 6 )3*9"+L=/ )3* 9C4 %329%. <"
.*8'C# 93%>C# 1&C'C E"3:8" /*8'"
)3*@:&"&: ]*3/%,% «Liberte, Egalite,
Fraternite» – &3: )3:'L:):, 0*
1.,",: *1'*+% 1"/= &C(4 H*'1&:&%LC4,
2." + 3=+*,ALC#'C @"1: '= $%," 6"-
)3*+"98='" @=3=6 1+C# 3"9:.",C6/.
Q,= )=3;" "1*LC"LC2, 2." + '"1 +:-
':."( )3: 9%/LC )3* \3"'L%67.% 3=-
+*,ALCA, – L= 1"/= LC &3: +=,:.C #
1+2&C 1,o+", 0* .*;&%+",: ]3"'L%-
6"/ C F+3*)C &". $">"&* )*/:,*. C
.3*+C, ",= 1&",: &".*8 +:1*.:/ 69*-
$%&.*/ /%8'7*4 $*3*&7$: F+3*): 6"
1)3"+=9,:+= 1%1)C,71&+*.

R*/% &". 9:+'* @%&: (+3*)=#-
L2/ – C /='C 1"/C# 1.,"9'* 63*6%-
/C&:, – .*,: >*+*3:&712, 0* 3=6%,7&"&
)*/"3"'@=+*4 3=+*,ALC4 3*6@"3%-
+"+ $C,7;% @"1&:'% %.3"4'17.*>*
1%1)C,71&+", *1*$,:+* /*,*97. 
,=#&/*&:+ '=6/C'':#: «[*@ $: 0*
/: 63*$:,:, +1= *9'* 'C@*>* '= 6/C-
':&712. J.0* '= +:#;,* 6$%9%+"&:
9=/*.3"&:@'% P.3"4'% )C1,2 &".*>*
)*&%8'*>* C *$’(9'"'*>* )*;&*+5%,
&* +1= /"3'*». Q,= 8 +1= '"+)".:!
U=+*,ALC2 – '"+C&7 &"." 3"9:.",7'"
C .3:+"+", 2. $%," % \3"'LC4, – L=
&C,7.: )*@"&*. )3*L=1%. N'*+% 8
&".:: +1C +=,:.C 3=+*,ALC4 N"5*9%
$%,: 63"98='C 6" .*3*&.:# &=3/C'.
EC1,2 Q'>,C#17.*4 3=+*,ALC4 )*,=-
&C," 6 =;"]*&% )=3;" .*3*,C+17."
>*,*+", 9",C 1)","5'%," >3*/"-
92'17." +C#'", " >*,*+':# 3=+*,ALC*-
'=3 H3*/+=,7 %1&"'*+:+ +C#17.*+%
9:.&"&%3%. ?&C,AA@: C9=",: 1+*$*9:,
3C+'*1&C # $3"&=31&+" \3"'L%67.*4
3=+*,ALC4, <")*,=*' *5*@= 1&"+ C/-
)=3"&*3*/. Q$* 8 )*,717.C 3=+*,A-
LC4 .C'L2 [VII C + [[ 1&*,C&&C – @: 5*@

."$C'=&% )*329 C6 1+*4/ C/='=/ '"):-
1"+: «/"#$%&'C# .*,:;'C# )3=/’(3-
/C'C1&3». N9*3*+* 1."6"'*! E3:1&%-
)"A@: 9* 1+*45 *$*+’26.C+, +C' %8=
1*$C '">"9%+"+, 0* 1&"'= .*,:;'C/.
';:/: 1,*+"/:, %329*+LC /"A&7
)3"LA+"&:, 9*$3= )"/’2&"A@:, 0* 45
'=+9*+6C 6/C'2&7. I= ( 1)3"+8'2 9=-
/*.3"&C2. Q >*,*+'= – L= ( 1+C9*/C1&7
&*>*, 0* 1&"'*+:&7 1*$*A 1)3"+8'2
9=/*.3"&C2.

«P .*8'C# 9=38"+C '"3*9 *&3:/%(
1"/= &*# %329, '" 2.:# +C' 6"1,%>*-
+%(». R". >*+*3:+ ]3"'L%67.:# ]C-
,*1*], )3"+':. C 9:),*/"& .C'L2
[V  – )*@"&.% [[ 1&. M*6=] 9=
!=1&3. Q 6"9*+>* 9* '7*>* &= 8 1"/=
>*+*3:,: 9"+'C 3:/,2':. D,*+*/, C1-
&:'" &3:+",C1&A + C1&*3CA ,A91&+".
?'%&3C;'2 )3*$,=/" 9=/*.3"&C4 )*-
,2>"( 1"/= + &*/%, 0* % +1C5 .*'&=.1-
&"5 C1'%A&7 *.3=/C @=1'C >3*/"92':,
2.C LC."+,2&712 )*,C&:@':/: C 1*LC-
",7':/: ):&"''2/: 1+*(4 9=38"+:,
2.C >*,*1%A&7 C )=3=8:+"A&7 6" 1&"'
1+*(4 .3"4':, '=6",=8'* '"+C&7 +C9
&*>*, )=3=$%+"A&7 +*': + )=+':#
/*/='& + /=8"5 44 .*39*'C+ @: 'C.
Q,= 9=38"+" # % +'%&3C;'7*/%, # %
6*+'C;'7*/% 1)3:#'2&&C )*1&"( 2.
.*/),=.1'= 2+:0=. N+C91: )*9+C#'=
*$,:@@2 9=/*.3"&C4: 6 *9'*>* $*.%,
*.3=/:# )*329':# +@:'*. /*8= '=
/"&: 8*9'*>* )32/*>* +),:+% C 3*6-
@:':&:12 + 6">",7'C# ."3&:'C $C,7;*-
1&C 1%1)C,71&+", " 6 93%>*>* –
>3*/"92':' 6*$*+’26"':# 63*$:&:
L=# +@:'*., 0*$ /"&: /*8,:+C1&7
+),:'%&: '" 6/C'% C1'%A@*>* 1&"'%
3=@=#. R*8 /*3",7':# C/)=3"&:+
>3*/"92':'" + 9=/*.3"&:@'C# 1:-
1&=/C – '= ,:;= 1.*3:1&"&:12 +1C/"
1+*4/: )3"+"/: # *$*+’26."/:, " #
)*1&C#'* 6"):&%+"&: 1=$=, @: +,"1-
':# +'=1*. 63*$,='*, @: 1+*4 )3"+"
+:.*3:1&"'*, @: 1+*4 *$*+’26.: +:.*-
'"'*.  L= )3*L=1, 2.*/% '=/"( .C'L2.

H*8'" 6 (+3*)=#17.:5 .3"4' /"(
1+*A C1&*3CA 1&*1%'.C+ C6 +,"1'*A
&3"9:LC(A 9=/*.3"&C4. YC,7;*A @:
/=';*A /C3*A L= 6"+89: .3:&:@'=
*1/:1,=''2, 6 )*1&C#':/ 6"):&"'-
'2/: @: /*>,: $ /: 63*$:&: $C,7;=,
" 2.0* '= 6/*>,:, &* @*/%? Q '"-
1"/)=3=9: 0* L= *6'"@"( 9,2 /"#-
$%&'7*>*?  *&, +,"1'=, 9%8= LC."+"
+ L7*/% ),"'C 1"/= \3"'LC2 –
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*9'" 6 ':5 )=3=/*>,"? O: 5*@ *9'"
'= 6".C'@:,"17 )*$*40=/ ,A9=#, )*-
8=8"/:, 3%#'"LC2/:, 3=)3=1C2/:?
!*8,:+*, 9:'"/C." Q/=3:."'17.*4
3=+*,ALC4 9=0* C';", ",= C1&*3:@'"
&" 1%1)C,7'" 44 *1'*+" +C9 1"/*>* )*-
@"&.% $%," +C9/C''" +C9 %/*+ 3*6-
+:&.% .3"4' D&"3*>* .*'&:'='&%.
Q,= 2.0* +C3:/*, 0* # P.3"4'" –
«+.3"9='"» @"1&:'" F+3*):, 2. '"-
6:+"+ I='&3",7'*-D5C9'% F+3*)%
!C,"' H%'9=3", &* '=*$5C9'* "'",C-
6%+"&: 44 1&"' 3"6*/ C6 1:&%"LC2/:
C';:5 (+3*)=#17.:5 '"LC#.

E3:'"#/'C &". 9:+:,"12 1"/" F+-
3*)" '" P.3"4'% + )=3C*9 )*/"3"'@=-
+*4 3=+*,ALC4. ?: 6'"(&=, 0* 6"5C9'C
(+3*)=#LC, 2.C 1,%5",: '*+:': )3*&2-
>*/ *1='C – 6:/: 2004 3*.%, 6"693:,:
%.3"4'L2/ @=3=6 45'C# !"#9"'? ̀ 5 )=-
3=)*+'A+",", 2.0* &". /*8'" 1."-
6"&:, .%,7&%3'*-C1&*3:@'" '*1&",7>C2
6" +=,:.:/: >=3*4@':/: /*/='&"/:
1+*(4 C1&*3C4 – &"., '*1&",7>C2, $* +
.3"4'"5 FD +=,:." @"1&:'" 9=/*.3"-
&:@':5 )3"+ 6"+*#*+"'", ",= LC''C1&7
C9=",% 1+*$*9: 'C$: 3*6/:&" 6+:@-
.*A 9* 44 >"3"'&*+"'*4 )3:1%&'*1&C.
?*9'*@"1 +*': $%,: 0"1,:+C 6" /%8-
'C1&7 C )3:'L:)*+C1&7 L7*>* 93=+'7-
*>* – /*,*9*>* '"3*9%, 0* )*@%+"(
1=$= (+3*)=#17.:/ C &*/% $*3=&712
6" 9=/*.3"&CA, %1+C9*/,AA@:, 0*
/"( )3"+* '" &".:# )3:3*9':# C '=-
+C9’(/':# +:/C3 1+*>* C1'%+"''2.
O:1&:# C "+&='&:@':# ='&%6C"6/ !"#-
9"'% '">"9%+"+ 4/ )3* +1C &C 3=+*,A-
LC4, 2.C F+3*)" +8= )=3=8:,", C
6"+92.: 2.:/ 69*$%," ':'C;'C 1+*4
>3*/"92'17.C )3"+".  &:/ $C,7;= L=
$%,* .3"1:+*, $* 9=/*.3"&C2 /"(
9*+>% C1&*3CA, C $">"&* 44 1&*3C'*.
$%,: '"):1"'C .3*+’A. Q,= 2004 3C. +
P.3"4'C /"+ % 1*$C &C 1"/C /*3",7'C
)3:'L:):, &C 1"/C )3*&=1&'C >*,*1:, &C
1"/C 1+C&,C *$,:@@2 )C9 /"#*3C''2/
'"LC*'",7':5 C )*/"3"'@=+:5 )3")*-
3C+, ",= – $=6 &*>* .3*+*)3*,:&&2.
R". 0* 8 +"8,:+C;= – L=# C1&*3:@-
':# +:.,:. '"3*9% 1+*4# 9*,C @: '=-
69"3'C )*,C&:.:, 2. &". C '= 6%/C,:
#*>* +&C,:&:?! J.0* P.3"4'" – F+-
3*)", &* '"#+"8,:+C;= – '"3*9 C 1%&7
#*>* )3*&=1&%.

U*6)*+C9"A 1+*4/ 93%62/ '" N"-
5*9C )3* 1+*45 93%6C+ + P.3"4'C. E3*
&% +'%&3C;'A 1+*$*9%, 2.% 2 ,A$,A

;:/, " /C8 >C3;:/ C '"#>C3;:/, )*-
&3C$'* +:.*3:1&"&: 9* .C'L2 1+*A
/*8,:+C1&7 $3"&: %@"1&7 % )=3=-
1&+*3=''C 1%1)C,71&+". E1%+"&: 1+*(
)3"+* '" >*,*1%+"''2, +6">",C '= >*-
,*1%+"&:, " )*&C/ )*1&C#'* )=3=.,"-
9"&: )3*+:'% 6" )3*$,=/: + .3"4'C
'" )*,C&:.C+ – L= 2. +C9.3:+"&: 9+=3C
6,*9C2/, .*,: +*': 5*@%&7 +,*/:-
&:12 % +"; 9C/, C 0= 4/ 6")3*)*'%-
+"&: @"# C6 &C1&=@.*/, " )*&C/ '"
'"1&%)':# 9='7 $C>&: 1."38:&:12 +
)*,CLCA. Q ):;"&:12 >*,*1*/ «)3*&:
+1C5» – L= 2. &:/ 1"/:/ 6,*9C2/ )*-
9"&: 0= # &*3$:'.%, "$: +*': &%9:
)*.,",: +1C 9*3*>*LC''*1&C, 0* /:
4/ )*."6",: )* 5"&C.

Q,= +C99"&: 6,*9CA 1+*( %,A$-
,='= '"/:1&* – L= +&3"&:&: /"&=3C-
",7'% LC''C1&7. Q +C99"&: 1+*( )3"+*
'" )*$%9*+% )3*1&*3% +,"1'*4 1+*-
$*9: &" 1+*$*9: 1+*45 1)C++C&@:6':.C+
*6'"@"( +&3"&:&: /*3",7'C LC''*1&C #
'"#+:0% 1+*$*9% ,A9:': – 1+*$*9%
6/C':&: C1'%A@:# 1&"' 3=@=#.

M%3'",C1&: .*'1&"&%A&7, 0*
/=';= 60% 1%1)C,71&+" +62,: %@"1&7
% +:$*3"5, 0* + 1%1)C,71&+C 9*/C'%(
$"#9%8C1&7, ")"&C2, +C91&*3*'=''2 +C9
)*,C&:@':5 )3*$,=/.  L= )3"+9". Q,=
L= )3"+9" '= &:5 @: C';:5 +:$*3C+, "
+=,:.*A /C3*A # %17*>* )=3C*9% '=-
6",=8'*1&C, .*,: 6 1"/*>* )*@"&.% '=
$%,: 3=",C6*+"'C '"1"/)=3=9 3=-
]*3/: + 1:1&=/C *1+C&:, '=*$5C9'C
9,2 6/CL'=''2 >3*/"92'17.*4 1"/*-
1+C9*/*1&C 1%1)C,71&+", )*>,:$,=''2
)*@%&&2 '"LC4 &" 44 +*,C $3"&: %@"1&7 %
3*6$%9*+C 9=38"+:. R*8 )3*$,=/:
.*'.3=&':5 +:$*3C+ *$=3&"A&712 +
6".3:&*/% .*,C: 9= )*@:'"(&712 +:'"
)*,C&:.C+, " 9= 1"/ >3*/"92':' '=-
5&%( 1+*4/: *$*+’26."/:, 9:+%A@:17
)*&C/, @*/% 8 +C' '= /"( )*&3C$':5
#*/% )3"+? K=,=>%+"&: &C @: C';C 3C-
;=''2 +,"9C '= *6'"@"(, 0* >3*/"-
92': +8= '= /"A&7 8*9'*>* +),:+%
'" LC 3C;=''2. E3*&=1&%+"&: '" ),*-
0"5, 1&+*3A+"&: ",7&=3'"&:+'C )*,C-
&:@'C 3%5: @: *3>"'C6*+%+"&: )%$,C@'C
9=$"&:, 0* &*3."A&712 3C6':5 1]=3
8:&&2 .3"4':, – L= +1= @"1&:'" )3*-
L=1% )*$%9*+: 9=38"+:, 3C6'C 1)*-
1*$: +:.*3:1&"&: 1+*A /*8,:+C1&7
63*$:&: +'=1*. % &3"'1]*3/"LCA
1%1)C,71&+". ? L7*/% ),"'C #&: '" +:-
$*3: – L= )=3;:# .3*., 0*$ 63*$:&:

+ L:5 ,A925 C )*9C,2A 44 6 ':/:, –
1+*$*9%, 2." 9*6+*,2( # C&",C#17.C#
/*4# C9='&:@'*1&C, # )*,717.C# )=3=-
),"+:&:12 + (9:'% – %.3"4'17.%. Y*
@: 8 '= ( L= <Q-Q Q?RX<RTO<Q
F?UVEXaDbHQ KX<RTO<DRb?

IC."+* – @"1*/ +=1=,*, ",=
@"1*/ C 1%/'* – %1+C9*/,A+"&: 3C6-
':LA /C8 /*,*99A «&%&» C «&"/».
<")3:.,"9, 1+*$*9" 3%5%: /*,*97
'" N"5*9C, /*8,:+*, +8= '= %2+,2(
44 "'C 2. )3:+C,=#, "'C 2. )3"+*, $* L=
+17*>* ,:;= >"3"'&*+"'" ]*3/"
*1+C&:, +C9)*@:'.%, 1)*1*$% 8:&&2.
Q /*,*9C %.3"4'LC, '"+)".:, +/CA&7
*LC'A+"&: )*9*3*8 – 2. ]C,*1*]CA,
2. 1)*1C$ )C6'"''2, 2. 9%5 +C9.3:&&2.
D)3">" 9* )*9*3*8C – L= %'C+=3-
1",7'= )*@%&&2 /*,*9*>* 9%5%. Q,=
2.:# 8= 1%/ 15*9:&7 '" 9%;%, .*,:
%1+C9*/,A(;, 0* '= +1C/ L2 1+*-
$*9" 3%5% >"3"'&*+"'".
 &:/ $C,7;= 1%/'*, .*,: +C9@%+"(;,
2. @"1&:'" 1%1)C,71&+" 1&:5," C 9*6-
+*,:," L:'C6/% ++C#&: % 1+*A 1+C9*-
/C1&7. N3"9" +,"9: 69%;:,"
$%35,:+C1&7 '"3*9%, ",= # '"3*9
&".*8 9*6+*,:+ +,"9C )"3",C6%+"&:
1+*A +*,A, )*>"1:&: 1+*4 $"8"''2.

?:2+*/ &".*4 )"3",C6*+"'*4 +*,C
# )*>";=':5 $"8"'7 ( *&= )1=+9*-
)3*&=1&'= >*,*1%+"''2 6" +:>"9"':5
)=31*'"8C+, )1%+"''2 $A,=&='C+,
]3*'9" ")*,C&:6/% # "'"35C6/%, " +
/:'%,*/% – >*,*1%+"''2 «)3*&:
+1C5». [+:,2 L:5 )*1&/*9=3'C1&17-
.:5 &="&3",7':5 8=1&C+ – L= ,:;=
)3:.,"9: *9'*>* +:$*3%: +:$*3% '=
+:$:3"&:. I= )3*9"8 1+*45 )3"+ C
%':.'=''2 1+*45 *$*+’26.C+. R:/
$C,7;=, 0* 6"3"6 *@=+:9'*, 2. @%-
9*+* 9*)*/*>,: &C 6C)1*+"'C $A,=-
&='C-*3C>"/C 1"/C# +,"9C, 2." +
*1&"''C 9'C )C93"5%'.% 6"1&*1%+",",
6*.3=/", )*9C$'C /=&*9: )1%+"''2
$A,=&='C+ – 2. % 1&3";'C# ."6LC, 6
+8:+"''2/ '".,"9':5 'C>&C+ «C6 ):-
;%@:/ 1&=38'=/» C «):;%@:5 )=31-
'C+», – K"3& ?=#9=3 $%+ $: + 6"5+"&C.
R". )3*&=1& )3*&: +,"9: C ]",71:-
]C."LC4 1"/*4 +,"9: 1&",: *9':/
«8"'3*/».

D,*+*/, +C9/*+" +C9 1+*>* )3"+"
'" >*,*1 – L= 'C2.:# '= +@:'*.-)3*-
&=1&. I= =,=/='&"3'* '=-+@:'*..
K=/*.3"&C2 +@:&7, 0* '"+C&7 .*,: (
+:$C3 '= )3*1&* /C8 .3"0:/ C >C3-
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L=# +'=1*.. Q 6'=5&%+"&: LC(A /*8-
,:+C1&A *6'"@"( 6'=+"8:&: C1&*3:@'C
6%1:,,2 +1C5 '"3*9C+, 2.C .*,:17 +:-
$*3A+",: &C )3"+" $=6 )=+'*1&C % )=-
3=/*6C, ",= 6 +C3*A % +,"1'C 1:,:.
1&*3C2 9=/*.3"&C4 – L= +/C''2 )*+"-
8"&: '"#/=';% 1+*$*9% 9,2 &*>*,
0*$ )*&C/ +:.*3:1&"&: 44 9,2 $*-
3*&7$: 6"9,2 +:0:5 ]*3/ 1+*$*9:.

!*,*97 17*>*9'C +C9@%+"( .*3-
9*': C'".;=, 'C8 .*,:17. Y">"&*
/*45 C «15C9':5», C «6"5C9':5» 93%-
6C+, C 2 1"/" + L7*/% >,*$",C6*+"-
'*/% 1+C&C +C,7'* 469:/*, +@:/*17 %
3C6':5 .3"4'"5. O"1*/ '"+C&7 +C9@%-
+"(/*, 0* /: 1.3C67 C 'C9=, 0* '"/
+"8.* +.*3C':&:12 + *9'*/% .*,C
,A9=#, + *9'*/% .*'.3=&'*/% 1%1-
)C,71&+C. Q,= L= &".*8 9"( /*8,:-
+C1&7 $"@:&: 3C6'C .3"4':, )C6'"+"&:
5"3".&=3: 3C6':5 '"3*9C+. I, /*8=,
1"/= &*/% &:/ +"8,:+C;:/ (
6+’26*. C6 +,"1':/ .*3C''2/. I &:/
>*1&3C;= +C9@%+"(&712 )*&3=$" $*-
3*&7$: 6" 1+*( )3"+* '" %@"1&7 %
)=3=1&+*3=''C 9=38"+: C + )*$%9*+C
9=/*.3"&:@':5 *1'*+ &*>* 1%1)C,7-
1&+", + 2.*/% +.*3C'='C '";C 3*-

0* )=3=9 '=A 5*9:+ &:/ 1"/:/ ;,2-
5*/, 6"+",A( #*>* ."/C''2/, " )*&C/
>C3.* '"3C."( '" 1+*A 9*,A C 1&3"-
;=''* 1=39:&712 '" $=69*3C882.

R*8 .*,: )"'C K=/*.3"&C2 >%$:&7
1+*A 9*3*>% + 17*>*9'C;'C# P.3"4'C,
'=/"( 1='1% 1."38:&:12 '" $%3A,
5*@ $: 2. +*'" .3%8=,2," '"+.*,*,
*1.C,7.: )3*$,=/" )"'C K=/*.3"&C4
+1= 8 $C,7;= +'%&3C;'2, 'C8 6*+-
'C;'2. R". +*'" # 9",C $,%."(, ;%-
."A@: 9*3*>:, L2 )"'C, 6".%&"'" %
1+C# 8*+&*-$,".:&':# ),"0, )*;"3-
)"':# +C&3"/: C1&*3C4. !*8=, +
2.:#17 /*/='& 4# &3=$" )3:):':&:
$*3*&:12 6 $%3=A, " &:5* C &=3),2@=
3*6>*3'%&: 1'C>, +C9'"#&: .3*.: 9*.-
&*3" K=/*1", 3"LC*'",7'* '".3=1-
,:&: 1+C# /"3;3%& C &+=39*, '=
6+=3&"A@: '" /"'C+LC, )3*#&: &C(A
(9:'*A 9*3*>*A, 2." +=9= 9* F+3*-
)=#17.*>* K*/%. R*9C # &" $%32 6>*3-
'=&712 C ,28= 9* 'C> %.3"4'17.*4
K=/*.3"&C4. Q +*'" 0= 9*+>* $%9=
'=,=>.*A, L2 9*3*>". Q,= L= K*-
3*>" – C + L7*/% 44 1='1 C .3"1".

9:''C 6+’26.:, '";" )"/’2&7 3*9%,
'"; .%,7&%3':# 9*1+C9, '";C '"LC*-
'",7'C )*@%&&2.

H"/A ."6"+: «GA9:'" – (9:'" C1-
&*&", 69"&'" 6/C':&: 1+*A &=)=3C;'A
1:&%"LCA». ?:3C;:&: 'C@*>* '= +:3C-
;%+"&: *6'"@"( 6':0:&: /*3",7':#
C >3*/"92'17.:# )*&='LC", ,A9:':.
<:'C;'2 9=/*.3"&C2 + P.3"4'C – 'C$:
9:+'" )"'C, 0* )*1=3=9 $%3C )3*$,=/
;%."( 1+C# 9C/ % )*,25, )*.3:&:5 1'C-
>*/. R3*5: +*'" ;:6*]3='C@'" L2
)"'C, $* 0*3"6% )*+=3&"(&712 '" &*#
1"/:# ;,25 C 1&:3"( '" 1'C>% +1C 1+*4
)*)=3=9'C 1,C9: 9* 1+*>* 9*/% C 6$:-
+"(&712 6 9*3*>:. I= 0*17 '" 63"6*.
9*.&*3" K8=.C," C /C1&=3" ["#9": '"
1+C&"'.% % '=4 @*,*+C@:#, 3"LC*'",7-
':# C @=1':# 3*6%/ 9*.&*3" K=/*1",
2.:# )3*.,"9"( 9*3*>%, +:+@"( 44 '"-
)32/*., 3*6>3C$"( ."/C''2, 0* )=3=-
;.*98"( 9C1&"&:12 9* 1+*>* 9*/%.
U")&*/ 1*'L= 1C9"(, C +C' 1&"( =>*-
L='&3:@'*A )"'C H3"&C(A – )3:/5,:-
+*A, '=3+*+*A, 6 >3"'9C*6':/:
),"'"/: C '=+/C''2/ 3=",C6%+"&: '"-
+C&7 '"#)3*1&C;C 3=@C. ?*'" 6 ,A&&A
1&:3"( 1,C9: 2.*>*17 @=1'*>* )"'",

December 2010 Yuriy Medentsii, CUPP 2010 Intern, was seleted to attend thw award pf the Sakharov Prize for
Freedom of Thought to Guillermo Farinas, in the European Parliament in Strasbourg. Yuriy, together with Elodie

Bgou (france) President of European Parliament, Jerzy Buzek (Poland) Ekin Can Genc (Turkey) are pictured.



BOLONNYY Bohdan
Occupation: Director of London Office 
of INTEGRITES International Law Firm
Hometown: Drohobych, Ukraine 
Education: Kharkiv National University of Internal Af-
fairs, established in 1992
Specialist in Law with honors, 2008
Motto of the University: ‘N'"''2, N".*', O=1&7’
(‘Knowledge, Law, Honor’)
Queen Mary University of London, established in 1785
LL.M in International Business Law, 2010
FCO Chevening Scholar
Motto of the University: ‘Coniunctis Viribus’ (‘With
United Powers’)
Foreign languages: English, Polish, Russian, German
CUPP 2010 INTERN to Hon. Jason Kenney, Minister of
Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism, MP for Cal-
gary Southeast, Alberta
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “Q/=3:."'17." 1">" E"+," G"6"-
3='."” (American saga of Pavlo Lazarenko) by Serhiy
Leschenko
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: Y*3C&=12 – )*$*-
3=&=, ?"/ $*> )*/">"(! (Keep striving-you will succeed,
God, helps you!) - Taras Shevchenko
Favourite quote by foreign author: “We must become
the change we want to see”. – Mahatma Gandhi
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
St. Georges Church in Drohobych. My hometown Dro-
hobych has one of the priceless architectural treasures
of Ukraine which is also a part of UNESCO World Her-
itage. St. George's Church is one of the oldest and best
preserved timber churches dating back to the 15th cen-
tury. The Church was relocated in 1656 from one of the
villages in Carpathian Mountains to Drohobych. It has
beautiful iconostasis and precious paintings. History be-
hind the St. Georges Church symbolises the immortality
of Ukrainian culture its history and traditions. 
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Participants of the  2013 MODEL UKRAINE 
White Paper Committee Workshop, Ottawa October 16, 17, 18, 2013. 

IANOVA Hanna
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” was
established in 1615. Law School.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia  sem-
piterna (Lat). – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." "."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains eternal.
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Spanish. 
Intern to Hon. Julian FANTINO, MP for Vaughan, Ontario.    
2013  Eugene Palenka CUPP -1995, (University of
Kharkiv) Scholarship recipient 
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: “Maty vse” by Liuko Dashvar.
Last foreign author read: “Shantaram” by Gregory
David Roberts. 
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: It's terrible to lie
in chains, /To rot in dungeon deep,/ But it's still worse,
when you are free/ To sleep and sleep and sleep (The
Days Go By, Taras Shevchenko).
D&3";'* +)"1&: % ."#9"':. /P/:3"&7 + '=+*,C, /Q 0=
>C3;= – 1)"&:, 1)"&:, /  1)"&: '" +*,C («!:'"A&7 9'C,
/:'"A&7 '*@C…» R"3"1 -=+@='.*).     
Favourite quote by foreign author: First they ignore
you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you
win (Mahatma Gandhi).
Favourite musical recording: The Scorpions – The Best
Is Yet To Come. 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
House of Chimaeras or Horodetsky House. It was
designed by the prominent  architect  Vladislav Horodet-
sky in 1901–1902 in the Art Nouveau style. Horodetsky
was also known as the Antoni Gaudí of Kiev. The build-
ing derives its name from the extraordinary decorations
on the exterior walls, such as mermaids, rhinos, dol-
phins, frogs on the roof of the building. Cement was used
as a building material, which was not popular at that
time.  As the result, House of Chimaeras was an adver-



KOVALCHUK Iaroslav
Born in: Dubno, Ukraine
Hometown: Dubno
University of Ostroh (National University of Ostroh
Academy), established in 1576. College of Romance and
Germanic Languages (MA in English and Literature);
Economics Department (Bachelor in Finances)
Motto of University: D%@"1'" *1+C&" @=3=6 9*1+C9 1&*,C&7.
Contemporary education through wisdom of ages.
University of the Algarve, established in 1979. FCHS,
PhD student in Language Sciences
Foreign languages: English, French, Portuguese, Russian.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Vasyl Kereliuk Scholarship recipient
Intern to Tilly O’Neill-Gordon, MP for Miramichi, New
Brunswick, CUPP 2009 – Dopomoha Ukraini Foundation
Scholarship recipient
Intern to Maria Minna, MP for Beaches-East York, On-
tario, CUPP 2008 – Humeniuk Family Scholarship recipient
Last book read: “The Black Crow” by Vasyl Shkliar
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: N %1C5 %&3"& +&3"&"
@"1% '"#&28@" (Out of all losses loss of time is the heavi-
est). Hryhoriy Skovoroda
Favourite quote by foreign author: “Everybody is a
genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a
tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid”.
Albert Einstein
My favourite musical recording: “Veseli, brate, chasy
nastaly” Okean Elzy
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Ostroh Castle is a castle in the town of Ostroh,
Rivne region. The first wooden fortifications were built in
the area before the 1241 Mongol invasion of Rus, during
which they were subsequently destroyed. The ruins were
later reconstructed by Knyaz Daniil from the Ostrozky family
on Sudovy Hill (castle hill). Since then, more additions
and reconstructions were carried out, although the com-
plex still retains its medieval architecture. The castle com-
plex consists of four main structures: the Guard Tower
(Vezha murovana) where the castle's museum is located,
the Bohoyavlenska Church, the New Tower, and the Bell
tower (constructed in 1905).
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tisement for it. This building has a lot of legends. Ac-
cording to one of them Horodetsky made a bet with the
architect Alexander Skobelev, who did not believe that it
was possible  to build a house on the swamp. But
Horodetsky won the bet and now Kyiv has unique  building
full of legends and myths.                                                                                                                                            

Yuliya Kocherhan
Current post: Business development leader and research
associate at Kyiv School of economics, Kyiv, Ukraine
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Lviv
Education: National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
(Ukraine) established in 1632, Faculty of economic sci-
ences, Master of economy
Languages: Ukrainian, English, Russian, Polish.
Experience:
• Inspira – Strategies Institute • Business development
• Solidwood Co. (Ukrainian wood factory) • Economist
• The Ukrainian Reform Support Foundation • Head of in-
ternational projects
• Ministry of Economy of Ukraine • Specialist
Organizations:
• Plast - National Scout Organization of Ukraine, NGO
1995-2006 • Ukraine
• Mamai Institute, Think Tank 2012 • Ukraine
• Forum of Young Leaders of Ukraine, NGO 2007-2009 •
Kyiv, Ukraine
• AIESEC, NGO 2007-2009
Last Ukrainian author read: Lina Kostenko “Notes of a
Ukrainian Madman” / “Zapysky ukrainskoho samashedshoho”
Last book read: Nassim Nicholas Taleb “Black Swan”
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Ukrainian fields in summer; Lviv – my hometown; Moun-
tains in Bakhchysaray



numerous caves, ruins of a mosque, a mausoleum of
Dzhanike Khanym, daughter of Tokhtamysh Khan, two
Karaite churches (kenassas), all surrounded by the beauty
of the Crimean scenery.
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KUSHNIR Yuri
Current post: Partner at Kushnir, Yakymyak & Partners
law firm, Kyiv, Ukraine
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Lviv
Lviv University (Ivan Franko National University of Lviv)
established in 1661, Faculty of Law 
University of Virginia established in 1819, School of
Law, LLM.
Foreign languages: Ukrainian, English, Russian, Polish.
CUPP 1998 internship in Alvin Curling MPP Office in the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario, and on Parliament Hill in
the office of Ian McClelland MP from Alberta, Edmonton
Southwest
1998 Michael Luchkovych Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2013 Katedra Foundation Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: Volodymyr Vyatrovych
“Classified History. New topics” 
Last foreign author read: Bruno Ferrero “Your children
have only you!”
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Kamyanets-Podilski Fortress. A beautiful tourist attrac-
tion with rich history and modern infrastructure around.

KROYTOR Olya
Born in: Kerch, Ukraine
Hometown: Yalta, Ukraine
National University “Yaroslav the Wise Law Academy
of Ukraine”, Kharkiv, Ukraine, established in 1804, De-
partment of Preparing Lawyers for the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Ukraine
The George Washington University Law School,
Washington, DC, United States of America, established in
1826, LL.M. in International and Comparative Law
Mottos of Universities (in English, Ukrainian, Latin or
Greek): Vivat lex (Long live the law) (Law Academy);
Deus Nobis Fiducia (God is Our Trust) (The GWU)
Foreign languages: English, Russian, Spanish
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
INTERN to Michael Ignatieff MP for Etobicoke-
Lakeshore, Ontario; INTERN to Borys Wrzesnewskyj
MP for Etobicoke Centre, Ontario
Last Ukrainian author read: Maria Matios, !"3C2 !"&C*1,
“O*&:3: )*3: 8:&&2”
Last foreign author read: Ellie Wiesel, “Judges”
Favorite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian)
<"LC4 +/:3"A&7 '= +C9 C']"3.&%. D)*@"&.% 4/ +C9$:3"(
/*+%. (GC'" H*1&='.*) / Nations do not die of heart at-
tack. They stop speaking first. (by Lina Kostenko)
Favorite quote by foreign author: “Be the change you
want to see in the world” (Mahatma Ghandi)
Favorite musical recording: “Melody” by Myroslav Skoryk
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Chufut-Kale, Bakhchysaray Region, Crimea, Ukraine.
A truly breathtaking view opens from the 200-meter high
plateau where Chufut-Kale, a medieval cave city, is built.
Historians divide in views as to when it emerged, varying
between 6th and 12th centuries. Chufut-Kale, originally
known as Qyrq-Or (Forty Fortifications) is believed to have
been built by the Christianized descendants of Sarmatian
tribes that used to populate Crimea during those days. It is
known that the first Crimean Khanate was established in
Chufut-Kale in the 15 century, before being moved to the
nearby Bakhchysaray. After this, Karaites, a Turkik-Jewish
population would occupy the city (which brings the place
its current name – “Jewish Fortress”), and it was eventu-
ally deserted in mid-19th century. Chufut-Kale comprises Farewell dinner.
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KUTNYAK Iryna
Born in: Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Hometown: Kharkiv.
University of Kharkiv (Vasyl Karazin National Univer-
sity of Kharkiv) was established in 1804, Faculty of
Philology, Department of Applied Linguistics
Motto of University: «COGNOSCERE. DOCERE.
ERUDIRE» – «E!N<Q?QRT. <Q?OQRT. EUVD?-
WQRT» – «TO COGNIZE. TO TEACH. TO EDUCATE» 
Foreign languages: Russian, English, German, Polish.
Intern to Corneliu CHISU, MP for Pickering-Scarbor-
ough East, Ontario
2013 Andriy OLENYUK, CUPP 2007, University of Lviv
Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa 
Last book read: Margaret Thatcher «Statecraft».
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: "My future is in
my past and my past is my present. I must now make the
present my future".  /Vladimir Horowitz/
Favourite quote by foreign author: “My favorite
things in life don't cost any money. It's really clear that
the most precious resource we all have is time.” /Steve
Jobs/
Favourite musical recording: Nina Simone Ain't Got
No  – I Got Life
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Annunciation Cathedral is the main Orthodox
church of Kharkiv, Ukraine. The pentacupolar Neo-
Byzantine structure with a distinctive 80-meter-tall bell
tower was completed on October 2, 1888, from designs
by a local architect, Mikhail Lovtsov. The church was
consecrated in 1901, and the earlier Annunciation
church was then pulled down. Since 1946 the cathedral
is the seat of the Kharkiv and Bohodukhiv eparchy of
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Moscow Patriarchate),
while the bishop residense has stayed in the Saint-
Pokrov Monastery (Kharkiv). 

MUKHINA Kseniia
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy” was
established in 1615. Faculty of Economics. Department
of Finance.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, Q."9=/C2 +C@'". – Time
passes, Academy remains eternal.
Foreign languages: English (fluent), Italian (intermedi-
ate), Deutsch (basic).
Intern to Peggy NASH, MP for Parkdale–High Park,
Toronto, Ontario
2013 Oksana LESKIV CUPP 2007, (University of Lviv)
Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: ”Perverzion” by Yuri An-
drukhovych
Last foreign author read: “The Great Gatsby” by 
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: “? 1+*4# 5"&C
1+*2 # )3"+9", I 1:,", C +*,2”. – R"3"1 -=+@='.*
Favourite quote by foreign author: “In preparing for
battle I have always found that plans are useless, but
planning is indispensable”. Dwight D. Eisenhower
Favourite musical recording: “Enjoy the Silence” by
Depeche Mode
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Rynok Square in Lviv. All the stone buildings around
the square are different and unique and represent sev-
eral architectural styles, from Renaissance to Mod-
ernism. Each house has it's own history and friendly
dwellers happily share them with you. In the four cor-
ners, there are sculptures representing four Greek
mythological figures: Neptune, Diana, Amphitrite and
Adonis. Filled with cozy cafeterias and enlightening mu-
seums, this place is both charming and astonishing.



PANCHUK Dmytro
Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program 2007
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Ghent University was established in 1817, PhD in Politi-
cal Science
Kansas State University was established in 1863, Mas-
ter of Public Administration
National University of Ostroh Academy was estab-
lished in 1576, BA in Philology
Last Ukrainian book read: «N"):1.: %.3"4'17.*>* 1"-
/";=9;*>*» by Lina Kostenko
Favorite quote: "The real test of a man is not when he
plays the role that he wants for himself, but when he
plays the role destiny wants for him". Vaclav Havel
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of Crimea, known then as Taurica. The colony was es-
tablished in the 6th century BC by settlers from Hera-
clea Pontica. The ancient city is located on the shore of
the Black Sea at the outskirts of Sevastopol on the
Crimean Peninsula of Ukraine, where it is referred to as
Khersones. It has been nicknamed the “Ukrainian Pom-
peii” and “Russian Troy”.

MYKYTEI Natalia
Born in: Yuzhnoukrainsk, Mykolaivska oblast, Ukraine
Hometown: Mykolaiv, Ukraine
Petro Mohyla Black Sea State University was estab-
lished in 1996. Faculty of Philology. Department of The-
ory and Practice of Translation.
Motto of University: Unfortunately, there is no one. 
Foreign languages: English, Spanish, German, Russian
Intern to Raymond COTE, MP for Beauport - Limoilou,
Qu�bec.
2013 Scholarship recipient: Tamara NEFEDOVA, CUPP
2001, Odesa State (now National) Economic University,
University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, France, the Swiss Fi-
nance Institute (University of Lugano), Switzerland.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: “Toreadory z Vasiukivky"
by Vsevolod Nestaiko.
Last foreign author read: "Fahrenheit 451” by Ray
Bradbury.
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: 
R: 6'"(;, 0* &: – ,A9:'"./ R: 6'"(; )3* L= @: 'C?/ P1/C-
;." &+*2 – (9:'", / !%." &+*2 – (9:'", / V@C &+*4 – *9'C.
YC,7;= &=$= '= $%9=./ N"+&3" '" LC# 6=/,C / I';C 5*9:&:-
/%&7 ,A9:,/ I';C .*5"&:/%&7 ,A9: – / K*$3C, ,"1."+C # 6,C.
D7*>*9'C %1= 9,2 &=$= – / V6=3", >"4, 1&=):. / I�8:&: 1)C-
;:&: &3=$",/ H*5"&: 1)C;:&: &3=$" – / B,29: 8 '= )3*1):!
Y* &: '" 6=/,C – ,A9:'", / I 5*@=; &*>* @: 'C – / P1/C-
;." &+*2 – (9:'", / !%." &+*2 – (9:'", / V@C &+*4 – *9'C. 
(?"1:,7 D:/*'='.*) 
Favourite quote by foreign author:
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,/ Or walk
with Kings – nor lose the common touch,/ If neither foes
nor loving friends can hurt you,/ If all men count with you,
but none too much:/ If you can fill the unforgiving minute/
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,/ Yours is the
Earth and everything that's in it,/ And – which is more –
you'll be a Man, my son! (Rudyard Kipling)                                                                                                                                       
“Peculiar travel suggestions are dancing lessons from
God”. (Kurt Vonnegut)
Favourite musical recording: �stor Piazzolla – Libertango,
Queen – Bohemian Rhapsody. 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Chersonesus Taurica is an ancient Greek colony founded
approximately 2,500 years ago in the southwestern part

PANKIV Oleksandr
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine 
University of Lviv (Ivan Franko National University of
Lviv) was established in 1661. Faculty of Law 



Motto of University: ‘Patriae decori civibus educandis’;
‘For the education of citizens, for the adornment of the
homeland’; ‘K,2 *1+C&: >3*/"92', '" 1,"+% Y"&7.C+0:':’ 
Boston University was established in 1839. School of Law
Motto of University: ‘Learning, Virtue, Piety’; ‘<"+@"''2,
K*1&*4'1&+*, Y,">*@=1&2’
Foreign languages: English, Polish, Russian
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee participant
in Ottawa
BIO: Oleksandr Pankiv is a Finance Associate with the Of-
fice of General Counsel at the European Bank for Recon-
struction and Development HQ in London, United Kingdom,
where he is responsible for debt capital markets and deriva-
tive transactions of the Bank.  Prior to that Oleksandr has
been working as an Associate with the Banking & Finance
Department of Clifford Chance law firm in Kyiv, mainly spe-
cialising on cross-border lending, project finance transactions
as well as complex debt restructurings and regulatory advice
to the firm’s clients. Oleksandr is admitted to practice law in
Ukraine and New York, United States of America.
Oleksandr has earned his LL.M. Degree from Boston Uni-
versity School of Law in 2010 and Master Degree in Law
from the University of Lviv in 2009. He was Canada-
Ukraine Parliamentary Program participant in 2008 and a
coordinator of the Program in 2010. 
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Favourite quote by foreign author:
“What is not started today is never finished tomorrow.” 
(Johann Goethe)
“Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in think-
ing creates profundity. Kindness in giving creates love.”
(Lao-Tse) 
Favourite musical recording: “Candle in the Wind”
(Elton John) 
Outstanding landmark of architecture in Ukraine:
The Odesa National Academic Theater of Opera and
Ballet was the first in Ukraine at its time of construction,
in meaning and popularity. The modern building was con-
structed by Viennese architects F.Fellner and H.Helmer in
neo-baroque style. "Odesa theatre is the best in the
world" – said F. Fellner, who arrived at the theatre open-
ing October 1, 1887. The style of the auditorium can be
described as Rococo. Except architectural values, Odesa
Opera House is also famous for its exciting creative biog-
raphy, which reflects the history of Eastern European art.
The popular magazine "Forbes" included the Odesa
Opera House into a list of the most important sights in
Eastern Europe.

RABINOVYCH Maryna
Born in: Odesa, Ukraine
Hometown: Odesa, Ukraine 
I.I.Mechnikov Odesa National University was established
in 1865. Faculty of Law and Economics, Law Department 
Foreign languages: English, German, Russian, Polish
(basic) 
Intern to Dr.Carolyn Bennett, MP, St’Paul’s, Ontario 
2013 Mazurenko Family Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “In Search of Lost Time” by Marcel Proust 
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

«R=3):, &=3): — &=3)=L7 &=$= ;,C]%(, 
1&",:&7 &+C# 9%5 — &*8 C &=3):, &=3):. 
<C5&* &=$= 6 '=9*,C '= +32&%(, 
'C5&* '= 6C$'( 6 +,"1'*4 &3*):» 
(?"1:,7 D&%1)

SHKRUM Alona
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Kyiv Institute of International Relations, T.Shevchenko
National University of Kyiv, established in 1834. Inter-
national Law Faculty.
University of Cambridge, established in 1209. Law fac-
ulty, LL.M. In International law.
Motto of University: Hinc lucem et pocula sacra. – ?C9
L7*>* /C1L2 /: '"$%+"(/* )3*1+C&% &" 9*3*>*LC''=
6'"''2. – From this place, we gain enlightenment and
precious knowledge.
Foreign languages: English, French, Russian and Spanish
INTERN to Hon. Scott BRISON, MP for Kings–Hants,
Nova Scotia 
2013 Mr.Justice John SOPINKA Scholarship Recipient
2013 Model Ukraine-White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “Justice for hedgehogs” by Ronald Dworkin



Motto of the University: “… C @%8*/% '"%@"#&=17, #
1+*>* '= L%3"#&=17…”/ “…and to your neighbors' gifts pay
heed, yet do not thus neglect your own…”
Cambridge University established c. 1209
M.Phil. in European Literature and Culture, 2012
Motto of the University: “Hinc lucem et pocula sacra”
Foreign languages: English, German.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2013 Dr.Yuri & Dr.Oksana Fedyna Scholarship recipient
Occupation: Lecturer of English at Taras Shevchenko
National University of Luhansk
CUPP 2006 & 2008 INTERN to Michael IGNATIEFF, MP
for Etobicoke-Lakeshore, Ontario and to 
Andrew TELEGDI, MP for Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario
Last Ukrainian author read: Lina Kostenko, “Zapiski
ukrainskoho samashedshego”
Last foreign author read: “Froth on the Daydream”,
Boris Vian
Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian): “?1C /: 5*&C,: 1&"&: )C,*&"/:. YC,7;C1&7
C6 '"1 1&",: ,%6=3"/:.” “All of us wanted to become pi-
lots. Most of us have become losers” (Serhiy Zhadan).
Favorite quote by a foreign author: “Solitude some-
times is best society” (John Milton)
Favourite musical recording: “Perfect Day” Lou Reed
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Institute of Culture and Arts of University of Luhansk
used to be the House of Engineering (technical library) until
2000. This impressive piece of Stalinist architecture was
built in the downtown of Luhansk in 1953. There was
St. Nicholas’ Cathedral in this place until 1935 when the
cathedral was blown up and the Square was called Cathe-
dral Square until 1919 when it was renamed as Red
Square. In 1950 the Ministry of Coal Industry of the USSR
funded the architectural project of P. Fadeichev and
I. Dzbanovsky, architects of the Scientific Research Institute
in Kharkiv, who designed the building. The House of Engi-
neering was built by the construction workers of
Voroshylovhradvuhillya. It is an incredible building with dis-
tinct style and pathos. A dramatic change came to this
place in 2000 when it became the Institute of Culture and
Arts of Taras Shevchenko National University of Luhansk. It
used to be a technical library and today students study cul-
ture and practice arts here.

Favourite quote by Ukrainian author:

Q # )3"+9", .3:,"&:/ ^3%'&% '= &3=$".
N=/,C '=/"(, &* $%9= '=$*.

<=/"( )*,2, &* $%9= +*,2.
<=/"( )"3:, &* $%9%&7 5/"3:.
? L7*/%, '")=+'*, )3"+9" )&";:'"...
Q 2. 8= ,A9:'"? Q 0* 8 ,A9:'"?
M:+= '" 6=/,C. D"/" '= ,C&"(.
Q .3:," /"(. Q .3:," /"(!
?*':, &C .3:,", '= 6 )%5%-)C3’2,
Q 6 )3"+9:, @=1'*&: C 9*+C3’2.

M:+= '" 6=/,C. D"/" '= ,C&"(.
Q .3:," /"(. Q .3:," /"(!
?*':, &C .3:,", '= 6 )%5%-)C3’2,
Q 6 )3"+9:, @=1'*&: C 9*+C3’2.
(GC'" H*1&='.*) 

Favourite quote by foreign author: “…Art washes away
from the soul the dust of everyday life…” (P. Picasso)
Favourite musical recording: Okean Elzy “Coco
Chanel”, “Drug”
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The Rynok Square in Lviv (English: Market Square;
Ukrainian: E,*0" U:'*.,), which is a UNESCO recog-
nized world heritage site and a central square of the city
of Lviv. It was planned in the second half of the 14th cen-
tury, following granting city rights by Polish king Casimir
III. 44 tenement houses around the square represent sev-
eral architectural styles, from Renaissance to Modernism.
It is truly the place were you feel the great past of the city
and the Western part of Ukraine meet the present. 
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SHOPIN Pavlo
Born in: Luhansk, Ukraine
Hometown: Luhansk, Ukraine
University of Luhansk (Taras Shevchenko National
University of Luhansk) established in 1921, 
B.A. with distinction in English and Literature, 2007
B.A. with distinction in German and Literature, 2007
M.A. with distinction in English and Literature, 2008 Montmorency.



TASHLITSKYY Roman
Born, hometown: Rivne, Ukraine
University of Volyn (Lesia Ukrainka
Eastern European National University) established in 1940 
B.A., specialist degree with honors in Romance and Ger-
manic Philology, 2003
Motto of the University: "Scientia Vinces" 
San Francisco State University established in 1899
M.A. in Comparative Literature, 2009
Motto of the University: "Experientia Docet"
University of Toronto established in 1827
Ph.D. program in Slavic Languages and Literatures (on-
going), 2011-present
Motto of the University: "Velut arbor    vo"
Foreign languages: English, Russian, French.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2013 Antin Hlynka Scholarship recipient
CUPP INTERN to Hon. Dr. Rey Pagtakhan in 2002 and
to Inky Mark in 2003
Last Ukrainian author read: Ihor Kostetsky, "A Mystery
about a Great Man" ("KC#1&+* )3* +=,:.% ,A9:'%")
Last foreign author read: Cambridge IELTS �
Favorite quote: "Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly
Father is perfect" (Matthew 5:48)  
Favorite musical recording: "Blow Out" by Radiohead 
Outstanding landmark in Ukraine: 
Tunnel of Love, Klevan (Rivne Region). Tunnel of
Love is a beautiful spot in Klevan, Ukraine. A three kilo-
meter railway section leads to the fibreboard factory.
The train goes three times a day and delivers wood to
the factory. However, the trees make a green corridor,
which attracts many couples, as well as photographers
for its eye catching avenue.
It is said that if you and your beloved come to the Tun-
nel of Love and sincerely make a wish, it will come true.
This might be a new romantic place to discover. 
(Source and more photos: http://www.placestoseeiny-
ourlifetime.com/tunnel-of-love-in-ukraine-739/)

TERESHCHENKO Antonina
Current post: Newton Research Fellow at Centre for
Public Policy Research, Department of Education and
Professional Studies, King’s College London (UK)
Born in: Luhansk, Ukraine
Hometown: Luhansk
University of Luhansk (Taras Shevchenko National Uni-
versity of Luhansk) established in 1921, Faculty of For-
eign Languages. 
University of Cambridge established in 1209, Faculty of
Education, MPhil in Politics, Democracy and Education;
PhD in Sociology of Education.
Foreign languages: Ukrainian, Russian, English, Por-
tuguese.
CUPP 1998 internship in Research Office of Ontario
Liberal Party in Queen’s Park Toronto, Ontario and on
Parliament Hill in the office of Michelle Dockrill MP from
Nova Scotia
1998 Michael Starr Scholarship recipient
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2013 Raynell Andreychuk Scholarship recipient
Last Ukrainian author read: Serhij Zhadan “Voroshylovhrad”
Last foreign author read: The Myth of Research-Based
Policy & Practice by Martyn Hammersley 
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Andriyivskyy Descent, Kyiv, Ukraine. Andriyivskyy
Descent is a historic descent, the shortest passageway
connecting Kyiv's Upper Town neighbourhood and the
historically commercial Podil neighbourhood. First men-
tioned by Nestor the Chronicler in the 12th century, today,
the Andriyivskyy Descent, totalling 720 metres in length,
is marked by historic landmarks, including the Castle of
Richard the Lionheart, the 18th century baroque Saint An-
drew's Church, famed Russian writer Mikhail Bulgakov's
house, and numerous museums and monuments (to his-
toric and popular culture figures). This is one of the few
streets in the city with the atmosphere of the late 19th –
early 20th century Kyiv. 
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meters. The channel is artificially dug in the second half
of 1960-s at the time of building Rusanivskiy’s block.
Years ago, the fountain was set along the channel. The
depth of the channel varies from 2 to 6 meters. 

TSARKOVA Stanislava
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Kyiv
College of Europe was founded in 1949. Faculty of Eu-
ropean Economic Studies. Department of European Eco-
nomic Integration and Business. 
Kyiv-Mohyla University (National University of “Kyiv-Mo-
hyla Academy”) was founded in 1615. Faculty of Eco-
nomics, Department of Economic Theory
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." Q."9=/C2
+C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy remains
eternal.
Yuri Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University was es-
tablished in 1875.Faculty of History, Political Sciences
and International Relations, Department of International
Information.
Foreign languages: English, French, Polish, Russian.
2013 Antin Hlynka Scholarship recipient 
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2011 Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program Coor-
dinator
2011 Katedra Foundation Scholarship
2010 Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program Intern
2010 Senator Marta Bielish Scholarship
Last Ukrainian author read: “Notes of Ukrainian crazy
man” by Lina Kostenko
Last foreign author read: “Freakonomics” by Steven 
D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian): E*3"6." – L= '"%.". <C2." )=3=/*>"
&". '= +@:&7. GC'" H*1&='.*. Defeat is the science. No
victory teaches that way. Lina Kostenko.
Favourite quote by foreign author: Never let the fear of
striking out keep you from playing the game. – Babe Ruth.
Favourite musical recording: Savage Garden – I wanna
stand with you on the mountain
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Rusanovskiy channel is an artificial channel on Dnipro
river. The channel surrounds Rusanivka part of Kyiv
from the Northern, Southern and Western part. One part
of it goes from the Rusanivska straight near Poton
bridge, and the other part flows near Rusanivskiy
metro-bridge. The total length of the channel is 3 kilo-
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TYCHKIVSKYY Roman
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine 
Hometown: Rohatyn
Kyiv-Mohyla University (National University of Kyiv-Mo-
hyla Academy) was established in 1615. Faculty of Eco-
nomics, Department of Economic Theory.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna (Lat.) – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." Q."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains eternal.
Barcelona Graduate School of Economics (Barcelona
GSE) was founded in July 2006. Economics of Science
and Innovation Program.
Foreign languages: English, Spanish, Russian, Polish
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee par-
ticipant in Ottawa
Last Ukrainian author read: Tango smerti by Yurii Vyn-
nychuk, _3C# ?:'':@%. «R"'>* 1/=3&C»
Last foreign author read: Demand by Adrian J. Slywotzky
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: «GA917." 9%;" C
93%>, $=61%/'C+'*, Li''i;C 6" +1= C';=». (B3:>*3C# D.*-
+*3*9")
Favorite quote by foreign author: “If once can do it, I
can do it. If no one can do it, I must do it.” (Japanese folk)
Favorite musical recordings: 
“Na nebi” by Okean Elzy 
“Don’t worry, be Happy” by Bobby McFerrin
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
The village of Chesnyky officially was founded in 1368.
According to other sources Chesnyky is the village of
early Middle Ages.
On the raise that dominates the landscape of the village stands
the ancient church of Ascension (Voznesinnia). It is an ancient
and revered place of power with a clear positive energy.
This landmark reminds churches that were built in the first
century after the Mongol invasion of the 13th century.



Powerful buttresses, built out of rough stones supporting
a massive squat cube, whose walls were built on the basis
of defensive functions. Archaeologists also suggest that
the Christian Church of the Ascension was built, as often
happened back in those days, on top of the ancient pagan
sanctuary foundation.
According to the legend, Cossacks of Hetman Bohdan
Khmelnytskyi were present at the liturgy in autumn of 1648.
As we know from history during the national liberation war
of the Ukrainian people from Polish domination Hetman sent
fifteen thousandth of Cossacks led by Colonel Ivan Tovpyha
to freehold Opillia lands.

and Ukrainian): «?:)"9*. – /*8,:+C1&7 Y*>" 6",:;:-
&:17 "'*'C/*/» ("+&*31&+* - '=+C9*/=), «Occurrence is
nothing else but appearance of God in an anonymous
way» (unknown).
Favorite quote by foreign author: “Not everything that
counts can be counted and not everything that can be
counted counts” (Albert Einstein)  
Favourite musical recording: “Brindo” Devendra Banhart
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Museum of Folk Architecture of Pyrohiv, Kyiv. The
Museum of Folk Architecture of Pyrohiv founded in the
late 1960s is a composition of buildings and artifacts
representing different ethnographic regions of Ukraine
in an open air setting format. The overwhelming major-
ity of 200 buildings located on 350 acres are accurate
copies of buildings from XVI-XX centuries. The museum
is divided into two parts: the first represents the lifestyle
and architecture of a pre-revolutionary Ukrainian village,
the second represents post-revolutionary history. The
museum boasts over 40 000 household utensils, cloth-
ing, embroidery, and paintings.
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VIATCHANINOVA Evhenia
Born in: Solikamsk, Russia
Hometown: Ternopil, Ukraine
University of Kyiv (Taras Shevchenko National Uni-
versity of Kyiv) established in 1827, 
B.A. with honors in Journalism from the Institute of Jour-
nalism, 2010
Motto of University: “Utilitas, Honor et Gloria” 
Syracuse University established in 1870
Public Diplomacy Graduate Program, Fulbright Foreign
Graduate Student Scholarship 
M.A. in International Relations from Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs, 2013
M.S. in Public Relations from S.I. Newhouse School of
Public Communications, 2013
Motto of University: “Suos Cultores Scientia Coronat”
Foreign languages: English, French, German.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Occupation: Consultant, Information & Communication
Technologies Unit, World Bank
CUPP 2009 & 2010 INTERN to Hon. Jason Kenney, Min-
ister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism, MP
for Calgary Southeast, Alberta
Last Ukrainian author read: Serhii Zhadan “Voroshylovgrad”
Last foreing author read: “The Quest”, Daniel Yergin
Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English

ZABYELINA Yuliya
Born in: Luhansk, Ukraine
Hometown: Luhansk
National Taras Shevchenko Pedagogical University of
Luhansk, Department of Foreign Languages, BA in Eng-
lish, German and World Literature. 
Jacobs University Bremen, School of Integrated Social
Sciences, MA in International Communication.  
University of Trento, School of International Studies,
PhD in International Studies. 
Foreign languages: English, Russian, German, Italian.
CUPP 2003: intern to Janco Peric MP for Cambridge, Ontario.
CUPP 2004: intern to Borys Wrzesniewski for Etobicoke
Centre, Ontario. 
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Michael Luchkovich Scholarship recipient.
Bardyn Family Scholarship recipient. 
Dr. Roman & Barbara Humeniuk Scholarship recipient



Favorite quote by foreign author: “If you hear a voice
within you say, 'You cannot paint,' then by all means paint
and that voice will be silenced” by Vincent van Gogh.
Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author (in both English
and Ukrainian)
It is high time for us to live for Ukraine by Ivan Franko
<"/ )*3" 9,2 P.3"4': 8:&7 (I+"' \3"'.*)
Favourite musical recording: My Ukraine by Natalia
Buchynska.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Saint Michael’s Cathedral in Kyiv. St. Michael’s Cathe-
dral is located opposite Saint Sophia’s Cathedral. The
original, built by Kniaz’ Sviatopolk in 1108, was destroyed
by the Soviet regime in the 1930s for having “no historical
value.” The reconstructed cathedral was completed in May
2000. Its sky blue exterior and glittering golden domes add
a stunning layer to a cityscape that has become a mix-
mash of crumbling ancient and newly reconstructed. A
sobering reminder of Stalin’s inhumane policies stands to
the right as you exit the church grounds. This is a monu-
ment to the victims of Holodomor (starvation): A famine or-
chestrated in part by the Soviet leadership in an attempt to
squash the peasantry, as many as 10 million Ukrainians
perished from 1932-33. Keeping watch over the square
are the reconstructed statues of Princess Olga, Apostle
Andrew, St. Cyrill and St. Mephodius.

Favourite quote by a Ukrainian author: “Ukraine must
once again be revered and respected by its citizens as
well as the East and the West” Viktor Yushchenko
Favourite quote by a foreign author: “Education is an
admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to
time that nothing that is worth knowing can be taught”
Oscar Wilde
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine: 
Sviatohirsk Cave Monastery is a historic Orthodox
Christian monastery in the town of Sviatohirsk in East-
ern Ukraine. Although the monastery dates back to the
14th century, it was only in 1624 that it was recognized
as the Sviatohirsk Uspensky. During the 1930s, the
monastery was destroyed by the Soviets. Following
the proclamation of independence of Ukraine in 1991,
the monastery was restored and today represents one
of the main attractions for tourists and pilgrims in East-
ern Ukraine. 
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ZALIZNIAK Petro
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Lviv
University of Kyiv (Taras Shevchenko National Uni-
versity of Kyiv) established in 1827, Faculty of Law, De-
partment of Land and Environmental Law
Intentional University College of Turin, Italy, estab-
lished in 2006, LLM and MSc in Comparative Law, Eco-
nomics and Finance Programs.
Harvard University, Harvard School of Law, established
in 1636.
Motto of Universities (in English, Ukrainian, Latin or Greek):
“Utilitas, honor et cloria” (Kyiv University); Veritas (Latin);
Truth (English); E3"+9" (P.3"4'17.").
Foreign languages: English, French, Italian, Russian.
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2013 Olya HALYABAR, CUPP 2004, (Danylo Halyts'kyj
Medical University) & Jerry LUCAS  Scholarship recipient
INTERN to Peter Goldring MP for Edmonton, Alberta
Last Ukrainian author read: Pavlo Zahrebelniy Miracle,
E"+,* N">3=$=,7':# «K:+*».
Last foreign author read: Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson 

ZAVIALOV Andrei
Born in: Irkutsk, Russian Federation
Hometown: Irkutsk, Russian Federation
Irkutsk State University was established in 1918. Insti-
tute of Social Sciences.
Foreign languages: English, French, Russian
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
2012 Intern to Peggy NASH, MP for Parkdale – High
Park, Toronto, Ontario
2012 Anne MAZURENKO Scholarship recipient
Last book read: ?. ?*3*'.*+ «U"1:6/ + 26S.= *$3"6*-
+"':2» (V. Voronkov “Racism in the Education Language”)
Favourite quotes by Ukrainian authors: «<"LC4 +/:-
3"A&7 '= +C9 C']"3.&%, 1)*@"&.% + ':5 +C9$:3"A&7



/*+%» (G. H*1&='.*), «C+*A P.3"4'% ,A$C&7, GA$C&7
44… B* +3=/2 ,A&=, ? *1&"''A &28.%A /:'%&%, N" '=4
B*1)*9" /*,C&7» (R. -=+@='.*)
Favourite quotes by foreign authors: “To be or not to
be – this is the question.” (W. Shakespeare), “Do not pity
the dead, Harry. Pity the living, and, above all, those who
live without love.” (Albus Dumbledore by J. Rowling)
Favourite musical recordings: Kill Paris – Baby Come
Back; Estelle feat. Kanye West – American Boy.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Russia: 
Lake Baikal is a rift lake in the south of Siberia, between
the Irkutsk Oblast to the northwest and the Buryat Republic
to the southeast. Lake Baikal is the most voluminous fresh-
water lake in the world, containing roughly 20% of the
world's unfrozen surface fresh water, and at 1,642 m, the
deepest. It is also among the clearest of all lakes, and
thought to be the world's oldest lake at 25 million years.
Similar to Lake Tanganyika, Lake Baikal was formed as an
ancient rift valley, having the typical long crescent shape
with a surface area of 31,722 sq. km. Baikal is home to
more than 1,700 species of plants and animals, two thirds
of which can be found nowhere else in the world and was
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1996. It is also
home to Buryat tribes who reside on the eastern side of
Lake Baikal, rearing goats, camels, cattle and sheep,
where the regional average temperatures vary from a mini-
mum of -19°C in winter to maximum of 14°C in summer.
Irkutsk is situated in 60 km from the Lake.

Foreign languages: Russian, English, German, Spanish.
2012 Intern to James Bezan, MP Selkirk- Interlake,
Manitoba
2012 Senator David Tkachuk Scholarship recipient
2013 Hryhoriy Skovoroda Scholarship recipient to
study at Carleton University
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “The Martian Chronicles” by Ray Bradbury.
Favourite quotes by Ukrainian author: !*+" - +&i-
,=''2 9%/.:. W* $">"&;" 9%/.", &* $">"&;" /*+".
GA$i/*, +:+@"#/*, 3*6+:+"#/*! Y*3i/*12 6" .3"1%
/*+:, 6" )3"+:,7'i1&7 /*+:, 6" )3:1&%)'i1&7 /*+:,
6" $">"&1&+* /*+:... (5"($26 72%,$,(28)
<"3*9, 0* '= 6'"( 1+*(4 C1&*3C4, ( '"3*9 1,C)LC+.
(9%.($"+-) :;&/.+(;)
Favourite quotes by foreign author: I am not an Athen-
ian nor a Greek, but a citizen of the world. (Socrates)
Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by
the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So
throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Dis-
cover. (Mark Twain)
Favourite musical recordings: 
Queen – “The Show Must Go On”; 
Coldplay “Clocks”.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The town of Kremenets, Ternopil region. Bona Hill.
Kremenets belongs to the most ancient Ukrainian cities and
it is also one of the most beautiful towns of Ukraine. It is sit-
uated at the foot of Bona Hill and there is an ancient fortress
on the top of it. According to some sources Kremenets
fortress was built in about VIII-IX century. The first memory
about Kremenets was connected with the battle between
Volynian prince Danylo Romanovych and Hungarian king in
the spring of year 1227. The first written references about
Kremenets can be found in Polish books dated 1064.
Kremenets castle became widely-known when Khan Batyi
attacked the city with Mongolian hordes, however did not
manage to conquer it.These days the Castle Hill is a tourist
site of the Kremenets State-Historic Architectural reserve.
Thousands of people come here to admire the fortress
walls and wonderful panorama of the city. 
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ZAVIALOVA Alisa
Born in: Mykolayiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Mykolayiv
Petro Mohyla Black Sea State University was estab-
lished in 1996. Institute of Philology (Department of Eng-
lish language and literature).
Motto of University: C&+*3=':#, 0*$ $%&: .3"0:/.
Created to be the best.  
Carleton University was founded in 1942. School of Lin-
guistics and Language Studies. (Applied Linguistics and
Discourse Studies program).
Motto of University: Ours the task eternal. <";= 6"-
+9"''2  – +C@'=. Meeting with MP Peggy Nash.



Favourite musical recording: Bob Dylan – "Like a
Rolling Stone"
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Pip Ivan Observatory, an astronomical and meteor-
ological observatory on Pip Ivan Mountain, is the highest
building above sea level in Ukraine in which people once
both lived and worked, during its operation of 1938-1941.
It can be found in the Verkhovyna district of the Ivano-
Frankivsk region. 
Construction of the observatory began in the summer of
1936 and was completed two years later. The walls of the
building have a thickness of 1.5 meters; there are also
forty-three rooms and fifty-seven windows in the building.
The observatory's gable roof was covered with a copper
sheet. The building carries a very strong presence on the
landscape.
Before the Second World War, the observatory staff evac-
uated their most valuable equipment to an astronomical
observatory in Budapest, then to Vienna, Krakow and, fi-
nally,Warsaw. In 1939, the Soviets took ownership of the
observatory. Later, the building was abandoned and the
locals looted all the goods that were of any value – in par-
ticular, the copper sheets from the roof of the observa-
tory. Nowadays, The Pip Ivan observatory is one of the
most famous and mysterious landmarks in the Carpathian
Mountains, and is probably one of the most interesting
places I’ve visited in Ukraine.

ZHEKA Oleksandr
Born in: Yablunets, Zhytomyr region, Ukraine 
Hometown: Kyiv, Ukraine
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy was es-
tablished in 1615. Faculty of Law
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna (Lat). – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." "."-
9=/C2 +C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
remains eternal.
Foreign languages: Russian, English, Polish
Last book read: Paramhansa Yogananda «Autobiogra-
phy of a Yogi”                                       
Favourite quote by Ukrainian author: [C$" /*8= >*-
+*3:&: )3* $C,= &*#, .*&3*/% '=+C9*/=, 0* &".= @*3'=? 
(B3:>*3C# D.*+*3*9").
Favourite quote by foreign author: "Liberty means respon-
sibility. That is why most men dread it." (George Bernard Shaw)
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in April 2013 Mykhaylo Palahitsky, CUPP 2010 Intern, received a BA Degree from the University of Vienna. 
He will pursue n MA in Global Studies at the University of Vienna. 

Picture L to R are: Vasyl (Father), Mykhaylo, Olexandra (Mother), Sviatoslav (Brother).



Ukrainian fields in summer.

Yuliya Kocherhan
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Mountains in Bakhchysaray. Lviv – my hometown.

Andriyivskyy Descent, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

VIATCHANINOVA Evhenia

The Museum of Folk Architecture of Pyrohiv, Kyiv.

Chufut-Kale, Bakhchysaray Region, Crimea, Ukraine.

BOLONNYY Bohdan

St. Georges Church in Drohobych.

TERESHCHENKO AntoninaKROYTOR Olya
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TASHLITSKYY Roman

Tunnel of Love, Klevan (Rivne Region).Bona castle.

KOVALCHUK Iaroslav

The Ostroh Castle, Rivne region. 

ZAVIALOVA Alisa

KUSHNIR Yuri

ZABYELINA Yuliya

Sviatohirsk Cave Monastery.Saint Michael’s Cathedral in Kyiv.

ZALIZNIAK Petro

Kamyanets-Podilski Fortress.
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ZAVIALOV Andrei

The Baikal seal (Pusa sibirica).

ZHEKA Oleksandr

Observatory in winter.

SHOPIN Pavlo

Institute of Culture and Arts 
of University of Luhansk.

Shaman Rock with Lake in ice,
Photo made on the Olkhon 
Island in May.

Lake in summer.

View on the observatory on the top of Pip Ivan Mountain (2026 meters).



ROMANYSHYN Mariya
Born in: Lviv, Ukraine
Hometown: Lviv
Lviv Polytechnic National University established in
1844 is currently the largest scientific university in Lviv.
PhD degree in Economics and Enterprise Management,
MSc and BSc in Management.
Motto of University: Litteris et artibus/ <"%."/: &" /:-
1&=L&+*/.
University College Dublin founded in 1854. MSc Fi-
nance (expected in 2014).
Motto of University: Ad Astra/ K* 6C3*..
Program Councillor of the Economic Forum of Young
Leaders (EFYL).
2012 - Recepient of the St. Gallen Wings of Excellence
Award for the research work about risk management.
Awarded at the 42nd St. Gallen Symposium (Switzerland).
2009 - Ivan Puliuj Scholarship for the exceptional aca-
demic achievements and commitment to volunteering.
Awarded by the Kyrylo-Mefodiy Foundation (Ukraine).
Foreign languages: English, Polish, Russian.
Last book read: Midas Touch: Why Some Entrepreneurs
Get Rich - and Why Most Don't by Donald Trump and
Robert Kiyosaki.
Favourite quotes: 
“With self-discipline most anything is possible.” (Theodore
Roosevelt)
“When we are happy, we are always good, but when we
are good, we are not always happy.” (Oscar Wilde) 
“Without the rain, there would be no rainbow.” (Gilbert K.
Chesterton)
Favourite musical recordings: 
“Can't take my eyes off you” (Frank Sinatra)
“Anybody Seen My Baby” (The Rolling Stones)
“?=3;= /C#, +=3;=” (K8"/",")
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Potocki Palace in Lviv. 

ROMANOVSKIY Roman
Born in: Kyiv, Ukraine.
Hometown: Kyiv.
Kyiv-Mohyla University was founded in 1615. Faculty of
Economics, BSc in Economic Theory.
Motto of University: Tempus fugit, Academia sem-
piterna. – O"1 ),:'':#, H:(+*-!*>:,2'17." Q."9=/C2
+C@'". – Time passes. Kyiv-Mohyla Academy remains
eternal.
York University was founded in 1959. Faculty of Gradu-
ate Studies, MA in Economics.
Motto of University: Tentanda via – The way must be tried
Foreign Languages: English, German, Russian.
CUPP Alumna. Graduate student at York University. 
2012 Christina Bardyn Scholarship recipient. 
“I followed the CUPP Director's advice and applied to
York University in Toronto. I have noticed an important
difference to education here – the approach to studies
and social matters begins at a completely new level and
a student is challenged to think independently. I look for-
ward to continuing my education after Graduate school,
in the West.”
Last book read: “The Grapes of Wrath” by John Steinbeck.
Favorite quote by Ukrainian author: <"LC2 $=6 9=3-
8"+'*1&C ( )*.",C@=':# ,A917.:# .*,=.&:+':# *3>"-
'C6/. (?. ?:'':@='.*)
Favorite quote by foreign author: Some see private en-
terprise as a predatory target to be shot, others as a cow
to be milked, but few are those who see it as a sturdy
horse pulling the wagon. (Winston Churchill)
Favorite musical recording: Bob Dylan – The Times
They are A-Changing.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The Synevir Lake. The biggest lake in Carpathian
Mountains which is recognized as one of the Seven
Wonders of Ukraine. Located at the height of 989 me-
ters above the sea level, it attracts numerous tourists
from different parts of Europe. Its crystal water and en-
chanting location brings inspiration and serenity to all
the visitors of this magnificent landmark. 
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CUPP alumni updates



Victoria SHABAN
Hometown: Ternopil
Kyiv International University established in 1994
BA in International Relations (International Law major), 2006
University of Amsterdam established in 1632
LLM in International and European Law, 2008
Leipzig and Addis Ababa Universities established in
1409 and 1950 respectively 
PhD candidate in Global and Area Studies (with a special
emphasis on peace and security in Africa), 2013 - present
Foreign languages: English, Russian.
2004 Spring, Intern to Tony Ianno, MP for Spadina
Toronto, Ontario
Cathy Obal Scholarship recipient
Currently working as Associate Protection Officer at the
UNHCR Representation in Ethiopia.

Foreign languages: English, Russian, Italian, Polish,
French, German
Last Ukrainian author read: Maria Matios
Last foreign author read: Milan Kundera
Favourite quote by foreign author: "Life is like photog-
raphy, we develop from the negatives"
Favourite musical recording: Okean Elzy
Brief Bio: Olha Zadorozhna is a postdoc at Bocconi Uni-
versity, Italy. She is also a visiting research associate at
Kyiv Economics Institute in Kyiv. Her main area of research
interests is Development and Political Economics. In her
research she closely investigates issues of efficiency of
Ukrainian land and agricultural policies and regulations, ef-
ficiency of land leases and land rental payments, as well
as the effect of political variables on agriculture and land
markets in Ukraine.
Born in Ternopil, Ukraine, Olha received a bachelor's de-
gree in International Economics from Ternopil National
Economic University (TNEU) in 2005. She received three
master’s degrees: with honours in International Economics
(TNEU, Ukraine), with merit in Business Economics and Fi-
nance (London Metropolitan University, UK), and finally the
one in Economic Theory (Kyiv School of Economics/Hus-
ton University, Ukraine/USA). She has Ph.D. in Interna-
tional Law and Economics from Bocconi University that
she received in May 2013.
Prior to doing her Ph.D., Olha worked as an analyst at
major Ukrainian investment banks, Concorde Capital and
BG Capital, conducting research in the area of fixed income.
Also she used to work as a free-lance journalist and was the
chief editor of the faculty based newspaper at TNEU.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
Zoloti Vorota in Kyiv.
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ZADOROZHNA Olha 
Born in: Ternopil, Ukraine
Ternopil National Economic University was estab-
lished in 1966. Bachelor's and master’s degree with ho-
nours in International Economics
London Metropolitan University was established in
2002. Master’s degree with merit in Business Economics
and Finance
Kyiv School of Economics was established in 1996 /
University of Houston, est. 1927. Master’s degree in
Economic Theory
Bocconi University was established in 1902. Ph.D. in
International Law and Economics After Soccer game.



Favourite quotes by Ukrainian author: !*+" - +&i-
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GA$i/*, +:+@"#/*, 3*6+:+"#/*! Y*3i/*12 6" .3"1%
/*+:, 6" )3"+:,7'i1&7 /*+:, 6" )3:1&%)'i1&7 /*+:,
6" $">"&1&+* /*+:... (5"($26 72%,$,(28)
<"3*9, 0* '= 6'"( 1+*(4 C1&*3C4, ( '"3*9 1,C)LC+.
(9%.($"+-) :;&/.+(;)
Favourite quotes by foreign author: I am not an Athen-
ian nor a Greek, but a citizen of the world. (Socrates)
Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by
the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So
throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor.
Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Dis-
cover. (Mark Twain)
Favourite musical recordings: 
Queen- “The Show Must Go On”; 
Coldplay “Clocks”.
Outstanding landmark or architecture in Ukraine:
The town of Kremenets, Ternopil region. Bona Hill.
Kremenets belongs to the most ancient Ukrainian cities and
it is also one of the most beautiful towns of Ukraine. It is sit-
uated at the foot of Bona Hill and there is an ancient
fortress on the top of it. According to some sources
Kremenets fortress was built in about VIII-IX century. The
first memory about Kremenets was connected with the bat-
tle between Volynian prince Danylo Romanovych and Hun-
garian king in the spring of year 1227. The first written
references about Kremenets can be found in Polish books
dated 1064. Kremenets castle became widely-known when
Khan Batyi attacked the city with Mongolian hordes, how-
ever did not manage to conquer it.These days the Castle
Hill is a tourist site of the Kremenets State-Historic Architec-
tural reserve. Thousands of people come here to admire
the fortress walls and wonderful panorama of the city. 
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ROMANYSHYN Mariya

The Potocki Palace in Lviv. The Synevir Lake.  

ROMANOVSKIY Roman

ZAVIALOVA Alisa
Born in: Mykolayiv, Ukraine
Hometown: Mykolayiv
Petro Mohyla Black Sea State University was estab-
lished in 1996. Institute of Philology (Department of Eng-
lish language and literature).
Motto of University: C&+*3=':#, 0*$ $%&: .3"0:/.
Created to be the best.  
Carleton University was founded in 1942. School of Lin-
guistics and Language Studies. (Applied Linguistics and
Discourse Studies program).
Motto of University: Ours the task eternal. <";= 6"-
+9"''2  – +C@'=.
Foreign languages: Russian, English, German, Spanish.
2012 Intern to James Bezan, MP Selkirk- Interlake,
Manitoba
2012 Senator David Tkachuk Scholarship recipient
2013 Hryhoriy Skovoroda Scholarship recipient to
study at Carleton University
2013 Model Ukraine White Paper Committee partici-
pant in Ottawa
Last book read: “The Martian Chronicles” by Ray Bradbury.
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Roman Ivashkiv, was the  2003 CUPP
Intern to the Hon. Walt LASTEWKA,
Member of Parliament for St.Catharines
Ontario. Lastewka was a member of
the Liberal Party of Canada and of
Ukrainian ancestry. Roman was
awarded the Walter Surma Tarnopol-
sky Scholarship to complete his Intern-
ship in the House of Commons. He is
working on his doctoral degree in Mod-
ern  Languages at the University of Al-
berta, for which he received the Izaak
Walton Killam Memorial Scholarship. In
his pursuit of graduate and post-grad-
uate studies Roman has been awarded
the Alberta Ukrainian Centennial Com-
memorative Scholarship, and the
Skovoroda Scholarship from Katedra
Foundation of Toronto.

Roman received his undergraduate
degree from Ivan Franko National Uni-
versity of Lviv and his MA Degree from
Pennsylvania State University. 

He has been fortunate to publish
his article “Post- modern Approaches
to Representation of Reality in Ukrain-
ian and Russian Literatures: The
Prose of Yuri Andrukhovych and Vik-
tor Pelevin” in the Journal of Ukrainian
Studies. His more recent piece titled
“Transmesis: Dealing with Translation
in Translation” is forth- coming in
Transcultural: A Journal of Translation
and Cultural Studies.

Roman has kindly agreed to answer
some questions, as one of many
prominent CUPP Alumni.

For every CUPP Alumni there
had been many unforgettable
events during the Program which
they keep in their minds. Personally
for you, what was the most memo-
rable moment, event or discovery
from CUPP? 

Ukrainians “sacrificed” their lives for
their country regardless of hardships.
Unfortunately, as Ukrainian society
grows increasingly nihilistic, the idea of
sacrifice has proven to be utopian. Most
people have understood that one indi-
vidual (or even many individuals) can-
not change the system as any reform or
innovation constantly requires what in
the field of social dynamics is referred
to as “critical mass.” Ukrainians have
demonstrated once – during the so-
called Orange Revolution, an event that
today arouses mixed sentiments – that
they are capable of forming this “critical
mass” to implement change. However,
all of us, including those who are con-
tent with the way things are developing
in Ukraine, realize that “revolutions”
cannot happen every day. Therefore,
the easiest way out of this impasse is to
immigrate. A more complicated solution
is to start “daily mini-revolutions” at a
personal level, i.e. to change one’s own
social behavior by actually abiding by
the rule of law and fulfilling one’s social
obligations. Easier said than done, this,
however, may only be effective when
the majority of people make a con-
scious commitment. Sadly, even those,
including primarily myself, who declare
the democratic values in theory are not
always ready to stick to them in prac-
tice, often giving preference to individual
well-being over the social good. 

Do you believe some or all will
return to Ukraine once it becomes a
normal EU country? What is CUPP’s
contribution to creating a normal
country of Ukraine?

Although the concept of “normalcy”
in itself is quite problematic (i.e. the
ambiguity of definition, criteria, etc), I
doubt that at any point in the foresee-

My most memorable moment from
CUPP 2003 happened when I confused
the Canadian political system with the
Canadian healthcare system.  Instead
of learning more about the former, I de-
cided to also “familiarize” myself with
the latter and, quite incredibly, had the
luck of getting my foot fractured while
playing basketball, something I still can-
not believe actually happened to me.
The question that continues to haunt
me is “who in their right mind plays bas-
ketball when they are supposed to at-
tend events and make discoveries?” 

Must our best and brightest
leave Ukraine, in order to survive or
to find employment commensurate
with their education? 

I think it should be up to “our best
and brightest.” In other words, every in-
dividual should be able to make a per-
sonal decision and choose their path in
life based on what they believe is the
right thing to do. While this answer is
valid from an ontological, or more pre-
cisely, existential perspective, in the
context of Ukraine it remains vague be-
cause what this question really tries to
get at are, in fact, such important social
problems as the intellectual brain drain;
labor immigration; the disappearance of
the middle class; the intelligentsia
stripped of opportunities for self-actual-
ization and bereft of inspiration; social
disillusionment and loss of faith in the
better future, etc.  All of these factors
lead the “best and brightest” to seek
better fortune elsewhere and the current
situation in Ukraine makes it difficult to
judge or reproach those who decide to
leave. Due to various reasons, the idea
of “living for one’s country” has been
significantly undermined despite numer-
ous examples from the past when

CUPP’s legacy and future.
Interview with CUPP 

Alumni Roman Ivashkiv

Kateryna MELYKH
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
Intern to Linda DUNCAN, MP for Edmonton–Strathcona, Alberta.
Andriy OLENYUK (CUPP 2006/2007) Scholarship recipient. 

Alumni Roman Ivashkiv
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able future anyone will be able to call
Ukraine a “normal” EU country. Many
of those who leave Ukraine settle in the
countries to which they immigrate, and
this makes an option of returning to
Ukraine hardly feasible to them. 

Broadly speaking, CUPP contributes
to building a democratic civil society in
Ukraine primarily by giving the talented
Ukrainian youths, Ukraine’s potential fu-
ture leaders, a chance to see that such
a society is possible and hopefully to
start entertaining ideas of how to trans-
plant some of these core values to
Ukraine. Whereas Canada as any other
democracy in the world is not without
problems, CUPP participants can wit-
ness that while Canadians may disagree
on many things, they nonetheless gen-
erally trust “the system.” Canadians have
confidence that if they are unhappy with
the government, they can change it by
voting because each vote counts.  

Does Ukraine still need the
CUPP Program? Give 3 arguments
for CUPP to continue its existence.

I think, definitely yes. Essentially, a
project of this caliber can never come to
an end because its mission can never
be fully completed (unless, of course,
one day Ukraine “surpasses” Canada,
in which case Canadian students may
come to Kyiv to see how effective the
Ukrainian Verkhovna Rada is). Thus,
the three reasons for CUPP to continue
to exist are the following: 1) to establish
continuity by giving each successive
generation of Ukrainians an opportunity
to participate 2) to maintain the ties be-
tween the Canadian-Ukrainian Dias-
pora and Ukraine, thereby encouraging
cooperation and intellectual exchange
3) to continue to promote Ukraine inter-
nationally (in Canada and other coun-
tries) by demonstrating to Canadian
politicians that Ukrainian students pos-
sess a remarkable potential. This will
hopefully remind the Canadian govern-
ment to continue to support the devel-
opment of democracy in Ukraine and
lobby for its interests internationally.

From the perspective of over
10 years, since your CUPP year,
what is CUPP’s importance?

I believe that the importance of
CUPP can hardly be overestimated be-
cause it has made a significant differ-

sion for future development as well as
finding volunteers.

In your interview with Mr. Walt
Lastewka for CUPP Digest 2003
your main message was to get
people involved into the Ukrainian
situation “if we want a better
Ukraine for our future”. What con-
tribution to Ukraine’s future do you
make living abroad?

It was not my main message. It was
one of Mr. Lastewka’s important mes-
sages that I chose to highlight. Accord-
ing to Mr. Lastewka, “The students
need to be looking at themselves and
say ‘If we want a better Ukraine for our
future then we’d better get involved’”
(CUPP Digest 2003, Issue 2, page 5). 

Personally I try to contribute to
Ukraine’s future by pursuing a career
in academia. As a future literary
scholar I would like to disseminate
knowledge about Ukraine, specifically
its literature and culture, through teach-
ing, research, and translation. Addi-
tionally, by translating into Ukrainian I
hope to make notable works of Cana-
dian and American literatures available
for a broader Ukrainian readership,
thereby promoting intercultural liter-
ary dialogue. 

As you may have read, two CUPP
Alumni, Antonina Tereshchenko
(CUPP 1999) and Yulia Zabyelina
(CUPP 2003 & CUPP 2004) were
awarded the 2012 Newton Fellow-
ship by the British Academy and
Royal  Society. Each will receive
100,000 British Pounds to carry on
research at a British university.
What area of research would you
undertake if you were awarded the
Newton Fellowship and what area
would you recommend to Antonina
and Yulia to conduct research on?

I congratulate Antonina and Yulia
on this outstanding accomplishment
and wish them success in their aca-
demic endeavors. I’m convinced that
both ladies have a clear research
agenda, and any recommendations on
my or anybody else’s part may be mal-
apropos. In addition to reflecting their
hard work, perseverance, and excel-
lence, Antonina’s and Yulia’s achieve-
ments are yet another testimony to the
importance of CUPP.  

ence in very many young people’s lives.
If there was a way for the Ukrainian Di-
aspora in North America to help
Ukraine in a truly meaningful way,
CUPP was it. In other words, investing
into the education of Ukraine’s most tal-
ented youths, the country’s future lead-
ers, innovators and social activists, was
perhaps the smartest and most strate-
gic investment possible. In addition to
the obvious benefit of creating an in-
credibly rewarding learning opportunity
for its participants, a first-hand experi-
ence with a functional democracy,
CUPP has promoted the dissemination
of democratic and human rights values;
instilled a sense of merit-based accom-
plishment (unfortunately, so untypical of
Ukraine); fostered critical and independ-
ent thinking skills; built of a community
of patriots willing to serve rather than
just pay lip service; and cultivated a
spirit of open-minded inquiry and cu-
riosity. In one word, upon return to
Ukraine, CUPP participants have (con-
sciously or subconsciously) become
agents of change, regardless of how
they will eventually choose to apply their
skills and talents.

Make SWOT analysis of the Pro-
gram. Name at least 3 Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats.

Strengths: 
1) mission and purposefulness; 
2) tradition of excellence premised on
offering an invaluable professional and
personal experience; 
3) right balance of work and fun.

Weaknesses: 
1) difficulty (despite numerous efforts)
in organizing alumni and encouraging
collaboration between them;
2) insufficient follow-up activities (CUPP
alumni should seek/be given opportu-
nities to apply their skills in Ukraine); 
3) some CUPP participants do not take
advantage of the unique opportunity to
learn about a rule of law country. 

Opportunities: are basically ways of
consolidating strengths and eliminating
weaknesses.

Threats: 
1) sustainable funding 
2) ensuring that Canadian MPs / NGOs /
etc remain interested in the program 
3) coming up with new ideas and vi-
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I found this article to be a really inspir-
ing piece of literature. Frankly speak-
ing, people tend not to think a lot about
their identity and cultural background
but once they appear to live in a differ-
ent country or environment, everything
changes. I fully realized how important
it is to remember your motherland and
roots when I was given an opportunity
to spend one academic year in the
USA. There, people do care about
their cultural heritage and they are will-
ing to know who their ancestors are. 

What concerns language, I feel a lot
of respect for Andriy Zavialov. I, my-
self, was raised in a Russian-speaking
environment – Northern part of Ukraine,
where the proximity to Russia and Be-
larus badly influenced the language
people chose to express them. Be-
sides being active in participating in
numerous Olympiads in Ukrainian lan-
guage and literature, besides being
able to write compositions.

Ukrainian culture, I taught her some
Ukrainian basic words. While doing
that, I was always emphasizing how
melodic Ukrainian is. But only after
being back to Kyiv I truly realized HOW
actually melodic Ukrainian is. I felt
somewhat uneasy with people around
who were speaking Russian – it
sounded too harsh, too blunt to me.
But it was very different with Ukrainian –
I didn’t feel any discomfort with it at all.

That being said, I’m really happy
that there are people who are aware of
who they are and, moreover, try to en-
courage others to find their way to their
cultural heritage and roots. I myself try
to be more aware of it and I feel like
there had been a huge shift that led to
a greater appreciation of Ukraine and
its beautiful language.

In excellent Ukrainian, I’d never ac-
tually had a chance to practice it within
the appropriate language environment.
So my brightest impression of the
freshmen year in a university was the
fact that actually there ARE people
speaking Ukrainian in everyday life.
Feeling a little bit ashamed of me never
using Ukrainian in everyday life, I de-
cided to talk to them in Ukrainian, too,
as I had this opportunity. Now again,
having an internship at the Ukraine’s
Permanent Mission to the United Na-
tions, I tend to use Ukrainian more than
Russian, as I feel like that’s the mini-
mum contribution I can give to my
home country while being abroad.

Finally, there’s one interesting fact
to mention. It was in May, when I re-
turned back home after a year spent in
the US. In America I had a friend from
Russia, so all the time we were speak-
ing Russian with each other. However,
as she demonstrated great interest in

Reflections on National Identity and languages
(After reading Andriy Zavialov’s, University of Irkutsk,

plea for our language)

Viktoriia SHVYDCHENKO
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
US Embassy’s Youth Council

Montreal.

Montmorency Falls.
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Although the article under considera-
tion is just a short socio-historical com-
mentary published in the newspaper of
doubtful relevance to the questions
raised by Prof Zorin, it uncovers certain
issues important to understand the cur-
rent perception of Ukraine by Russian
intellectuals trying to convey their ideas
to general public. I am particularly re-
ferring here to the understanding of the
Russian imperial nostalgia and its con-
sequences, the idea of Ukraine’s infe-
riority despite its independence, and
some general thoughts about the un-
derstanding of historic processes rele-
vant to Ukraine. I will discuss these
issues in turn.

First, it is good to know that eminent
members of the Russian intellectual
elite do acknowledge that, very unfortu-
nately to its neighbors, Russia is chron-
ically ill and the name of this disease is
the Imperial Syndrome. The Russian
imperial nostalgia is not conductive to
the development of healthy international
relations, particularly with Ukraine. As
Prof Zorin rightly pointed out, this syn-
drome originates from the understanding
of history by Russians, the understand-
ing that has been ruling their political
minds for centuries. The new in this un-
derstanding is to do with the perception
of Ukrainians as a people that has the
right to self-determination and exercises
this right by availing itself of the benefits
of statehood.  However, what remains
still is the idea of Ukraine’s inferiority in
the eyes of both the Russian political
class and common people. This prob-
lem leads me to my second point.

seems to be the case of speculation on
the both sides. 

Third, I would like to raise a point
with regard to the implicit line of argu-
ment put forward by Prof Zorin as to a
possible model for Ukraine-Russia re-
lations. It is right to say that the causes
of today’s crisis are not superficial and
lay in deep waters of history. However,
suggesting Norway’s example, i.e. a
province without a tradition of state-
hood becoming a state, as a blueprint
for Ukraine-Russia relations connotes
badly with regard to the pedigree of
Ukraine’s statehood. This, I suppose,
shows that even though Prof Zorin pro-
fessedly condemns the perception of
Russia as the only successor of more
than one thousand-year-long history of
the Slavic statehood, subliminally he
still seems to be fettered by the para-
digm he strongly criticises.  

By way of conclusion, I would like to
recall a famous Latin adage that goes
as follows: ‘History is the master of life’.
To make it more relevant to my essay, I
should build upon this phrase and say
that history is the master of the life of
states. Another famous saying suggests
that who controls the past does control
the future, who controls the present
does control the past. The pieces of an-
cient wisdom mentioned are relevant to
modern geopolitical understanding of
history, which has to do with both the
importance of the past and the interde-
pendence between the past, present,
and future of peoples and countries, and
therefore are vital to the interpretation of
the comment in question. 

Second, it is crucial to admit that
the interpretation of the name, pedi-
gree, and identity of Ukraine matters,
especially when addressing the issue
of national dignity. Ostensibly, in the
comment under consideration Prof
Zorin critisises the Russian imperial
chauvinism, but in fact he is still think-
ing along the line of argument suggest-
ing the inferior status of Ukraine. 

Firstly, he does not question, what
he should have done as a scholar, the
common belief that the name of Ukraine
designates the territory remote from the
centre of power. Furthermore, Prof
Zorin exacerbates his stance by saying
that the perception of the political centre
of Rus only depends on one’s view-
point. I have to respectfully disagree
with Prof Zorin, because this is not the
issue of one’s convictions, but geogra-
phy. This is the same as to say that the
location of the North Pole does depend
on the viewpoint of the observer. It is
nonsense. Secondly, he considers that
claiming rights to the history of other
people is the right thing to do and that
everyone, including Russia, may do this
provided that the right of other peoples
to do the same is taken into account.
The only caveat alluded to by Prof Zorin
in this case has to do with the detrimen-
tal consequences of the monopolization
of such a right.  Thirdly, as for the ques-
tion of identity, it is inappropriate for a
scholar to underpin their argument by
reference to a taxi driver’ statement who
considered himself to be more Russian
than the people living in the Urals, while,
I assume, knowing little about them. It

Reflection on “Why We Don't Like Ukraine
Missing the empire is not just missing the territory; 

it's missing the history” by Prof ZORIN* 

Artem SHAIPOV 
LL.M, University of Cambridge
CUPP 2014 Applicant

*Andrey ZORIN, Professor of Russian History, Oxford University

The article has been republished with permission in the AUTUMN 2012 issue of the CUPP Newsletter. The entire Article in
Russian as of Jan. 25, 2006 http://www.kommersant.com/page.asp?idr=527&id=643367
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The Canada Ukraine Parliamentary Program grate-
fully acknowledges the generous contributions of
from $100 to $10,000 of the following Donors:

Wasyl Atamanchuk (Vernon)
Michael Bardyn (Toronto)
Tania Bardyn (Seattle)
Myron Dylynsky (Toronto)
Dr. Taras Fecycz (Toronto)
Dr. Roman Fedyna (Oshawa)
Irene & Alexander Hordienko (Toronto) 
Jerry Humeniuk (Mississauga)
Dr. Roman Humeniuk (Mississauga)
Adele Kereliuk (Mississauga)
Taras Kuzio (Toronto)
Leonid Lishchyna (Toronto)
Tetyana Mackiw (Toronto)
Christine Replansky (Toronto)
Paul R. Magocsi (Toronto)
Julia Stashuk (Vancouver)
Irene Strilchuk (Yorkton)
Irene Sushko (Hamilton)
Alexandra Tosello (Toronto)
Starr Tkachuk (Toronto)
Michael Wawryshyn (Toronto)

East-West Management Institute  (New York)
Ukrainian National Federation of Canada (Toronto)

CUPP ALUMNI Donors in 2013

The following CUPP Alumni made contributions to as-
sist with the  purchase of airline tickets for the CUPP
2013 Interns. Our sincere thank you goes out to every
Donor for their generosity. 

Solomiya BORSHOSH – CUPP 2010
Yaroslav GREGIRCHAK – CUPP 2000
Olga HALYABAR and Jerry LUKAS – CUPP 2004 Spring
Olena HARASYMIV and Jared GRUBB – CUPP 2001
Ulyana KHROMYAK – CUPP 2001
Antin KUSHNIR – CUPP 2003
Maryan KUSHNIR – CUPP 2000 Fall
Yuriy KUSHNIR – CUPP 1998, 2005
Vasyl MYROSHNICHENKO – CUPP 2001
Tamara NEFEDOVA – CUPP 2001
Andriy OLENYUK – CUPP 2006, 2007
Zvenyslava OPEYDA – CUPP 1998
Natalka OSTASH – CUPP 2005
Eugene PALENKA – CUPP 1995
Denis PISAREVSKIY – CUPP 1996
Olexandra RATUSHNYAK – CUPP 2004 Spring
Alexander SABADOSH – CUPP 2001
Vadym SAMOILENKO – CUPP 1993
Olexiy SOSHENKO – CUPP 1995
Roman STASIV – CUPP 2002
Rustem UMEROV – CUPP 2003

Donors to CUPP

Dinner with Ihor Bardyn at the beginning of the Program.
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2013 CUPP Participating Universities, Macdonald-Laurier Interns 
& MODEL UKRAINE Workshop Participants



University of Toronto,
est. 1827

University of Kharkiv (Vasyl
Karazin National University

of Kharkiv, Ukraine), 
est. 1804

Ghent University, 
est. 1817

Dmytro PANCHUK

University of Virginia,
 est. 1819

Yuri KUSHNIR

The George Washington 
University Law School,

 est. 1826
Olya KROYTOR

University of Kyiv (Taras
Shevchenko National

University of Kyiv),
est. 1834

Boston University,
 est. 1839

Oleksandr PANKIV

Queen’s University,
 est. 1841

Mykola KRAWETZ

Kansas State University, 
est. 1863

Dmytro PANCHUK

Taras Shevchenko
National University of Kyiv
Institute of International

Relations, est. 1834  

Odesa National University,
est. 1865

Syracuse University,
 est. 1870

Chernivtsi National 
University, 
est. 1875

University of Manitoba,
 est. 1877

University of North Dakota,
est. 1883

Maryna RABINOVYCH Evhenia VIATCHANINOVA
Andrii SOROKHAN

Stanislava TSARKOVA

Taras DLUGOSH
Mykola KRAWETZ

Oleh POSHELYUZHNYY

Marichka POLYULYUK

Troy University, 
est. 1887

National Technical 
University of Ukraine 

«Kyiv Polytechnic Institute»,
est. 1898

San Francisco 
State University,

est. 1899

Karpenko-Karyy Kyiv 
National University of the Arts,

est.1904

University of Alberta, 
est. 1908

Marianna MYKHAYLYUK

Anatolii REVA
Roman TASHLEETSKY

Iryna PUSHCHYK
Aleksandra VOROTILENKO

 Irkutsk State University,
 est. 1918

Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University,

est. 1918Andrei ZAVIALOV
Ketevan TIKANASHVILI

Iryna KUTNYAK
Kateryna LATYSH

Khrystyna KULYASA
Wasyl LUCZKIW

Olesya POGORELOVA
Alexander (Oles) ROZANEC

Christina SHOUP
Roman TASHLEETSKY

Olha MUZYCHENKO
Nadia SMOLNYTSKA

Evhenia VIATCHANINOVA 
Petro ZALIZNIAK

Khrystyna SHABO
Alona SHKRUM

Sergiy YAROSHENKO

Lviv Polytechnic National
 University,
est. 1844

Mariya ROMANYSHYN

University College Dublin,
est. 1854

Mariya ROMANYSHYN

Bocconi University,
est. 1902

Olha ZADOROZHNA



Simon Fraser University,
est. 1965

Georgian Institute
of Public Affairs,

est. 1994

Kyiv International 
University,
est. 1994

Kharkiv National University 
of Internal Affairs,

est. 1992

Jacobs University Bremen,
est. 2001

University of Luhansk
(Luhansk Taras Shevchenko

National University), 
est. 1921

National Aviation University,
est. 1933

Lesya-Ukrainka National
University of Lutsk,

est. 1940

Carleton University, 
est. 1942

University of Flensburg,
est. 1946

University of Saarland,
est. 1948

Kyiv National Linguistic
University, 
est. 1948

Ryerson University,
est. 1948

College of Europe, 
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